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PRAIRIE ISLAND NUCLEAR GENERATING PLANT 
Docket Nos. 50-282 License Nos. DPR-42 

50-306 DPR-60 

Supplement to License Amendment Request dated December 11, 2000 
Conversion to Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) 

By letter dated, December 11, 2000, Prairie Island submitted a License 
Amendment Request (LAR) to convert the current Technical Specifications (CTS) 
using the guidance of NUREG-1431, Revision 1 as amended by NRC and 
industry Technical Specification Task Force (TSTF) documents. This letter 
supplements the subject LAR.  

By letter dated June 15, 2001, the NRC Staff sent NMC requests for additional 
information (RAIs) regarding our LAR dated December 11, 2000 to convert to 
Improved Technical Specifications. Attachment 1 to this letter contains the NRC 
RAIs for ITS Section 3.8, "Electrical Power Systems", and the Nuclear 
Management Company (NMC) answers to these RAIs.  

NMC also proposes Review Change and Errata 11 changes to ITS 3.8.3 Bases 
for SR 3.8.3.2 regarding requirements for diesel fuel oil testing and storage. The 
NUREG-1431 clause, "conducting the tests," has been restored to the text and 
the NMC clause, "addition of new fuel oil to the safequards storage tank(s)," has 
been deleted. These changes make the Bases more consistent with the 
guidance of NUREG-1431 and allow Prairie Island to comply with the Prairie 
Island Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program.
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Attachment 2, Page List by RAI Q, provides a cross-reference of RAls and other 
sources of page changes to the pages that they changed.  

Attachment 3 to this letter contains Revision 3 change pages which implement 
answers to Section 3.8 RAls. Changes to the Revision 3 pages are sidelined in 
the right margin beside the line(s) which have been revised. Change Pages from 
Parts A, B, D, F, G or Cross-References are dated 7/2/01. Change Pages from 
Parts C and E are marked as Revision 3 with a small textbox below the revision 
sideline which contains "R-3".  

The Significant Hazards Determinations and Environmental Assessments, as 
presented in the original December 11, 2000 submittal and as supplemented 
March 6, 2001, July 3, 2001 and by the Part G change pages in Attachment 3 of 
this letter, bound the proposed license amendment.  

NMC is notifying the State of Minnesota of this LAR supplement by transmitting a 
copy of this letter and attachments to the designated State Official.  

To the best of my knowledge and belief, the statements contained in this 
document are true and correct. In some respects these statements are not 
based on my personal knowledge, but on information furnished by other Prairie 
Island Nuclear Generating Plant (PINGP) and NMC employees, contractor 
employees, and/or consultants. Such information has been reviewed in 
accordance with company practice, and I believe it to be reliable.  

In this letter NMC has not made any new or revised any Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission commitments. Please address any comments or questions 
regarding this matter to myself or Mr. Dale Vincent at 1-651-388-1121.  

Joel P. Sorensen 
Site Vice President 
Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant 

C: Regional Administrator - Region Ill, NRC 
Senior Resident Inspector, NRC 
NRR Project Manager, NRC 
James Bernstein, State of Minnesota 
J E Silberg

(Attachments listed on page 3)
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Attachments: 
Affidavit
1.

2.  
3.

NUCLEAR MANAGEMENT COMPANY

NRC RAIs for ITS Section 3.8, "Electrical Power Systems" and NMC 
Responses 
Page List by RAI Q 
Revision 3 Change Pages



UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

NUCLEAR MANAGEMENT COMPANY, LLC 

PRAIRIE ISLAND NUCLEAR GENERATING PLANT DOCKET NO. 50-282 
50-306 

REQUEST FOR AMENDMENT TO 
OPERATING LICENSES DPR-42 & DPR-60 

SUPPLEMENT TO LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUEST DATED DECEMBER 11, 2000 
CONVERSION TO IMPROVED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS (ITS) 

By letter dated August 13, 2001, Nuclear Management Company, LLC, a Wisconsin 
corporation, is submitting additional information in support of the License Amendment 
Request originally submitted December 11, 2000.  

This letter contains no restricted or other defense information.  

NUCLEAR MANAGEMENT COMPANY, LLC 
/B 

By4, 6I P. Sorensen 

$,4ite Vice President 
Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant 

State of ,A y v-

County of _ ___k_ _ _ _ _ 

On this 113 0-"day of --2c v .. ) before me a notary public acting in said 
County, personally appeared Joel P. Sorensen, Site Vice President, Prairie Island 
Nuclear Generating Plant, and being first duly sworn acknowledged that he is 
authorized to execute this document on behalf of Nuclear Management Company, LLC, 
that he knows the contents thereof, and that to the best of his knowledge, information, 
and belief the statements made in it are true.



Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant

Attachment 1 
to 

Supplement dated August 13, 2001 
to License Amendment Request dated December 11, 2000 

Conversion to Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) 

NRC RAIs for 
Section 3.8, "Electrical Power Systems" 

and NMC Responses



Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant 
Improved TS Review Comments 

ITS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems 

CTS Markup RAIs 

3.8-01 CTS 3.7.A.5(a) DOC L3.8-12 

The licensee is requested to provide details of the calculations on which the change in 

fuel oil storage requirements from 51,000 gallons to 42,000 gallons is based. The 
response should address any changes in the fuel consumption rate and how the values 
used were obtained.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part D DOC L3.8-12 

DOC L3.8-12 has been revised providing additional detail for where the CTS 51,000 gallons of 
diesel fuel oil requirement came from and the reason for reducing 51,000 gallons to 42,000 
gallons of diesel fuel oil. The original 51,000 gallons of fuel oil was an overly conservative value 
which was based on earlier D1 and D2 consumption rates, the requirement for having 14 days 
of fuel oil onsite, and taking into consideration the location of the closest fuel oil supply point at 
that time. Diesel Generator fuel oil requirements were reduced due to refining the diesel 
generator fuel oil consumption calculations, based on actual D1 and D2 consumption rates, and 
changing of some of the loads, while maintaining the 14 day fuel oil storage requirement.  

3.8-03 CTS 3.8.A.7 DOC LR3.8-02 

The CTS impose a limitation on the number of panels that can be powered from panel 
117 (Unit 1) and panel 217 (Unit 2). This limitation is proposed to be relocated to the 
Technical Requirements Manual (TRM). However, the DOC not adequately explain why 
this relocation is acceptable. The licensee is requested to provide a discussion which 
includes an explanation of why this limitation is in the CTS as well as a justification for 
why it no longer needs to be retained in technical specification (TS).

Prairie Island Units 1 and 2 August 13, 2001I



Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant 
Improved TS Review Comments 

ITS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems 

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part B ITS LCO 3.8.7, Required Actions A.1 and A.2 
Part B ITS Bases Section 3.8.7 LCO and Actions A.1 and A.2 
Part C CTS 3.7.A.7 
Part F JFD CL-183 

Based on further evaluation, ITS LCO 3.8.7 and associated Required Actions have been 
rewritten to incorporate CTS 3.7.A.7. The CTS allows one of the four Reactor Protection 
Instrument AC panels to be powered from either Panel 117 (Unit 2 Panel 217) or from its 
inverter bypass. Since the LCO was revised, Required Actions A.1 and A.2 have been added.  
These Required Actions verify that within 2 hours after one of the four Reactor Protection 
Instrument AC Inverters is declared inoperable, that the Reactor Protection Instrument AC panel 
is powered from either Panel 117 (Unit 2 Panel 217) or its inverter bypass breaker. In 
accordance with plant design, Panel 117 (Unit 2 Panel 217) can supply power to any one of the 
Reactor Protection Instrument AC panels. In addition, each of the Reactor Protection Instrument 
AC inverters is designed with an internal bypass switch which allows power to continue to be 
supplied to the panel thus maintaining it OPERABLE. In either case, the Required Actions only 
allow either Panel 117 (Unit 2 Panel 217) or the bypass switch to be used to meet the LCO.  
This is consistent with CTS requirements.  

3.8-04 CTS 3.7.A.4, CTS 3.7.A.7, No DOC 

The CTS require four AC instrument buses to be OPERABLE in each unit. The 
proposed ITS only requires three inverters to be OPERABLE. No discussion is provided 
in support of the proposed ITS. The licensee is requested to provide a discussion on 
why requiring only three inverters is acceptable, and how three inverters will power four 
buses.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part B ITS LCO 3.8.7, Required Actions A.1 and A.2 
Part B ITS Bases Section 3.8.7 LCO and Actions A.1 and A.2 
Part C CTS 3.7.A.7 
Part F JFD CL-183 

The ITS LCO has been revised to require four inverters to be OPERABLE. Reference RAI NMC 
Response 3.8-03 above for additional discussion.

Prairie Island Units 1 and 2 August 13, 20012



Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant 
Improved TS Review Comments 

ITS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems 

3.8-05 CTS 3.7.B.1 DOC M3.8-06 

The staff does not agree that this is a more restrictive change. The CTS requirement is 
to test the other diesel generator (DG). The ITS allows the option of establishing the 
absence of a common mode failure, thereby eliminating the requirement to test the 
OPERABLE DG. This change appears to be less restrictive. The licensee should 
consider changing the DOC.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part C CTS 3.7.B.1 
Part D DOC L3.8-59 
Part G NSHD L3.8-59 

ITS Required Action B.3.1 requires that if one DG is inoperable, determine within 24 hours that 
the other DG is not inoperable due to common cause failure. This is a new requirement for PI 
CTS. DOC L3.8-59 and its associated No Significant Hazards Determination were added to 
justify the flexibility for determining that the other DG is not inoperable due to a common cause 
failure. Since the CTS does not have this requirement, a new Completion Time is introduced.  
Therefore, DOC M3.8-06 remains justifying the more restrictive time requirement to perform this 
determination. Under the CTS, if one DG is inoperable, one of the Actions is to demonstrate, by 
performance of an SR, that the other DG is OPERABLE. The performance of this SR would 
require the DG to be started and demonstrated OPERABLE unless the initial DG was inoperable 
due to preplanned maintenance or testing. The ITS allows some flexibility in that if the 
OPERABLE DG is not made inoperable due to a common cause with the inoperable DG, then 
the remaining DG is still considered OPERABLE.

Prairie Island Units 1 and 2 August 13, 20013



Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant 
Improved TS Review Comments 

ITS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems 

3.8-06 CTS 3.7.B.3 DOC L3.8-09 

The DOC paragraph dealing with changes to CTS 3.7.B.3 includes the sentence "While 
in this Plant Condition (ITS Condition D) and the inoperable path is restored to 
OPERABLE status, and the DG is still inoperable, then ITS Condition B is applicable".  
This seems to indicate that Condition B is not applicable while in Condition D. This is not 
correct. Condition B with its Required Actions and Completion Times are entered as 
soon as the DG is found to be inoperable, and continues to be applicable until the DG is 
restored to OPERABLE. Is the phrasing in this DOC just an improper choice of words, or 
does the licensee not fully understand how the ISTS work? 

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part D DOC L3.8-09 

Condition B with its Required Actions and Completion Times are entered as soon as the DG is 
found to be inoperable, and continues to be applicable until the DG is restored to OPERABLE.  
In order to make it clearer, DOC M3.8-06 has been revised to state that Condition B remains 
applicable if the DG remains inoperable.  

3.8-07 CTS Markup Page 4 of 12, footnote* 

This CTS footnote is retained as a Note in the Required Actions of ITS LCO 3.8.1, 
Condition B. This Note is not required. The NUREG Actions are adequate since it can 
readily determined that the OPERABLE DG is not undergoing test or preventive 
maintenance, and the absence of a common mode failure clearly demonstrated. The 
staff suggests that the Note be deleted.  

NMC Response: 

Sections affected by this change: 
Part B ITS 3.8.1, Required Action B 
Part B ITS Bases 3.8.1, Action B 
Part C CTS 3.7.B Footnote * 

Part D DOC A3.8-57 
Part E NUREG Markup 3.8.1, Required Action B 
Part E NUREG Bases Markup Action B 
Part F JFD CL3.8-107 
Part G NSHD Administrative Change, Page 1

Prairie Island Units I and 2 August 13, 20014



Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant 
Improved TS Review Comments 

ITS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems 

CTS Note stating that specific Required Actions are not applicable if the DG inoperability is due 

to preplanned preventative maintenance or testing has been deleted from the ITS. The 

associated CTS, DOC and NUREG-1431 markup pages have also been revised to show this 
deletion.  

3.8-08 CTS 3.7.B.6 DOC L3.8-09 

The licensee has proposed to add an option to ITS LCO 3.8.9. This option would allow 

declaring required features associated with a specific distribution subsystem inoperable if 
the subsystem is de-energized. This option is not part of the CTS or part of NUREG
1431. Therefore, it is beyond scope. A specific justification for beyond scope issues 
must be provided. No justification has been provided for this issue. Therefore, the 
proposed change is rejected.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part B 3.8.9 
Part C 
Part D 
Part E 
Part F 
Part G 

PI has re-drafted ITS 3.8.9 and submitted it for NRC review and comment. Part of that re-draft 

eliminated the Required Action of declaring the required features inoperable.  

3.8-09 CTS 3.7.B.7 DOC L3.8-09 

The licensee has proposed to retain the CTS allowance of 8 hours for an inoperable 
battery charger, but has deleted other CTS requirements associated with an inoperable 
charger in favor of NUREG-1431 requirements. The staff is of the opinion that this is not 
acceptable. The NUREG Actions associated with an inoperable battery charger are 
limited to restoration of the charger because of the limited Completion Time (2 hours). If 
a longer Completion Time had been allowed, it would probably have been in conjunction 
with other requirements. It is the staff's view that retention of the CTS 8 hour Completion 
Time can only be allowed if the other CTS requirements are also adopted.

Prairie Island Units 1 and 2 August 13, 20015



Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant 
Improved TS Review Comments 

ITS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems 

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part B 
Part C 
Part D 
Part E 
Part F 
Part G 

PI has submitted a re-draft of ITS 3.8.4 by letter dated July 3, 2001. Part of that re-draft 
incorporated the other CTS requirements which included within 2 hours, verify that the other 
train battery charger is OPERABLE and to verify that the DG and safeguards equipment for the 
other train are OPERABLE.  

3.8-14 CTS 4.6.A.2.a No DOC 

The staff has allowed changes to surveillance requirements (SRs) such as this one. The 
change involves revising the SR to require achieving a minimum voltage and frequency 
in 10 seconds, and subsequently achieving steady state voltage and frequency within the 
stated band. Clarification of CTS markup is recommended.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 

CTS 4.6.A.2.a, Page 9 of 12 
Part D DOC A60 
Part G NSHD 

CTS markup has been revised to more explicitly separate the SR identifying two different 
requirements to achieve the minimum voltage and frequency within 10 seconds and to 
eventually achieve steady state voltage and frequency conditions. As a result of this 
clarification, DOC A3.8-60 was generated explaining this editorial change.

Prairie Island Units 1 and 2 6 August 13, 2001



Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant 
Improved TS Review Comments 

ITS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems 

3.8-15 CTS 4.6.A.2.b DOC LR 3.8-34 

The DOC states that the requirement to load the generator in less than or equal to 60 
seconds is relocated to the TRM. It is the staff's position that the requirement to load a 
DG within 60 seconds is detrimental to DGs and should be deleted. If the requirement to 
load a DG in 60 seconds is retained in the TRM, it is still a requirement that must be met.  
The licensee might want to consider deleting this 60 second requirement completely.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
CTS Section 4.6.A.2.b 
Part D A51 
Part D L6 
Part G NSHD L3.8-61 

The CTS requirement to load the DG in less than 60 seconds was originally going to be 
relocated to the TRM. Upon further evaluation as a result of this RAI, PI is eliminating this 
requirement based on it being detrimental to the DG as noted by the NRC. In addition, the 
appropriate DOCs and NSHD have been revised accordingly.  

3.8-17 CTS 4.6.B.4 DOC LR3.8-45 

The CTS proposed for relocation seem to describe a performance discharge test 
(voltage measured as a function of time during a discharge). The staff questions 
whether this material is a candidate for relocation. It seems more appropriate to say the 
material is covered by the ITS requirement to conduct a performance discharge test and 
need not be retained in TS.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part C CTS 4.6.1..B.4 
Part D DOC LR3.8-45 and A3.8-62 
Part G NSHD Administrative A-62 

PI has re-drafted ITS SR3.8.6.6 to comply with the NUREG. As such, the only part of the CTS 
SR to be relocated is the requirement to make sure that the electrical connections are tight. The 
portion of the CTS SR requiring the battery voltage shall be monitored as a function of time to 
establish that the battery performs as expected during heavy discharge is incorporated into ITS 
SR 3.8.6.6.

Prairie Island Units 1 and 2 7 August 13, 2001



Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant 
Improved TS Review Comments 

ITS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems 

NUREG Markup RAIs 

3.8.1-01 NUREG Markup LCO 3.8.1 CL3.8-110 

The LCO requires two paths between the offsite transmission grid and the onsite 4KV 
Safeguards Distribution System. The Bases indicate there are four paths from the 
switchyard to the onsite distribution. Are all four paths fully qualified? Can each path 
handle an accident in one unit and a safe shutdown in the other unit? Are there any 
restrictions associated with these four paths? If restrictions exist, do they need to be 

addressed with these four paths? If restrictions exist, do they need to be addressed in 
TS? If restrictions exist, how do they affect Condition A and Condition C? 

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part B Bases 3.8.1, LCO Section 
Part F JFD CL3.8-110 
Part E NUREG Bases LCO 3.8.1 Markup 

The Bases has been revised providing additional information that plant procedures provide an 
assessment for the various configurations and requirements (e.g., loading, grid conditions, 
generator MVAR load, and etc.) for a path to be declared OPERABLE. In addition, JFD CL3.8
110 has been revised providing additional justification and clarification stating that once the 
evaluation is performed per plant procedures, for the path being considered OPERABLE, the 
applicable Conditions and Required Actions of Specification 3.8.1 are applicable. This ensures 
that the path(s) being used are qualified and can handle an accident in one unit and a safe 
shutdown of the other. Based on the above, there are no restrictions on the OPERABLE paths.  

3.8.1-02 NUREG Markup Conditions B Required Action Note CL 3.8-107 

The proposed Note is not necessary. If a DG is inoperable for preplanned preventive 
maintenance or testing, it can easily be determined that the remaining DG is not 

undergoing maintenance or testing, thereby establishing the absence of a common 
mode failure. Required Action B.3.1 is met, and no further action is required.

Prairie Island Units 1 and 2 August 13, 20018



Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant 
Improved TS Review Comments 

ITS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems 

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part B ITS 3.8.1, Required Action B 
Part B ITS Bases 3.8.1, Action B 
Part C CTS 3.7.B Footnote * 

Part D DOC A3.8-57 
Part E NUREG Markup 3.8.1, Required Action B 
Part E NUREG Bases Markup Action B 
Part F JFD CL3.8-107 
Part G NSHD Administrative Change, Page 1 

Reference response to RAI 3.8-07.  

3.8.1-03 NUREG Markup SR 3.8.1.2 PA3.8-115 

Standby conditions is defined in the Bases as meaning the DG is maintained with the 
jacket water and lube oil in a warmed condition and continuously circulated. This should 
adequately address the licensee's concerns about manufacturer's recommendations, 
and the term "standby conditions" can be retained.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part B ITS SR 3.8.1.2 
Part C CTS 4.6.A.1 .e 
Part D DOC A3.8-58 
Part E NUREG SR 3.8.1.2 Markup 
Part F JFD PA3.8-115 
Part G NSHD Administrative Change A3.8-58 

The term "standby conditions" has been retained in the PI ITS. As a result, the above noted 
Sections have been revised.

Prairie Island Units I and 2 August 13, 20019



Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant 
Improved TS Review Comments 

ITS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems 

3.8.1-04 NUREG Markup SR 3.8.1.3 CL3.8-116 

The licensee is requested to verify that the DG loading values for Unit 1 are in excess of 
the maximum anticipated accident loading.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part B Bases 3.8.1 SR 3.8.1.3 
Part E Bases 3.8.1 SR 3.8.1.3 
Part F JFD CL3.8-116 

PI has verified the DG loading values for both Unit 1 and Unit 2. The values used in the ITS SR 

3.8.1.3 are the same values in CTS 4.6.A.1 .e. As a result no changes in the values are being 

made. The Bases Sections for SR 3.8.1.3 have been revised providing additional information 
documenting the difference between the Units. In addition, JFD CL3.8-116 has been revised 
stating that the difference in the Unit loading, specifically since Unit 2 DGs provide emergency 
power to the cooling water pump, attributes to the difference in DG loading requirements.  

3.8.1-05 NUREG Markup SR 3.8.1.4 CL3.8-118 

The SR, as proposed, is without meaning. As proposed, this SR can be met if there is 
any fuel in the day tank. To make the SR meaningful, some minimum level to be verified 
must be included in the SR.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part F JFD CL3.8-118 

Neither CLB nor the CTS have any requirements verifying that the day tank contains a specific 
volume of fuel oil. Therefore, PI is not adopting this part of NUREG 1431, Rev. 1, SR 3.8.1.  
4 which identifies a specific day tank volume ( in gallons) of fuel oil. In addition, PI design uses 
limit switches which sense low and high levels of fuel oil within the tank. These switches are set 
in order to supply fuel oil to the DGs in support of the USAR analysis.

Prairie Island Units 1 and 2 10 August 13, 2001



Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant 
Improved TS Review Comments 

ITS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems 

3.8.1-09 NUREG Markup SR 3.8.1.7 X3.8-125 

What is the problem associated with maintaining a Power Factor of 0.9 at a load of 680 
or 860MW? 

Note that the change in frequency for this SR from 18 months to 24 months is a beyond 
scope issue.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
None.  

PI has reviewed the RAI and determined that since the CTS does not require maintaining a 
specific Power Factor, that it will not be incorporated into the ITS. In addition, changing the 
Frequency of the specific SRs has been justified to the NRC by letter dated July 3, 2001.  

3.8.1-10 NUREG Markup NUREG SR3.8.1.11 CL3.8-128 

The staff does not agree with the justification for deleting this SR. In the staff's view, a 
LOOP is a different test than a LOOP/LOCA. The plant response to the two conditions is 
different, and a LOOP/LOCA does not necessarily demonstrate the system response to 
a LOOP. The licensee is requested to demonstrate that performance of a LOOP/LOCA 
covers everything that would occur for a LOOP, alone, or retain the NUREG.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part F JFD CL3.8-128 

The CTS requires a simulated loss of power in conjunction with a safety injection (SI) signal 
while verifying de-energization of the emergency buses, load shedding from the emergency 
buses, DG auto-start and re-energization of the emergency buses. In the PI design, both the 
LOOP and LOOP/LOCA test will verify de-energization of the safeguards buses, auto-start of 
the DG (from either an SI signal or the undervoltage signal), re-energization of the safeguards 
buses from the DG, load shedding and load restoration of the safeguards buses. There is no 
difference in the load shedding portion of the sequencer between the Sl initiation and the 
undervoltage initiation. The DG loading on a LOOP/LOCA test is greater than the loading would 
be on a LOOP test. The LOOP/LOCA SR performed by ITS 3.8.1.10 encompasses the 
requirements of the LOOP SR in the ISTS SR 3.8.1.11. Therefore, no change is made to the 
ITS.

Prairie Island Units 1 and 2 11 August 13, 2001



Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant 
Improved TS Review Comments 

ITS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems 

3.8.1-11 NUREG Markup NUREG SR3.8.1.12 PA3.8-102 
JFD PA3.8-102 does not provide an adequate justification for deleting NUREG 
SR3.8.1.12. This SR is in brackets because not all DGs are designed to start on an ESF 
signal. For those plants with DGs that do not start on an ESF signal, the SR can be 
deleted. JFD PA3.8-102 does not address the PI design, and is therefore not adequate 
justification for deleting this SR.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part F JFD PA3.8-102 

The subject JFD has been revised in accordance with discussions with the NRC.  

3.8.1-16 NUREG Markup NUREG SR 3.8.1.20 CL3.8-133 

The JFD appears to be incorrect. ITS SR3.8.1.6 addressed the DGs individually. The 
NUREG SR proposed for deletion requires simultaneous starting of all DGs. The 
licensee should provide an adequate justification for the proposed deletion, or retain the 
NUREG.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part F CL3.8-133 

PI CTS does not have a requirement to test both DGs at the same time. ISTS SR 3.8.1.20 
requires that both DGs be verified to simultaneously start upon receipt of an SI signal, achieve a 
specific voltage and frequency range within 10 seconds every 10 years. PI CTS does require 
that every 184 days that the DGs start upon receipt of an SI signal and achieve a specific 
voltage and frequency range within the 10 seconds, however, this SR is only performed on one 
DG at a time. When PI tests a DG it is considered to be inoperable. If PI were to adopt ISTS 
SR 3.7.1.20, then during that testing, PI would have 2 DGs inoperable which is less conservative 
than the PI CTS.
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Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant 
Improved TS Review Comments 

ITS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems 

3.8.1-17 Bases Page B3.8.1-2 PA3.8-135 

The last sentence in the first paragraph on this page addresses transformer capability.  
What is the purpose of including this statement in the Bases? How does it factor into the 
LCO requirement, if at all? 

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part B ITS Bases 3.8.1 Background Section 
Part E NUREG Bases 3.8.1 Background Section Markup 
Part F JFD PA3.8-135 

This sentence explains that the offsite source can be OPERABLE while the sequencer is 
inoperable provided selected loads are disabled. This ties to the LCO in that the sequencer is 
required to be OPERABLE in order for the offsite source to be OPERABLE with the exception 
that the plant can be aligned with a sequencer inoperable such that the offsite source remains 
OPERABLE. In addition, the Bases has been revised by adding a reference tie to the 
sequencer Technical Specification 3.3.4, "4kV Safeguards Bus Voltage Instrumentation" for 
additional actions prescribed for an inoperable load sequencer.  

3.8.1-21 Bases Page B3.8.1-13 Action B.3.1 CL3.8-107 

See RAI 3.8.1-02 

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part B ITS 3.8.1, Required Action B 
Part B ITS Bases 3.8.1, Action B 
Part C CTS 3.7.B Footnote * 

Part D DOC A3.8-57 
Part E NUREG Markup 3.8.1, Required Action B 
Part E NUREG Bases Markup Action B 
Part F JFD CL3.8-107 
Part G NSHD Administrative Change, Page 1 

Reference response to RAI 3.8-07.
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Improved TS Review Comments 

ITS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems 

3.8.1-24 Bases Page B3.8.1-22 SR 3.8.1.1 PA3.8-204 

Offsite power is the preferred power source for any nuclear power plant, regardless of 
whether or not it is specifically addressed in the plant design. The NUREG language 
should be retained, including the additional material regarding independence in the 
deletion of which has not been justified.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part B ITS Bases SR3.8.1.1 
Part E NUREG Bases SR3.8.1.1 
Part F JFD PA3.8-204 

The Bases has been revised maintaining the part of the sentence," ... and the appropriate 
independence of offsite circuits is maintained." This statement does reflect PI design and will be 
retained. PI will maintain the word "offsite" instead of keeping the word "preferred". This is 
consistent with PI language and does not change any intent of the entire statement. In addition, 
JFD PA3.8-204 has been revised accordingly.  

3.8.1-25 Bases Page B3.8.1-23 SR 3.8.1.2 PA3.8-115 

See RAI 3.8.1-03 

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part B ITS SR 3.8.1.2 
Part C CTS 4.6.A.1.e 
Part D DOC A3.8-58 
Part E NUREG SR 3.8.1.2 Markup 
Part F JFD PA3.8-115 
Part G NSHD Administrative Change A3.8-58 

Reference response to RAI 3.8.1-01.
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ITS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems 

3.8.1-26 Bases Page B3.8.1-24 SR3.8.1.3 CL3.8-116 

The licensee is requested to provide details of the accident loading requirements and to 
demonstrate that these loading requirements are exceeded by the manufacturer's 
recommended loads. The licensee is also requested to verify that the loads suggested 
by the manufacturer are maximum loads, not minimum loads.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part B Bases 3.8.1 SR 3.8.1.3 
Part E Bases 3.8.1 SR 3.8.1.3 
Part F JFD CL3.8-116 

Reference response to RAI 3.8.01-04.  

3.8.1-27 Bases Page B3.8.1-25 SR 3.8.1.4 CL3.8-118 

See RAI 3.8.1-05 

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part F JFD CL3.8-118 

Reference response to RAI 3.8.1-05.  

3.8.1-29 Bases Page B3.8.1-30 SR3.8.1.7 CL3.8-125 

See RAI 3.8.1-09 

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
None 

Reference response to RAI 3.8.1-09
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ITS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems 

3.8.1-31 Bases Page B3.8.1-32 NUREG SR3.8.1.11 CL3.8-128 

See RAI 3.8.1-10 

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part F JFD CL3.8-128 

Reference response to RAI 3.8.1-10.  

3.8.1-32 Bases Page B3.8.1-34 NUREG SR 3.8.1-12 No JFD 

See RAI 3.8.1-11 

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part F JFD PA3.8-102.  

Reference response to RAI 3.8.01-11.  

3.8.1-35 Bases Page B3.8.1-37 SR 3.8.1.9 CL3.8-125 

The Bases for this SR have been revised to state that the test must be conducted at > 
90% of voltage and frequency. This is not acceptable. The voltage and frequency 
requirements are stated in the SR, and the frequency tolerance is considered less than 
10% of the 60 Hz. The Bases should be revised to delete reference to voltage and 
frequency, as shown.  

Also, see staff comments for SR3.8.1.9 in LCO 3.8.1 markup regarding power factor.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part B ITS 3.8.1 Bases SR 3.8.1.9 
Part E NUREG Bases 3.8.1 SR 3.8.1.14 

The Bases have been revised deleting '5 90% of" and the verbiage "voltage, and Frequency".
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ITS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems 

3.8.1-37 Bases Page B3.8.1-43 NUREG SR3.8.1.20 CL3.8-133 

See RAI 3.8.1-16 

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part F CL3.8-133 

Reference response to RAI 3.8.1-16.  

3.8.2-02 Bases Page B3.8.2-3 LCO PA3.8-102 

The Bases discussion proposed for deletion is in brackets because it was understood 
when the NUREG was developed that the language would not be applicable to all plants.  
The intent is for the licensee to insert the information for his plant, not to delete the 
Bases discussion. The licensee should retain this Bases using information that 
describes the PI design.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part B ITS Bases 3.8.2 LCO Section 
Part E NUREG Bases 3.8.2 LCO Markup 

The Bases has been revised by replacing the bracketed information with P1 specific information 
briefly describing the four separate external power sources which have multiple offsite network 
connections. Per PI design the four connections consist of: 
1. A reserve transformer from the 161 kV portion of the plant substation; 
2. A second reserve transformer from the 345 kV portion of the plant substation; 
3. A cooling tower transformer supplied from the 345 kV portion of the plant substation; and 
4. A cooling tower transformer supplied from a tertiary winding on the substation auto 
transformer.
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ITS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems 

3.8.2-03 Bases Page B3.8.2-4 LCO CL3.8-202 

Part of the Bases in the second paragraph is proposed for deletion. This Bases, as 
worded, means that the DGs are capable of being loaded within 10 seconds. It does not 
mean they are loaded in 10 seconds as the JFD appears to indicate. The Bases 
material should be retained.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part B ITS Bases 3.8.2 LCO Section 
Part E NUREG Bases 3.8.2 LCO Markup 

The Bases has been revised to state that the DG will be ready to load within 10 seconds of 
receiving a start signal.  

3.8.2-04 Bases Page B3.8.2-4 LCO CL3.8-110 

The JFD does not discuss deletion of the Bases wording in the third paragraph regarding 
tripping on nonessential loads. The licensee should justify this deletion, or retain the 
NUREG. In the fourth paragraph, what is the justification for deleting the bracketed 
Bases information regarding sequencer operation and offsite circuit OPERABILITY? 

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part F JFD CL3.8-1 10 

PI does not have any non-essential loads, by design, that are tripped and not restored by 
sequencer action. The subject JFD has been revised to reflect this statement.
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ITS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems 

3.8.2-06 Bases Page B3.8.2-6 Action A.1 CL3.8-157 

The Bases and the LCO are not consistent. Some revision appears to be necessary. If 

the Bases are to remain as proposed, Action A.1 should be deleted. The option 
described in A.1 is only applicable if more than one safeguards bus was required to be 
OPERABLE. This applies to the option discussion for Action A.2 and B, as well.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part B ITS LCO 3.8.2 Required Action A.1 
Part B ITS Bases 3.8.2 Actions Section 
Part E NUREG LCO 3.8.2 Required Action A Markup 
Part E NUREG Bases 3.8.3 Actions Section 
Part F JFD PA3.8-215 

Since ITS Condition A does not contain the "one or more" phrase, Required Action A.1 has been 
deleted and the Bases revised accordingly.  

Section 3.8.3 

3.8.3-02 NUREG Markup NUREG SR 3.8.3.5 CL3.8-147 

The JFD does not provide an adequate justification for deletion of this SR. The testing 
for water as part of the fuel oil program is for suspended water. This SR addresses 
water that may have accumulated at the bottom of the tank.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part F JFD CL3.8-147 

The subject JFD was revised to state that neither the CLB or CTS require this SR and therefore; 
it is not included in the ITS.
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ITS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems 

3.8.3-03 NUREG Markup NUREG SR3.8.3.6 TA3.8-156 

TSTF 2 calls for relocating this requirement to a licensee controlled document. It does 
not address total deletion. The licensee should provide information on where this 
requirement will be relocated and what controls will be associated with that document.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part E SR 3.8.3.6 
Part F CL3.8-156 

ISTS SR 3.8.3.6 was not incorporated into the ITS since this surveillance is not required by PI 
CLB or CTS. Therefore; TSTF 2 was not incorporated.  

3.8.3-04 Bases Page B3.8.3-1 Background CL3.8-143 

The Bases should describe the TS requirement without a reference to the updated safety 
analysis report. The Bases material proposed for deletion should be retained, with 
revisions as necessary to reflect the PI design.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part B ITS Bases 3.8.3 Background Section 
Part E NUREG Bases 3.8.3 Background Section Markup 

The Bases has been revised to be consistent with the NUREG and describe the TS requirement 
in more detail, in addition, to referencing the USAR.  

3.8.3-06 Bases Page B3.8.3-4 Action A.1 CL3.8-152 

In this Bases discussion, should the reference to DG not be plural; i.e., DGs ? If the 
design of the fuel oil system is one tank for both DGs, then plural (DGs) would be 
correct.
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Prairie Island Nuclear Generating Plant 
Improved TS Review Comments 

ITS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems 

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part B ITS Bases 3.8.3 Actions Section 
Part E NUREG Bases 3.8.3 Actions Section Markup 

The Bases have been revised to make DG plural as noted in the RAI.  

3.8.3-08 Bases Page B3.8.3-11 NUREG SR3.8.3.5 CL3.8-147 

See RAI 3.8.3-02 

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part F JFD CL3.8-147 

Reference response to RAI 3.8.3-02 

3.8.3-09 Bases Page B3.8.3-12 NUREG SR3.8.3-6 TA3.8-156 

See RAI 3.8.3-03 

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part E SR 3.8.3.6 
Part F CL3.8-156 

Reference response to RAI 3.8.3-03.  

3.8.7-02 Bases Page B3.8.7-4 Action A.1 No JFD 

The staff does not understand use of the term "may" in the first paragraph with regard to 
Reactor Protection Instrument AC Panel OPERABILITY. If the inverter becomes 
inoperable, the AC panel will be de-energized until power is restored. De-energized is 
inoperable. There is no question of "may". This should be corrected. Also, the Bases 
should identify the alternate safety related source. The Bases should identify the 
alternate safety related source. The Bases should be revised to include this 
identification.
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ITS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems 

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part B ITS Bases 3.8.7 Actions Section 
Part E NUREG Bases 3.8.7 Actions Section 

The Bases have been revised deleting the word "may" and to provide additional clarification by 
specifically stating that with the Reactor Protection Instrument AC inverter inoperable, its 
associated Reactor Protection Instrument AC Panel is also considered to be inoperable unless it 

is automatically re-energized by its static transfer switch.  

3.8.7-03 Bases Page B3.8.7-5 SR3.8.7.1 PA3.8-102 

See RAI 3.8.7-01 

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
None.  

RAI 3.8.7-01 is the same issue as this RAI. RAI 3.8.7-01 has been closed by the NRC with no 
licensee response required. PI believes this RAI should also be closed with no licensee 
response required.  

3.8.8-01 NUREG Markup LCO 3.8.8 TA3.8-175 

The LCO should be revised to retain the wording "to support the onsite Class 1 E AC vital 
bus electrical power distribution subsystem required by LCO 3.8.10." Without this 
wording, the LCO is not consistent with the NUREG organization.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
None.  

LCO 3.8.8 was submitted in accordance with TSTF 204, Rev. 3. The subject TSTF provides two 
options for the LCO statement. The ITS has been revised to be consistent with option 2 which is 
applicable to Pl.
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ITS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems 

3.8.8-02 NUREG Markup Required Action A.1 TA3.8-175 

The rationale for Required Action A.1 was based on Rev. 1 to the NUREG which would, 
in certain conditions, require more than one inverter to be OPERABLE. With one of two 
or more required subsystems inoperable, the remaining subsystem(s) might be able to 
power all necessary loads. In such a case, it was acceptable to declare inoperable the 
required features associated with the inoperable subsystem. However, with only one 
subsystem required, the above conditions do not exist, and the option to declare required 
features inoperable is not appropriate. Required Action A.1 should be deleted.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part B ITS LCO 3.8.8 Required Action A.1 
Part B ITS Bases 3.8.8 Required Actions 
Part E NUREG LCO 3.8.8 Required Action A.1 Markup 
Part E NUREG Bases 3.8.8 Required Action Markup 
Part F JFD 3.8-215 

Since ITS Condition A does not contain the "one or more" phrase, Required Action A.1 has been 
deleted. This change is consistent with RAI 3.8.2-06. In addition, the appropriate JFD has also 
been revised providing justification for deleting Required Action A. 1.  

3.8.8-04 Bases Page B3.8.8-3 Applicable Safety Analysis PA3.8-192 

The licensee has proposed to use the Bases discussion from LCO 3.8.2 in this Bases.  
However, the last paragraph of the Applicable Safety Analysis from LCO 3.8.2 has not 
been included. If the LCO 3.8.2 Bases are to be used, the entire Bases should be 
included, not just a part of it.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
None.  

The last paragraph of ITS Bases 3.8.2 Applicable Safety Analysis Section provides information 
specific to the offsite and onsite AC sources - shutdown and is not applicable to ITS Bases 3.8.8 
for inverters - shutdown. Therefore; the subject information was not incorporated into ITS Bases 
3.8.8. No changes have been made to PI ITS in response this RAI.
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ITS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems 

3.8.8-05 Bases Page 3.8.8-3 Applicable Safety Analysis TA3.8-175 

See RAI 3.8.5-05 

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
None 

The changes made to ITS Bases 3.8.8 Applicable Safety Analysis were made consistent with 
TSTF 204, Rev. 3. That specific TSTF did not revise LCO Bases 3.8.2 adding the paragraph 
that is subject to this RAI.  

3.8.8-07 Bases Page B3.8.8-5 Action A.1 No JFD 

See RAI 3.8.8-02 

NMC Response: 
Sections and Pages affected by this change: 
Part B ITS LCO 3.8.8 Required Action A.1 
Part B ITS Bases 3.8.8 Required Actions 
Part E NUREG LCO 3.8.8 Required Action A.1 Markup 
Part E NUREG Bases 3.8.8 Required Action Markup 
Part F JFD 3.8-215 

Reference response to RAI 3.8.8-02.  

3.8.8-08 Bases Page B3.8.8-7 SR3.8.8.1 PA3.8-102 

See RAI 3.8.8-03 

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
None 

RAI 3.8.8-03 is the same issue as this RAI. RAI 3.8.8-03 has been closed by the NRC with no 
licensee response required. PI believes this RAI should also be closed with no licensee 
response required.
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ITS Section 3.8, Electrical Power Systems 

3.8.10-01 NUREG Markup Required Action A.2.5 PA3.8-190 

In some cases, the residual heat removal (RHR) TS requires two RHR subsystems to be 
OPERABLE, with one in OPERATION. With problems in the distribution subsystems, 
the Required Actions must address the requirements of all affected systems. Since the 
RHR TS calls for "OPERABLE" and "in operation", both requirements must be 
addressed by LCO 3.8.10 Actions. For this reason, Require Action A.2.5 should remain 
as is. The proposed change is not acceptable.  

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part F JFD PA3.8-190 

TS required equipment may be OPERABLE and not in operation and meet the TS requirements.  
At other times TS may require equipment to be OPERABLE and in operation. Plant procedures 
and practices are established to declare TS equipment OPERABLE or not OPERABLE 
(inoperable). When equipment is further required to be in operation, plant procedures and 
practices are also established to verify that the required equipment is in operation. However, 
Prairie Island (PI) does not have procedures or practices for declaring equipment "not in 
operation" and retaining this clause would require new procedures and practices. ISTS does 
not appear to have any Specification other than LCO 3.8.10 which requires declaring equipment 
"not in operation". The intent of Specification 3.8.10 is not to assure there is no flow. The Bases 
state, "Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the RHR ACTIONS would not be entered. Therefore, Required 
Action A.2.5 is provided to direct declaring the associated RHR inoperable, which results in 
taking the appropriate RHR actions." The clause "and not in operation" is redundant based on 
current PI operating practices. Once the RHR subsystem is declared inoperable in accordance 
with 3.8.10 R.A. A.2.5, the operators will take action to establish an acceptable source of core 
cooling. If for some reason the RHR subsystem continued to provide core cooling after the 
subsystem were declared inoperable, continued core cooling would be a harmless, but 
beneficial, consequence while operators establish an acceptable source of core cooling. For 
these reasons, NMC proposes not to include the clause "and not in operation" in the ITS. JFD 
PA3.8-190 has been revised to further clarify our position.
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3.8.10-02 Bases Page B3.8.10-1 Background PA3.8-191 

What is the purpose of adding the material about alternate power sources? Is the intent 
to allow these sources to be used in lieu of the AC, DC, and vital AC covered in LCO 
3.8.2, LCO 3.8.5, and LCO 3.8.8? If so, this is not acceptable. These sources may be 
used in addition to the requirements of LCO 3.8.2, LCO 3.8.5, and LCO 3.8.8 as a 
means of complying with NUMARC 91-06, but they may not be used in lieu of Class 1 E 
power requirements. The Bases should be revised to make this clear.  

What is the basis of the statement that use of the above power sources is consistent with 
the CLB? 

NMC Response: 
Sections affected by this change: 
Part B ITS Bases 3.8.10 Background Section 
Part E NUREG Bases 3.8.10 Background Section 

Upon further discussions with the NRC reviewer, it was decided that providing the following 
information in the Bases would be adequate to resolve this item, "This equipment, when used as 
an alternate source, comes from the safeguards systems or sources from the other unit. Use of 
these systems or sources has been evaluated and does not have a detrimental impact on the 
other operating unit."
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AC Sources-Operating 
3.8.1

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION 
TIME

B. One DG inoperable. B.I Perform SR 3.8.1.1 for the 
paths.  

AND 

B.2 Declare required feature(s) 
supported by the inoperable 
DG inoperable when its 
required redundant 
feature(s) is inoperable.  

AND 

B.3.1 Determine OPERABLE 
DG is not inoperable due to 
common cause failure.  

OR

________________________________ £ ___________________________________ J

1 hour 

AND 

Once per 8 hours 

thereafter 

4 hours from 
discovery of 
Condition B 
concurrent with 
inoperability of 
redundant 
required 
feature(s) 

24 hours

Prairie Island 
I Inits 1 and 2 3.8.1-2 7/2/01



AC Sources-Operating 
3.8.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.8.1.1 Verify correct breaker alignment and indicated 7 days 
power availability for each path.  

SR 3.8.1.2 ---------------------------- NOTES -------------------------
1. Performance of SR 3.8.1.6 satisfies this SR.  

2. All DG starts may be preceded by an engine 
prelube period and followed by a warmup period 
prior to loading.  

3. A modified DG start involving idling and gradual 
acceleration to synchronous speed may be used 
for this SR in consideration of manufacturer's 
recommendations. When modified start 
procedures are not used, the time, voltage, and 
frequency tolerances of SR 3.8.1.6 must be met.  

.. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. ..----------------------------------------.. .  

Verify each DG starts from standby conditions and 31 days 
achieves steady state voltage > 3740 V and 
<4580 V, and frequency >_ 58.8 Hz and __ 61.2 Hz.

Prairie Island 
IJnits 1 and 2 3.8.1-6 7/2/01



AC Sources - Shutdown 
3.8.2

ACTIONS (continiied�

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION 
TIME

A. Required path inoperable. --------------- NOTE----
Enter applicable Conditions and 
Required Actions of LCO 3.8.10, 
if one required train de-energized 
as a result of Condition A.

A.1 Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS.  

AND 

A.2 Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies.  

AND 

A.3 Suspend operations 
involving positive reactivity 
additions that could result in 
loss of required SDM or 
boron concentration.  

AND 

A.4 Initiate action to restore 
required path to 
OPERABLE status.

Immediately 

Immediately 

Immediately 

Immediately

Prairie Island 
Units 1 and 2 3.8.2-2 7/2/01



Inverters-Operating 
3.8.7 

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.7 Inverters-Operating 

LCO 3.8.7 Four Reactor Protection Instrument AC inverters shall be OPERABLE.  

OR 

Three Reactor Protection Instrument AC inverters shall be OPERABLE 
with:

a. The fourth Reactor Protection Instrument AC Panel powered 
from Panel 117 (Unit 2 - Panel 217); 

OR 

b. The fourth Reactor Protection Instrument AC Panel powered 
from its inverter bypass.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Prairie Island 
Units 1 and 2 3.8.7-1 7/2/01



Inverters- Operating 
3.8.7

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION 
TIME

A. One required Reactor 
Protection Instrument 
AC inverter inoperable.

-- ------------ NOTE-------
Enter applicable Conditions 
and Required Actions of 
LCO 3.8.9, "Distribution 
Systems - Operating" with 
any Reactor Protection 
Instrument AC Panel de
energized.  

A. 1 Verify only one Reactor 
Protection Instrument AC 
Panel is powered from 
Panel 117 (Unit 2 - Panel 
217).  

OR 

A.2 Verify only one Reactor 
Protection Instrument AC 
Panel is powered from its 
inverter bypass.  

AND 

A.3 Restore inverter to 
OPERABLE status.

2 hours 

2 hours 

8 hours

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

Prairie Island 
Units 1 and 2 3.8.7-2 7/2/01



Inverters- Operating 
3.8.7

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.8.7.1 Verify correct inverter voltage and alignment to 7 days 
required Reactor Protection Instrument AC Panels.

Prairie Island 
Units 1 and 2 12/11/003.8.7-3



Inverters- Shutdown 
3.8.8 

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.8 Inverters- Shutdown 

LCO 3.8.8 One Reactor Protection Instrument AC inverter shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION 
TIME 

A. One required inverter A. 1 Suspend CORE Immediately 
inoperable. ALTERATIONS.  

AND 

A.2 Suspend movement of Immediately 
irradiated fuel assemblies.  

AND 

A.3 Suspend operations Immediately 
involving positive 
reactivity additions that 
could result in loss of 
required SDM or boron 
concentration.  

AND
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Inverters- Shutdown 
3.8.8

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION 
TIME 

A. (continued) A.4 Initiate action to restore Immediately 
required inverter to 
OPERABLE status.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.8.8.1 Verify correct inverter voltage and alignment to 7 days 
required Reactor Protection Instrument AC Panel.
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES 

BACKGROUND sequencer. The transformers are capable of block loading (operation 
(continued) without load sequencing), when loading and motor starting is 

selectively restricted. Refer to Specification 3.3.4 "4kV Safeguards 
Bus Voltage Instrumentation" for additional actions prescribed for 
an inoperable load sequencer.  

The onsite standby power source for each 4kV safeguards bus is a 
dedicated DG. For Unit 1, DGs 1 and 2 are dedicated to buses 15 
and 16, respectively. For Unit 2, DGs 5 and 6 are dedicated to buses 
25 and 26, respectively. A DG starts automatically on a safety 
injection (SI) signal (e.g., low pressurizer pressure or high 
containment pressure signals) or on a 4 kV safeguards bus degraded 
voltage or undervoltage signal (refer to LCO 3.3.4, "4 kV 
Safeguards Bus Voltage Instrumentation"). After the DG has 
started, it will automatically tie to its respective bus after offsite 
power is tripped as a consequence of safeguards bus undervoltage or 
degraded voltage, independent of or coincident with an SI signal.  
The DGs will also start and operate in the standby mode without 
tying to the safeguards bus on an SI signal alone. Following the trip 
of offsite power, a sequencer strips nonpermanent loads from the 
bus. When the DG is tied to the bus, loads are then sequentially 
connected to its respective bus by the automatic load sequencer. The 
sequencing logic controls the start permissive for motor breakers to 
prevent overloading the DG by automatic load application.  

In the event of a loss of offsite power, the safeguards electrical loads 
are automatically connected to the DGs in sufficient time to provide 
for safe reactor shutdown and to mitigate the consequences of a 
Design Basis Accident (DBA) such as a loss of coolant accident 
(LOCA).  

Certain required unit loads are returned to service in a predetermined 
sequence in order to prevent overloading the DG in the process.  
Within 1 minute after the load restore signal is received, all loads 
needed to recover the unit or maintain it in a safe condition are 
returned to service.  
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES (continued) 

LCO Two paths between the offsite transmission grid and the onsite 4 kV 
Safeguards Distribution System and separate and independent DGs 
for each train ensure availability of the required power to shut down 
the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition after an 
anticipated operational occurrence (AOO) or a postulated DBA.  

The paths are described in the USAR and are part of the licensing 
basis for the unit. There are four separate external power sources 
which provide multiple offsite network connections: 

a. A reserve transformer (iR) from the 161 kV portion of the plant 
substation; 

b. A second reserve transformer (2RS/2RY) from the 345 kV 
portion of the plant substation; 

c. A cooling tower transformer (CT1/CT1 1) supplied from the 345 
kV portion of the plant substation; and 

d. A cooling tower transformer (CT12) supplied from a tertiary 
winding on the substation auto transformer.  

Each path must be capable of maintaining rated frequency and 
voltage, and accepting required loads during an accident, while 
connected to the safeguards buses. Plant procedures provide an 
assessment for the various configurations and requirements (e.g., 
loading, grid conditions, generator MVAR load, and etc.) for a path 
to be declared OPERABLE.  

Each DG must be capable of starting, accelerating to required speed 
and voltage, and connecting to its respective safeguards bus on 
detection of bus undervoltage. The DG will be ready to load within 
10 seconds following receipt of a start signal. Each DG must also be 
capable of accepting required loads within the assumed loading 
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1

BASES

LCO 
(continued)

APPLICABILITY

sequence intervals, and continue to operate until offsite power can be 
restored to the safeguards buses. These capabilities are required to 
be met from a variety of initial conditions such as DG in standby 
with the engine hot and DG in standby with the engine at ambient 
conditions.  

Proper sequencing of loads is a required function for DG 
OPERABILITY.

The AC sources are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, 
and 4 to ensure that: 

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure 
boundary limits are not exceeded as a result of AOOs; and 

b. Adequate core cooling is provided and containment 
OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained in the 
event of a postulated DBA.  

The AC power requirements for MODES 5 and 6 are covered in 
LCO 3.8.2, "AC Sources-Shutdown." 

The load Sequencer requirements are covered in LCO 3.3.4, "4 kV 
Safeguards Bus Voltage Instrumentation".
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES (continued) 

ACTIONS A.1 

To ensure a highly reliable power source remains with one path 
inoperable, it is necessary to verify the OPERABILITY of the 
remaining path on a more frequent basis. Since the Required Action 
only specifies "perform," a failure of SR 3.8.1.1 acceptance criteria 
does not result in a Required Action not met. However, if the 
second path fails SR 3.8.1.1, there are no OPERABLE paths, and 
Condition C, for two paths inoperable, is entered.  

A. 2 

Operation may continue in Condition A for a period that should not 
exceed 7 days. With one path inoperable, the reliability of the 
offsite system is degraded, and the potential for a loss of offsite 
power is increased, with attendant potential for a challenge to the 
unit safety systems. In this Condition, however, the remaining 
OPERABLE path and DGs are adequate to supply electrical power 
to the onsite Safeguards Distribution System.  

The 7 day Completion Time takes into account the capacity and 
capability of the remaining AC sources, a reasonable time for 
repairs, and the low probability of a DBA occurring during this 
period.  

B.l 

To ensure a highly reliable power source remains with an inoperable 
DG, it is necessary to verify the availability of the paths on a more 
frequent basis. Since the Required Action only specifies "perform," 
a failure of SR 3.8.1.1 acceptance criteria does not result in a 
Required Action being not met. However, if a path fails to pass 
SR 3.8.1.1, it is inoperable and additional Conditions and Required 
Actions apply.  
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS B.2 
(continued) 

Required Action B.2 is intended to provide assurance that a loss of 
offsite power, during the period that a DG is inoperable, does not 
result in a complete loss of safety function of critical systems. These 
features are designed with redundant safety related trains.  
Redundant required feature failures consist of inoperable features 
associated with a train, redundant to the train that has an inoperable 
DG.  

The Completion Time for Required Action B.2 is intended to allow 
the operator time to evaluate and repair any discovered 
inoperabilities. This Completion Time also allows for an exception 
to the normal "time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time 
"clock." In this Required Action, the Completion Time only begins 
on discovery that both: 

a. An inoperable DG exists; and 

b. A required feature on the other train (Train A or Train B) is 
inoperable.  

If at any time during the existence of this Condition (one DG 
inoperable) a required feature subsequently becomes inoperable, this 
Completion Time would begin to be tracked.  

Discovering one required DG inoperable coincident with one or 
more inoperable required support or supported features, or both, that 
are associated with the OPERABLE DG, results in starting the 
Completion Time for the Required Action. Four hours from the 
discovery of these events existing concurrently is acceptable because 
it minimizes risk while allowing time for restoration before 
subjecting the unit to transients associated with shutdown.  
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS B.2 (continued) 

In this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE DG and paths are 
adequate to supply electrical power to the onsite Safeguards 
Distribution System. Thus, on a component basis, single failure 
protection for the required feature's function may have been lost; 
however, function has not been lost. The 4 hour Completion Time 
takes into account the OPERABILITY of the redundant counterpart 
to the inoperable required feature. Additionally, the 4 hour 
Completion Time takes into account the capacity and capability of 
the remaining AC sources, a reasonable time for repairs, and the low 
probability of a DBA occurring during this period.  

B.3.1 and B.3.2 

Required Action B.3.1 provides an allowance to avoid unnecessary 
testing of the OPERABLE DG. If it can be determined that the 
cause of the inoperable DG does not exist on the OPERABLE DG, 
SR 3.8.1.2 does not have to be performed. If the cause of 
inoperability exists on the other DG, the other DG would be declared 
inoperable upon discovery and Condition E of LCO 3.8.1 would be 
entered. Once the failure is repaired, the common cause failure no 
longer exists, and Required Action B.3.1 is satisfied. If the cause of 
the initial inoperable DG cannot be confirmed not to exist on the 
remaining DG, performance of SR 3.8.1.2 suffices to provide 
assurance of continued OPERABILITY of that DG.  

In the event the inoperable DG is restored to OPERABLE status 
prior to completing either B.3.1 or B.3.2, the plant corrective action 
program will continue to evaluate the common cause possibility.  
This continued evaluation, however, is no longer under the 24 hour 
constraint imposed while in Condition B.  
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS B.3.1 and B.3.2 (continued) 

According to the Maintenance Rule, 24 hours is reasonable to 
confirm that the OPERABLE DG is not affected by the same 
problem as the inoperable DG.  

B.4 

Operation may continue in Condition B for a period that should not 
exceed 7days.  

In Condition B, the remaining OPERABLE DG and paths are 
adequate to supply electrical power to the onsite Safeguards 
Distribution System. The 7 day Completion Time takes into account 
the capacity and capability of the remaining AC sources, a 
reasonable time for repairs, and the low probability of a DBA 
occurring during this period.  

C.1 and C.2 

Required Action C. 1, which applies when two paths are inoperable, 
is intended to provide assurance that an event with a coincident 
single failure will not result in a complete loss of redundant required 
safety functions. The Completion Time for this failure of redundant 
required features is 12 hours. The rationale for the 12 hours is that a 
Completion Time of 24 hours is allowed for two paths inoperable, 
based upon the assumption that two complete safety trains are 
OPERABLE. When a concurrent redundant required feature failure 
exists, this assumption is not the case, and a Completion Time of 
12 hours is appropriate. These features are powered from redundant 
AC safety trains.  
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued) 

The Completion Time for Required Action C. 1 is intended to allow 
the operator time to evaluate and repair any discovered 
inoperabilities. This Completion Time also allows for an exception 
to the normal "time zero" for beginning the allowed outage time 
"clock." In this Required Action the Completion Time only begins 
on discovery that both: 

a. Both paths are inoperable; and 

b. A required feature on either train is inoperable.  

If at any time during the existence of Condition C (two paths 
inoperable) a required feature becomes inoperable, this Completion 
Time begins to be tracked.  

Operation may continue in Condition C for a period that should not 
exceed 24 hours. This level of degradation means that the offsite 
electrical power system does not have the capability to effect a safe 
shutdown and to mitigate the effects of an accident; however, the 
onsite AC sources have not been degraded. This level of 
degradation generally corresponds to a total loss of the immediately 
accessible offsite power sources.  

With both of the required paths inoperable, sufficient onsite AC 
sources are available to maintain the unit in a safe shutdown 
condition in the event of a DBA or transient. In fact, a simultaneous 
loss of offsite AC sources, a LOCA, and a worst case single failure 
were postulated as a part of the design basis in the safety analysis.  
Thus, the 24 hour Completion Time provides a period of time to 
effect restoration of one of the paths commensurate with the 
importance of maintaining an AC electrical power system capable of 
meeting its design criteria.  
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS C.1 and C.2 (continued) 

With the available offsite AC sources, two less than required by the 
LCO, operation may continue for 24 hours. If two paths are restored 
within 24 hours, unrestricted operation may continue. If only one 
path is restored within 24 hours, power operation continues in 
accordance with Condition A.  

D. 1 and D.2 

Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the Distribution System ACTIONS would 
not be entered even if all AC sources to it were inoperable, resulting 
in de-energization. Therefore, the Required Actions of Condition D 
are modified by a Note to indicate that if Condition D is entered with 
no AC source to either train, the Conditions and Required Actions 
for LCO 3.8.9, "Distribution Systems-Operating," must be 
immediately entered. This allows Condition D to provide 
requirements for the loss of one path and one DG, without regard to 
whether a train is de-energized. LCO 3.8.9 provides the appropriate 
restrictions for a de-energized train.  

Operation may continue in Condition D for a period that should not 
exceed 12 hours.  

In Condition D, redundancy is lost in both the offsite electrical 
power system and the onsite AC electrical power system. Since 
power system redundancy is provided by two diverse sources of 
power, however, the reliability of the power systems in this 
Condition may appear higher than that in Condition C (loss of both 
required paths). This difference in reliability is offset by the 
susceptibility of this power system configuration to a single bus or 
switching failure. The 12 hour Completion Time takes into account 
the capacity and capability of the remaining AC sources, a 
reasonable time for repairs, and the low probability of a DBA 
occurring during this period.  
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES 

ACTIONS E. 1 
(continued) 

With Train A and Train B DGs inoperable, there are no remaining 
standby AC sources. Thus, with an assumed loss of offsite electrical 
power, insufficient standby AC sources are available to power the 
minimum required ESF functions. Since the offsite electrical power 
system is the only source of AC power for this level of degradation, 
the risk associated with continued operation for a very short time 
could be less than that associated with an immediate controlled 
shutdown (the immediate shutdown could cause grid instability, 
which could result in a total loss of AC power). Since inadvertent 
generator trips could result in a total loss of offsite AC power, 
however, the time allowed for continued operation is severely 
restricted. The intent here is to avoid the risk associated with an 
immediate controlled shutdown and to minimize the risk associated 
with this level of degradation.  

With both DGs inoperable, operation may continue for a period that 
should not exceed 2 hours.  

F.1 and F.2 

If the inoperable AC electric power sources cannot be restored to 
OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the unit 
must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To 
achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 
within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed 
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to 
reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions in an 
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.  
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1

BASES

ACTIONS G. 1 (continued)

Condition G corresponds to a level of degradation in which all 
redundancy in the AC electrical power supplies has been lost. At 
this severely degraded level, any further losses in the AC electrical 
power system may cause a loss of function. Therefore, no additional 
time is justified for continued operation. The unit is required by 
LCO 3.0.3 to commence a controlled shutdown.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

The AC sources are designed to permit inspection and testing of all 
important areas and features, especially those that have a standby 
function, as discussed in the USAR (Ref. 2). Periodic component 
tests are supplemented by extensive functional tests during refueling 
outages (under simulated accident conditions). The SRs for 
demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the DGs are in accordance 
with regulatory guidance as addressed in the USAR.  
The voltages and frequencies discussed in these SRs are consistent 
with analysis described in the USAR (Ref. 2).  

SR 3.8.1.1 

This SR ensures proper circuit continuity for the offsite AC 
electrical power supply to the onsite distribution network and 
availability of offsite AC electrical power. The breaker alignment 
verifies that each breaker is in its correct position to ensure that 
distribution buses and loads are connected to their offsite power 
source, and that appropriate independence of offsite circuits is 
maintained. The 7 day Frequency is adequate since breaker position 
is not likely to change without the operator being aware of it and 
because its status is displayed in the control room.
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.6 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) These SRs help to ensure the availability of the standby electrical 
power supply to mitigate DBAs and transients and to maintain the 
unit in a safe shutdown condition.  

To minimize the wear on moving parts that do not get lubricated 
when the engine is not running, these SRs are modified by a Note 
(Note 2 for SR 3.8.1.2) to indicate that all DG starts for these 
Surveillances may be preceded by an engine prelube period and 
followed by a warmup period prior to loading.  

In order to reduce stress and wear on diesel engines, some 
manufacturers recommend a modified start in which the starting 
speed of DGs is limited, warmup is limited to this lower speed, and 
the DGs are gradually accelerated to synchronous speed prior to 
loading. These start procedures are the intent of Note 3, which is 
only applicable when such modified start procedures are 
recommended by the manufacturer.  

SR 3.8.1.6 requires that, at a 184 day Frequency, the DG starts from 
standby conditions and achieves required voltage and frequency 
within 10 seconds. The 10 second start requirement supports the 
assumptions of the design basis LOCA analysis in the USAR 
(Ref. 3). Standby conditions for a DG mean that the diesel engine 
coolant and oil temperatures are being maintained consistent with 
manufacturer recommendations.  

The 10 second start requirement is not applicable to SR 3.8.1.2 (see 
Note 3) when a modified start procedure as described above is used.  
If a modified start is not used, the 10 second start requirement of 
SR 3.8.1.6 applies.  
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.6 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

Since SR 3.8.1.6 requires a 10 second start, it is more restrictive than 
SR 3.8.1.2, and it may be performed in lieu of SR 3.8.1.2. This is 
the intent of Note 1 of SR 3.8.1.2.  

The 31 day Frequency for SR 3.8.1.2 and the 184 day Frequency for 
SR 3.8.1.6 provide adequate assurance of DG OPERABILITY, 
while minimizing degradation resulting from testing.  

SR 3.8.1.3 

This Surveillance verifies that the DGs are capable of synchronizing 
with the offsite electrical system and accepting loads greater than or 
equal to the manufacturer's recommended loads (Ref. 2). The Unit 1 
and 2 diesel generators have different loading requirements since 
their individual loads are different. As an example, the Unit 2 diesel 
generators supply emergency power to the cooling water pump 
whereas the Unit 1 diesel generators do not. A minimum run time of 
60 minutes is required to stabilize engine temperatures, while 
minimizing the time that the DG is connected to the offsite source.  

The 31 day Frequency for this Surveillance is consistent with SR 
3.8.1.2.  

This SR is modified by four Notes. Note 1 indicates that diesel 
engine runs for this Surveillance may include gradual loading, as 
recommended by the manufacturer, so that mechanical stress and 
wear on the diesel engine are minimized. Note 2 states that 
momentary transients, because of changing loads or system 
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.3 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

characteristics, do not invalidate this test. Note 3 indicates that this 
Surveillance should be conducted on only one DG at a time in order 
to avoid common cause failures that might result from path or grid 
perturbations. Note 4 stipulates a prerequisite requirement for 
performance of this SR. A successful DG start must precede this test 
to credit satisfactory performance.  

SR 3.8.1.4 

This SR provides verification that the level of fuel oil in the day tank 
is at or above the level at which fuel oil is automatically added. The 
level is selected to ensure adequate fuel oil for a minimum of 2 hours 
for Unit 1 (1 hour of DG operation at full load plus 10% for Unit 2).  

The 31 day Frequency is adequate to assure that a sufficient supply 
of fuel oil is available, since low level alarms are provided and 
facility operators would be aware of any large uses of fuel oil during 
this period.  

SR 3.8.1.5 

This Surveillance demonstrates that each required fuel oil transfer 
pump operates and transfers fuel oil from its associated storage tank 
to its associated day tank. This is required to support continuous 
operation of standby power sources. This Surveillance provides 
assurance that the fuel oil transfer pump is OPERABLE, the fuel oil 
piping system is intact, the fuel delivery piping is not obstructed, and 
the controls and control systems for automatic fuel transfer systems 
are OPERABLE.  
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.5 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

The design of fuel transfer systems is such that pumps operate 
automatically in order to maintain an adequate volume of fuel oil in 
the day tanks during or following DG testing. Therefore, a 31 day 
Frequency is appropriate.  

SR 3.8.1.6 

See SR 3.8.1.2.  

SR 3.8.1.7 

This Surveillance demonstrates the DG capability to reject a load 
equivalent to the largest single load without tripping. The DG load 
rejection may occur because of an inadvertent breaker tripping. This 
Surveillance ensures proper engine response under the simulated test 
conditions. This test simulates a load rejection and verifies that the 
DG does not trip upon loss of the largest single load.  

The 24 month Frequency is consistent with the expected fuel cycle 
lengths.  

SR 3.8.1.8 

This Surveillance demonstrates that DG noncritical protective 
functions (e.g., high jacket water temperature) are bypassed on an 
actual or simulated safety injection (SI) signal, and critical protective 
functions (e.g., engine overspeed, generator differential current, and 
ground fault (Unit 1)) trip the DG to avert substantial damage to the 
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.8 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

DG unit. The noncritical trips are bypassed during DBAs and 
provide an alarm on an abnormal engine condition. This alarm 
provides the operator with sufficient time to react appropriately. The 
DG availability to mitigate the DBA is more critical than protecting 
the engine against minor problems that are not immediately 
detrimental to emergency operation of the DG.  

The 24 month Frequency is based on engineering judgment, taking 
into consideration unit conditions required to perform the 
Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent with expected fuel 
cycle lengths. Operating experience has shown that these 
components usually pass the SR when performed at the 24 month 
Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be 
acceptable from a reliability standpoint.  

SR 3.8.1.9 

Demonstrate once per 24 months that the DGs can start and run 
continuously at fall load capability for an interval of not less than 
24 hours, _> 2 hours of which is at a load equivalent to 103 - 110% of 
the continuous duty rating and the remainder of the time at a load 
equivalent to the continuous duty rating of the DG. The DG starts 
for this Surveillance can be performed either from standby or hot 
conditions. The provisions for prelubricating and warmup, 
discussed in SR 3.8.1.2, and for gradual loading, discussed in 
SR 3.8.1.3, are applicable to this SR.  
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.9 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

The load band is provided to avoid routine overloading of the DG.  
Routine overloading may result in more frequent teardown 
inspections in accordance with vendor recommendations in order to 
maintain DG OPERABILITY.  

The 24 month Frequency takes into consideration unit conditions 
required to perform the Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent 
with expected fuel cycle lengths.  

This Surveillance is modified by a Note. The Note states that 
momentary transients due to changing loads do not invalidate this 
test.  

SR 3.8.1.10 

In the event of a DBA coincident with a loss of offsite power, the 
DGs are required to supply the necessary power to ESF systems so 
that the fuel, RCS, and containment design limits are not exceeded.  

This Surveillance demonstrates the DG operation during a loss of 
offsite power actuation test signal in conjunction with an SI 
actuation signal. In lieu of actual demonstration of connection and 
loading of emergency loads, testing that adequately shows the 
capability of the DG system to perform these functions is acceptable.  
This testing may include any series of sequential, overlapping, or 
total steps so that the entire connection and loading sequence is 
verified.  
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AC Sources-Operating 
B 3.8.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.1.10 (continued) 

The Frequency of 24 months takes into consideration unit conditions 
required to perform the Surveillance and is intended to be consistent 
with an expected fuel cycle length of 24 months.  

This SR is modified by two Notes. The reason for Note 1 is to 
minimize wear and tear on the DGs during testing. The reason for 
Note 2 is that the performance of the Surveillance would remove a 
required offsite circuit from service, perturb the electrical 
distribution system, and challenge safety systems.

REFERENCES 1. AEC "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant 
Construction Permits," Criterion 39, issued for comment July 
10, 1967, as referenced in the USAR, Section 1.2.  

2. USAR, Section 8.  

3. USAR, Section 14.
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AC Sources-Shutdown 
B 3.8.2 

BASES (continued) 

LCO One path capable of supplying the onsite 4 kV Safeguards 
Distribution subsystem(s) of LCO 3.8.10, "Distribution Systems 
Shutdown," ensures that all required loads are powered from offsite 
power. An OPERABLE DG, associated with the distribution 
system train required to be OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.10, ensures a 
diverse power source is available to provide electrical power 
support, assuming a loss of the path. Together, OPERABILITY of 
the required path and DG ensures the availability of sufficient AC 
sources to operate the unit in a safe manner and to mitigate the 
consequences of postulated events during shutdown (e.g., fuel 
handling accidents).  

The path must be capable of maintaining rated frequency and 
voltage, and accepting required loads during an accident, while 
connected to the Safeguards bus(es). Paths are those that are 
described in the USAR and are part of the licensing basis for the 
unit.  

There are four separate external power sources which provide 
multiple offsite network connections: 

a. A reserve transformer (iR) from the 161 kV portion of the plant 
substation; 

b. A second reserve transformer (2RS/2RY) from the 345 kV 
portion of the plant substation; 

c. A cooling tower transformer (CT1/CT1 1) supplied from the 345 
kV portion of the plant substation; and 

d. A cooling tower transformer (CT 12) supplied from a tertiary 
winding on the substation auto transformer.  
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AC Sources-Shutdown 
B 3.8.2

BASES

LCO 
(continued)

The DG must be capable of starting, accelerating to required speed 
and voltage, and connecting to its respective Safeguards bus on 
detection of bus undervoltage. The DG will be ready to load within 
10 seconds of receiving a start signal. The DG must be capable of 
accepting required loads within the assumed loading sequence 
intervals, and continue to operate until offsite power can be restored 
to the Safeguards buses. These capabilities are required to be met 
from a variety of initial conditions such as DG in standby with the 
engine hot or DG in standby at ambient conditions.  

Proper sequencing of loads is a required function for DG 
OPERABILITY.  

A Note has been added allowing the LCO not being applicable for a 
period of 8 hours during the performance of SR 3.8.1.10. This is 
acceptable since the DG(s) will be procedurally controlled and 
considering the small likelihood of a severe transient or event in this 
time period.

APPLICABILITY The AC sources required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 and 
during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies provide assurance 
that: 

a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup are 
available for the irradiated fuel assemblies in the core; 

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident are 
available; 

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events that can lead 
to core damage during shutdown are available; and
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AC Sources-Shutdown 
B 3.8.2

BASES

APPLICABILITY 
(continued)

ACTIONS

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for 
monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown 
condition or refueling condition.  

The AC power requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are covered 
in LCO 3.8.1.  

The Load Sequencer requirements are covered in LCO 3.3.4, "4 kV 
Safeguards Bus Voltage Instrumentation".

LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable while in MODE 5 or 6. However, since 
irradiated fuel assembly movement can occur in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, 
the ACTIONS have been modified by a Note stating that LCO 3.0.3 
is not applicable. If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in 
MODE 5 or 6, LCO 3.0.3 would not specify any action. If moving 
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the fuel 
movement is independent of reactor operations. Entering LCO 3.0.3 
while in MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4 would require the unit to be shutdown 
unnecessarily.

A. L A.2. A.3. A.4. B. I, B.2, B.3. and B.4

A required path would be considered inoperable if it were not 
available to at least one required Safeguards train. Although two 
trains may be required by LCO 3.8.10, the one train with offsite 
power available may be capable of supporting sufficient required 
features to allow continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS and fuel 
movement.
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AC Sources-Shutdown 
B 3.8.2 

BASES 

ACTIONS A. 1, A.2, A.3, A.4, B. 1, B.2, B.3, and B.4 (continued) 

With the required DG inoperable, the minimum required diversity of 
AC power sources is not available. It is, therefore, required to 
suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies, and operations involving positive reactivity additions 
that could result in loss of required SDM (MODE 5) or boron 
concentration (MODE 6). Suspending positive reactivity additions 
that could result in failure to meet the minimum SDM or boron 
concentration limit is required to assure continued safe operation.  
Introduction of coolant inventory must be from sources that have a 
boron concentration greater than that required in the RCS for 
minimum SDM or refueling boron concentration. This may result in 
an overall reduction in RCS boron concentration, but provides 
acceptable margin to maintaining subcritical operation. Introduction 
of temperature changes including temperature increases when 
operating with a positive MTC must also be evaluated to ensure they 
do not result in a loss of required SDM.  

Suspension of these activities does not preclude completion of 
actions to establish a safe conservative condition. These actions 
minimize the probability of the occurrence of postulated events. It is 
further required to immediately initiate action to restore the required 
AC sources and to continue this action until restoration is 
accomplished in order to provide the necessary AC power to the unit 
safety systems.  

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the required 
times for actions requiring prompt attention. The restoration of the 
required AC electrical power sources should be completed as 
quickly as possible in order to minimize the time during which the 
unit safety systems may be without sufficient power.  
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AC Sources-Shutdown 
B 3.8.2 

BASES 

ACTIONS A.1, A.2, A.3, A.4, B.1, B.2, B.3, and B.4 (continued) 

Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the Distribution System's ACTIONS would 
not be entered even if all AC sources to it are inoperable, resulting in 
de-energization. Therefore, the Required Actions of Condition A are 
modified by a Note to indicate that when Condition A is entered 
with no AC power to any required Safeguards bus, the ACTIONS 
for LCO 3.8.10 must be immediately entered. This Note allows 
Condition A to provide requirements for the loss of the path, 
whether or not a train is de-energized. LCO 3.8.10 would provide 
the appropriate restrictions for the situation involving a de-energized 
train.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.2.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.8.2.1 requires the SRs from LCO 3.8.1 that are necessary for 
ensuring the OPERABILITY of the AC sources in other than 
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.  

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is to 
preclude requiring the OPERABLE DG(s) from being paralleled 
with the offsite power grid or otherwise rendered inoperable during 
performance of SRs, and to preclude deenergizing a required 4 kV 
Safeguards bus or disconnecting a required path during performance 
of SRs. With limited AC sources available, a single event could 
compromise both the required path and the DG. It is the intent that 
these SRs must still be capable of being met, but actual performance 
is not required during periods when the DG and required path is 
required to be OPERABLE. Refer to the corresponding Bases for 
LCO 3.8.1 for a discussion of each SR.  

REFERENCES None.  
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Diesel Fuel Oil 
B 3.8.3

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.3 Diesel Fuel Oil 

BASES

BACKGROUND Each unit is provided with a fuel oil capacity sufficient to operate the 
diesel generator (DGs) for a period of 14 days while the DG is 
supplying maximum post loss of coolant accident load demand as 
discussed in the USAR (Ref. 1). This onsite fuel oil capacity is 
sufficient to operate the DGs for longer than the time to replenish the 
onsite supply from outside sources.  

New DG fuel oil is placed in a receiving tank where it is tested in 
accordance with the PI Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program. Once the 
test results have verified that the fuel oil is within limits, the fuel oil 
may be transferred to the safeguards fuel oil storage tanks. Fuel oil 
is then transferred from the safeguards fuel oil storage tank to the 
day tank by the fuel oil transfer pumps associated with each storage 
tank. Redundancy of pumps and piping precludes the failure of one 
pump, or the rupture of any pipe, valve or tank to result in the loss of 
more than one DG.

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and 
transient analyses in the USAR (Ref. 2) assume Engineered Safety 
Feature (ESF) systems are OPERABLE. The DGs are designed to 
provide sufficient capacity, capability, redundancy, and reliability to 
ensure the availability of necessary power to ESF systems so that 
fuel, Reactor Coolant System and containment design limits are not 
exceeded. These limits are discussed in more detail in the Bases for 
Section 3.2, Power Distribution Limits; Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant 
System (RCS); and Section 3.6, Containment Systems.  

Since the diesel fuel oil system supports the operation of the 
standby AC power sources, it satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 
50.36(c)(2)(ii).
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Diesel Fuel Oil 
B 3.8.3 

BASES (continued) 

LCO Stored diesel fuel oil is required to have sufficient supply for one 
DG on each unit to operate for 14 days (Ref. 1). It is also required to 
meet specific standards for quality. This requirement, in conjunction 
with an ability to obtain replacement supplies within 14 days, 
supports the availability of DGs required to shut down the reactor 
and to maintain it in a safe condition for an anticipated operational 
occurrence (AOO) or a postulated DBA with loss of offsite power.  
DG day tank fuel requirements, as well as transfer capability from 
the safeguards storage tank to the day tank, are addressed in 
LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources-Operating," and LCO 3.8.2, "AC Sources
Shutdown." 

APPLICABILITY The AC sources (LCO 3.8.1 and LCO 3.8.2) are required to ensure 
the availability of the required power to shut down the reactor and 
maintain it in a safe shutdown condition after an AOO or a 
postulated DBA. Since stored diesel fuel oil supports LCO 3.8.1 and 
LCO 3.8.2, it is required to be within limits when the DG(s) is 
required to be OPERABLE.  

ACTIONS A. l 

In this Condition, the 14 day fuel oil supply for the DGs is not 
available. However, the Condition is restricted to fuel oil supply 
reductions that maintain at least a 12 day supply. These 
circumstances may be caused by events, such as full load operation 
required after an inadvertent start while at minimum required supply, 
or feed and bleed operations, which may be necessitated by 
increasing particulate levels or any number of other oil quality 
degradations. This restriction allows sufficient time for obtaining 
the requisite replacement volume and performing the analyses 
required prior to addition of fuel oil to the tank(s). A period of 
48 hours is considered sufficient to complete restoration of the 
required supply prior to declaring the DGs inoperable. This period 
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Diesel Fuel Oil 
B 3.8.3

BASES 

ACTIONS D.1 
(continued) 

With the stored fuel oil supply not within the limits specified or 
Required Actions and associated Completion Times of Conditions A 
or C not met, the DGs may be incapable of performing their intended 
function and must be immediately declared inoperable.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENST1S

SR 3.8.3.1 

This SR provides verification that there is an adequate inventory of 
fuel oil in the storage tanks to support the operation of one DG for 
14 days. The 14 day period is sufficient time to place the unit in a 
safe shutdown condition and to bring in replenishment fuel from an 
offsite location.  

The 31 day Frequency is adequate to ensure that a sufficient supply 
of fuel oil is available, since low level alarms are provided and unit 
operators would be aware of any large uses of fuel oil during this 
period.  

SR 3.8.3.2 

The tests for the new fuel oil prior to addition into the safeguards 
storage tank(s) are a means of determining whether new fuel oil is of 
the appropriate grade and has not been contaminated with substances 
that would have an immediate, detrimental impact on diesel engine 
combustion. If results from these tests are within acceptable limits, 
the fuel oil may be added to the safeguards storage tanks without 
concern for contaminating the entire volume of fuel oil in the 
safeguards storage tanks. These tests are to be conducted prior to 
adding the new fuel to the safeguards storage tank(s), but in no case 
is the time between receipt of new fuel and conducting the tests to
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Diesel Fuel Oil 
B 3.8.3

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.3.2 (continued) 

exceed 31 days. The tests and limits for new and stored fuel are 
described in the Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program of Specification 
5.5.11.  

Failure to meet any of the limits specified in the Diesel Fuel Oil 
Testing Program is cause for rejection the new fuel oil, but does not 
represent a failure to meet the LCO concern since the fuel oil is not 
added to the storage tanks. Failure to meet any of the limits for 
stored fuel requires entry into Condition B.

REFERENCES 1. USAR, Sections 8.4 and 10.3.  

2. USAR, Section 14.
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Inverters-Operating 
B 3.8.7

BASES 

APPLICABLE b. A worst case single failure.  
SAFETY 
ANALYSES Inverters satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).  

(continued)

The inverters ensure the availability of AC electrical power for the 
systems instrumentation required to shut down the reactor and 
maintain it in a safe condition after an anticipated operational 
occurrence (AOO) or a postulated DBA.  

Maintaining the required inverters OPERABLE ensures that the 
redundancy incorporated into the design of the RPS and ESFAS 
instrumentation and controls is maintained. The inverters ensure an 
uninterruptible supply of AC electrical power to the Reactor 
Protection Instrument AC Panels even if the 4 kV Safeguards buses 
are de-energized.  

OPERABLE inverters require the associated Reactor Protection 
Instrument AC Panel to be powered by the inverter with power 
supply to the inverter from a 125 VDC station battery. Normally, 
the power supply is from an internal AC source via rectifier with the 
station battery available as the uninterruptible power supply. Four 
Reactor Protection Instrument AC inverters are required to be 
OPERABLE in MODES 1,2,3, and 4. In accordance with the LCO, 
three inverters can be OPERABLE with the fourth powered from 
Reactor Protections Instrument AC Panel 117 (Unit 2 - 217) or from 
its own bypass switch.
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Inverters-Operating 
B 3.8.7 

BASES (continued) 

APPLICABILITY The inverters are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, 
and 4 to ensure that: 

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure 
boundary limits are not exceeded as a result of AGOs; and 

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment 
OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained in the 
event of a postulated DBA.  

Inverter requirements for MODES 5 and 6 are covered in the Bases 
for LCO 3.8.8, "Inverters-Shutdown." 

ACTIONS A. 1, A.2. and A.3 

With a required Reactor Protection Instrument AC inverter 
inoperable, its associated Reactor Protection Instrument AC Panel is 
considered to be inoperable unless it is automatically re-energized by 
its static transfer switch.  

For this reason a Note has been included in Condition A requiring 
the entry into the Conditions and Required Actions of LCO 3.8.9, 
"Distribution Systems-Operating." This ensures that the Reactor 
Protection Instrument AC Panel is re-energized within 2 hours.  
Plant design provides acceptable alternate methods of powering an 
inoperable Reactor Protection Instrument AC panel. Panel 117 (Unit 
2 - Panel 217), by plant design, can provide reliable power to the 
instrument panel associated with an inoperable inverter. In addition 
to using an alternate Panel 117 (Unit 2 - 217) the Reactor Protection 
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Inverters- Operating 
B 3.8.7 

BASES 

ACTIONS A. 1, A.2, and A.3 (continued) 

Instrument AC Panels are designed having an internal bypass 
switch. In the event the main panel switch fails, which causes the 
inverter to become inoperable, the bypass switch can be used, thus 
providing power to the inverter and maintaining OPERABILITY.  
Therefore, based on plant design, Required Actions A. 1 and A.2 
require verification that only one reactor Protection verification 
Instrument AC inverter will be powered from Panel 117 (Unit 2 
Panel 217) or its bypass switch. This verification must be completed 
within 2 hours.  

Required Action A.3 allows 8 hours to fix the inoperable inverter 
and return it to service. The 8 hour limit is based upon engineering 
judgment, taking into consideration the time required to repair an 
inverter and the additional risk to which the unit is exposed because 
of the inverter inoperability. This has to be balanced against the risk 
of an immediate shutdown, along with the potential challenges to 
safety systems such a shutdown might entail. When the Reactor 
Protection Instrument AC Panel is powered from its alternate source, 
it is relying upon interruptible AC electrical power sources (offsite 
and onsite). The uninterruptible inverter source to the Reactor 
Protection Instrument AC Panel is the preferred source for powering 
instrumentation trip setpoint devices.  

B. 1 and B.2 

If the inoperable devices or components cannot be restored to 
OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the unit 
must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To 
achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 
within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed 
Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to 
reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions in an 
orderly manner and without challenging plant systems.  
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B 3.8.7

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.7.1 

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are functioning properly 
with all required circuit breakers closed and Reactor Protection 
Instrument AC Panels energized from the inverter. The verification 
of proper voltage output ensures that the required power is readily 
available for the instrumentation of the RPS and ESFAS connected 
to the Reactor Protection Instrument AC Panels. The 7 day 
Frequency takes into account the redundant capability of the 
inverters and other indications available in the control room that 
alert the operator to inverter malfunctions.

REFERENCES 1. USAR, Section 8.  

2. USAR, Section 14.
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Inverters- Shutdown 
B 3.8.8 

BASES 

APPLICABILITY c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events that can lead 
(continued) to core damage during shutdown are available; and 

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for 
monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown 
condition or refueling condition.  

Inverter requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are covered in 
LCO 3.8.7.  

ACTIONS A. 1, A.2, A.3, and A.4 

If the required inverter is inoperable, the remaining OPERABLE 
Reactor Protection Instrument AC Panel power supplies as required 
by LCO 3.8.10, "Distribution Systems-Shutdown," may be capable 
of supporting sufficient required features to allow continuation of 
CORE ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, or operations with a 
potential for positive reactivity additions. Therefore, the allowance 
for sufficiently conservative actions is made (i.e., to suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, and 
operations involving positive reactivity additions that could result in 
loss of required SDM (MODE 5) or boron concentration (MODE 6)).  
Suspending positive reactivity additions that could result in failure to 
meet the minimum SDM or boron concentration limit is required to 
assure continued safe operation. Introduction of coolant inventory 
must be from sources that have a boron concentration greater than 
that required in the RCS for minimum SDM or refueling boron 
concentration. This may result in an overall reduction in RCS boron 
concentration, but provides acceptable margin to maintaining 
subcritical operation. Introduction of temperature changes including 
temperature increases when operating with a positive MTC must 
also be evaluated to ensure they do not result in a loss of required 
SDM.  
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Inverters- Shutdown 
B 3.8.8 

BASES 

ACTIONS A.1, A.2.1, A.2.2, A.2.3, and A.2.4 (continued) 

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion of 
actions to establish a safe conservative condition. These actions 
minimize the probability of the occurrence of postulated events. It is 
further required to immediately initiate action to restore the required 
inverter and to continue this action until restoration is accomplished 
in order to provide the necessary inverter power to the unit safety 
systems.  

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the required 
times for actions requiring prompt attention. The restoration of the 
required inverter should be completed as quickly as possible in order 
to minimize the time the unit safety systems may be without power.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.8.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This Surveillance verifies that the required inverter is functioning 
properly with all required circuit breakers closed and Reactor 
Protection Instrument AC Panel energized from the inverter. The 
verification of proper voltage output ensures that the required power 
is readily available for the instrumentation connected to the Reactor 
Protection Instrument AC Panel. The 7 day Frequency takes into 
account the reliability of the instrument panel power sources and 
other indications available in the control room that alert the operator 
to malfunctions.  

REFERENCES None.  
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Distribution Systems- Shutdown 
B 3.8.10

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.10 Distribution Systems-Shutdown 

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the safeguards AC, DC, and Reactor Protection 
Instrument AC electrical power distribution systems is provided in 
the Bases for LCO 3.8.9, "Distribution Systems-Operating." 

In addition to the safeguards AC, DC, and Reactor Protection 
Instrument AC electrical power distribution systems listed in Table 
B 3.8.9-1, the following are examples of alternate power distribution 
equipment that may also be used during plant shutdown: 

a. 4kV bus ties; 

b. 480V alternate feeds; 

c. Uninterruptable Panel 117 (217 for Unit 2); 

d. Uninterruptable Panel 117 to 217 cross tie; and 

e. Service Building DC to Safeguards DC cross tie.  

This alternate equipment may be used to maintain reliable power to 
various plant systems and equipment that are required to be 
OPERABLE to support shutdown conditions. This equipment, when 
used as an alternate source, comes from the safeguards systems or 
sources from the other unit (except for Service Building DC to 
Safeguards DC cross tie which is neither from safeguards systems 
nor the other unit). Use of these systems or sources has been 
evaluated and does not have a detrimental impact on the other 
operating unit.
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown 
B 3.8.10 

BASES (continued) 

APPLICABLE The OPERABILITY of the minimum safeguards AC, DC, and 
SAFETY Reactor Protection Instrument AC electrical power distribution 
ANALYSES subsystems during MODES 5 and 6, and during movement of 

irradiated fuel assemblies ensures that: 

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling 
condition for extended periods; 

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available for 
monitoring and maintaining the unit status; and 

c. Adequate power is provided to mitigate events postulated during 
shutdown, such as a fuel handling accident.  

In general, when the unit is shut down, the Technical Specifications 
requirements ensure that the unit has the capability to mitigate the 
consequences of postulated accidents. However, assuming a single 
failure and concurrent loss of all offsite or all onsite power is not 
required. The rationale for this is based on the fact that many 
Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) that are analyzed in MODES 1, 2, 
3, and 4 have no specific analyses in MODES 5 and 6. Worst case 
bounding events are deemed not credible in MODES 5 and 6 
because the energy contained within the reactor pressure boundary, 
reactor coolant temperature and pressure, and the corresponding 
stresses result in the probabilities of occurrence being significantly 
reduced or eliminated, and in minimal consequences. These 
deviations from DBA analysis assumptions and design requirements 
during shutdown conditions are allowed by the LCO for required 
systems.  
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown 
B 3.8.10

BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY 
ANALYSES 
(continued)

During MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, various deviations from the analysis 
assumptions and design requirements are allowed within the 
Required Actions. This allowance is in recognition that certain 
testing and maintenance activities must be conducted provided an 
acceptable level of risk is not exceeded. During MODES 5 and 6, 
performance of a significant number of required testing and 
maintenance activities is also required. In MODES 5 and 6, the 
activities are generally planned and administratively controlled.  
Relaxations from MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 LCO requirements are 
acceptable during shutdown modes based on: 

a. The fact that time in an outage is limited. This is a risk prudent 
goal as well as a utility economic consideration.  

b. Requiring appropriate compensatory measures for certain 
conditions. These may include administrative controls, reliance 
on systems that do not necessarily meet typical design 
requirements applied to systems credited in operating MODE 
analyses, or both.  

c. Prudent utility consideration of the risk associated with multiple 
activities that could affect multiple systems.  

d. Maintaining, to the extent practical, the ability to perform 
required functions (even if not meeting MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 
OPERABILITY requirements) with systems assumed to 
function during an event.  

The safeguards AC and DC electrical power distribution systems 
satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown 
B 3.8.10 

BASES (continued) 

LCO Various combinations of subsystems, equipment, and components 
are required OPERABLE by other LCOs, depending on the specific 
plant condition. Implicit in those requirements is the required 
OPERABILITY of necessary support required features. This LCO 
explicitly requires energization of the portions of the electrical 
distribution system, as presented in Table B 3.8.9-1, necessary to 
support OPERABILITY of required systems, equipment, and 
components -all specifically addressed in each LCO and implicitly 
required via the definition of OPERABILITY. In addition, the 
alternate equipment described in the Background Section may be 
used to maintain OPERABILITY of the Electrical Distribution 
subsystems.  

Maintaining these portions of the distribution system energized 
ensures the availability of sufficient power to operate the unit in a 
safe manner to mitigate the consequences of postulated events 
during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents).  

APPLICABILITY The AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems required to 
be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6, and during movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies, provide assurance that: 

a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup are 
available for the irradiated fuel in the core; 

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident are 
available; 
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown 
B 3.8.10

BASES

APPLICABIrITY 
(continued)

ACTIONS

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events that can lead 
to core damage during shutdown are available; and 

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for 
monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown 
condition and refueling condition.  

The safeguards AC, DC, and Reactor Protection Instrument AC 
electrical power distribution subsystems requirements for 
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are covered in LCO 3.8.9.

LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable while in MODES 5 and 6. However, 
since irradiated fuel assembly movement can occur in MODE 1, 2, 
3, or 4, the ACTIONS have been modified by a Note stating that 
LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable. If moving irradiated fuel assemblies 
while in MODE 5 or 6, LCO 3.0.3 would not specify any action. If 
moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the 
fuel movement is independent of reactor operations. Entering LCO 
3.0.3 while in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4 would require the unit to be 
shutdown unnecessarily.

A.1, A.2.1, A.2.2, A.2.3, A.2.4, and A.2.5

Although redundant required features may require redundant trains of 
electrical power distribution subsystems to be OPERABLE, one 
OPERABLE distribution subsystem train may be capable of 
supporting sufficient required features to allow continuation of 
CORE ALTERATIONS and fuel movement. By allowing the option 
to declare required features associated with an inoperable distribution 
subsystem inoperable, appropriate restrictions are implemented in 
accordance with the affected distribution subsystem LCO's Required 
Actions. In many instances, this option may involve undesired 
administrative efforts. Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently

Prairie Island 
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown 
B 3.8.10 

BASES 

ACTIONS A.1, A.2.1, A.2.2, A.2.3, A.2.4, and A.2.5 (continued) 

conservative actions is made (i.e., to suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, and 
operations involving positive reactivity additions that could result in 

loss of required SDM (MODE 5) or boron concentration (MODE 6)).  
Suspending positive reactivity additions that could result in failure to 

meet the minimum boron concentration limit is required to assure 
continued safe operation. Introduction of coolant inventory must be 
from sources that have a boron concentration greater than that 
required in the RCS for minimum SDM or refueling boron 
concentration. This may result in an overall reduction in RCS boron 
concentration, but provides acceptable margin to maintaining 
subcritical operation. Introduction of temperature changes including 
temperature increases when operating with a positive MTC must also 

be evaluated to not result in reducing core reactivity below the 
required SDM or refueling boron concentration limit.  

Suspension of these activities does not preclude completion of 
actions to establish a safe conservative condition. These actions 
minimize the probability of the occurrence of postulated events. It is 

further required to immediately initiate action to restore the required 

safeguards AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems and 
to continue this action until restoration is accomplished in order to 
provide the necessary power to the unit safety systems.  

Notwithstanding performance of the above conservative Required 
Actions, a required residual heat removal (RHR) subsystem may be 
inoperable. In this case, Required Actions A.2.1 through A.2.4 do 
not adequately address the concerns relating to coolant circulation 
and heat removal. Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the RHR ACTIONS 

Prairie Island 
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Distribution Systems-Shutdown 
B 3.8.10

BASES

ACTIONS A.1, A.2.1, A.2.2, A.2.3, A.2.4, and A.2.5 (continued)

would not be entered. Therefore, Required Action A.2.5 is provided 
to direct declaring the associated RIHR inoperable, which results in 
taking the appropriate RHR actions.  

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the required 
times for actions requiring prompt attention. The restoration of the 
required distribution subsystems should be completed as quickly as 
possible in order to minimize the time the unit safety systems may 
be without power.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

REFERENCES

SR 3.8.10.1 

This Surveillance verifies that the safeguards AC, DC, and Reactor 
Protection Instrument AC electrical power distribution subsystems 
are functioning properly, with the required buses and panels 
energized. The verification of proper voltage availability on the 
buses ensures that the required power is readily available for motive 
as well as control functions for critical system loads connected to 
these buses. The 7 day Frequency takes into account the capability 
of the electrical power distribution subsystems, and other indications 
available in the control room that alert the operator to subsystem 
malfunctions.

None.
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TS.3.71 
REV 110 (cvcrflc;;)

JA3.8-01

JLC03.8.1 (b) 

LC03.8.3 
COND A I

Unit 2: P5 and D6 diesel generators are OPERABLE and 

capable~~~~ of supyn teost 4V Saf egurd 

iand a stor-d fuel cil supply of 

75,000 gallons is avallable for D5 and D6 dicesl 
g..ncratrs -in the Unit 2 intcre.n.. -tcd diol folae eil7 

steiragc tanks. if not ihn iis rest-`ore, withi 4

LCO3.8.4 6. Both batteries with their associated chargers and both dc 
I safeguard systems shall be OPERABLE.

ILR3.8-02 

I••12I

ILR3.8-02

ILCO3.8.7 17. No more than one of the Instrument AC Panels 111, 112, 113 and 114 

(Unit 2 panels: 211, 212, 213 and 214) shall be powered from Panel

117 (Unit 2 panel: 217) or its associated instrument inverter bypass 
source Three RrnAt all be 

OERABL E 1 - R3

ALC03 d L8"2 

LCOý 3.8.2 AC SUC S H- SHUT DOWN,1 Th is LCD" identi fies the ACeletia 
power souirce's thaýt are required toý be.OEALEdrn plan SHTDOWN.J' 

1 C.8. 5 

LD3.8.5 One DC electrical pow.ýer subsystem shall b_-e OPERABýLE in MODES 5 

and 6, During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies. JA3.8_23 

Add LCO NOTE 

ILO38.6 

C 31.8`.6 Battery parameters for Train A and B batteries shall be 
limits when the batteries are required to be OPERABLE.  

LCD_- 3.8.8 1?inver ter -- SHU11TDOWNi_:, T hi-ýs LCD requi iir es oneýýI- invTere shll be_,, 
OPEABLE.  

ILCO3.8.10 

LCD 3ý.8 .110 DISTRIBDUTION SYSTIEMS - SHUTDOWN This LCD) rýequjires necessar-y, 
portions of theý safýegu~ards AC, DC, and reactor pot--ection-isrmn AC 

elcria pwrdistr ibutiocn subsy-stem--s to býe OPERAýBLE toc supportý 
equipmýent r-equired,- to be PERBLE 
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T7. -3 -7 2 

REV 103 12/17/92

3.7.B.  

LC03.8. 9 
COND D 

LC03.8. 1 
COND F 

LCO3.8. 4 
COND C 

LCO3. 8. 7 
COND B

During STARTUP OPERATION or POWER OPERATION, any-of-the 

following conditions of inoperability may exist for the 
lines specified, provided STARTUP OPEPRATION is dsotne 

until OPERABILITY is restored. If OPERABILITY is not 
restored within the time specified, place the affected 
unit(s) in at least HOT SHUTDOWN 3 within the next 6 
hours and be in COLD SHUTDOWN MODE 5 within the following 30 
hours.

1.  

LCO3.8. 1 
COND B

One diesel generator mey-be inoperable for 7 days 
provided (a) the OPERABILITY of the ether diesel

generator is demonstrated4 by performanee l-surveillance 

requirement 3.8.1.2 Ar6.A.!.- within 24 hours or 

determine OPERABLE D is not inoperable due to common 
cause failure within 24 hours. Declare required 

feature(s) supported by the inoperable DO inoperable when
its required redundant feature(s) is inoperable 4 hours 
from discovery of Condition B concurrent with 

inoperability of redundant required feature(s).  
all engineered safety features equipment essociat-ed-with 
the operable diesel generator is OPERABLhE, In) the two 
required paths from the grid to the plant 4 kV safeguards 
distribution system are OPERABLE-and-(d) the OPERABILITY 
of the Owe required paths from the grid shall be verified 
OPERABLE within 1 hour and at-least once per 8 hours 
thereafter.

IM3. 8-0 6 

R- 3 

L3.8-07

LC03.8.1 1 2.  

COND A

LC03.8.1i 13.  
COND D

One of the two required pathe from the grid to the unit 4 
V sda.stribution system may be inoperable for 7 

days provided (a) D! and D2 (Unit 2: D5 and D6) diesel 
generaetre are already operating or are demonstr-ated to& 
be OPERABLE by sequentially performing surveill-anee 
requirement 4.6.A..e on eaeh diesel generator within.2.  

hours and (b) the OPERABLE path fees-th-e-grid shall be 
verified OPERABLE within 1 hour and at-least once per 8 
hours thereafter.

One of the two required pathe from the grid to the unit 4 
WV safeguards distribution system and one diesel 
generator me-ybe-inoperable for 12 hours provided, (a) 
#AP QPWPRPTT.TTY PF thp-- wtV-'r 'Iipl apap "oPrt -'

demonstrated4 by performonee of Surveillanee Requiroment 
4.6.A.l.e within 8 hours **, (b) all enginoerod safoty 
features equipment associated with the OPERABLE diesel 
generator is OPERABLE, and (e) the OPERABLE poth from the

V__-

Markup for PI ITS Part C
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(z1PFRRF1 si- iý

(4 - 11ý - 0 k - 1 - P ý) P 4-

Rq- ýPRP- R:FRP4c R

elefaenstraý:ed if the diesel efen

anneei ereventative FRainte

ee
I nnýnZNOTT Tlý q =Pq ý)4p R

Beth e the two ýFeqýAr-ed paths frefa the gr-id te the anit 4 

kv safegi:iarels systeffi may inoperable for 4=ý 

hours preýýideel the 91 and D2 (ý3nit 2: DS aRd 

E4iesel gener-aters are ali=eady eperating er- are

PABLFýated te be GP

ntli-reffte

i'--s redund-ýn:ý featu--e(s' S 
12 hou,--s from of "-Onditiol-i C 

of i:er,-c-1damt re-quil-ed

iesel generater need net be 

eLcater ineperability was di:ie 
nanee er testing.  

fapleteel reg-Jarelless ef wlien the

Tlqp Apw;ýAPTT.T=4

Týais test ±'s iFequireel te be 

ineperable d4mesel generater

AýAdi Lýý- 3' . R . 1, CD-nd, i t ic,

TýIiýD _DGs incpe:-:aLle an,-,i cr.ýý o-f more pat-s ope-rable )P, one D'S 

n..',pera-cle and t- L C 

D, NOTE 

-CabLe Conditiucýs ariýi Reý-Uirýý,d Ac-oils cf 
ndi - 4 n s entcr-d 

"Distiibutiori Svste--,,s Operatin,ý." ii D 

,]ýD Tl,ý Power scýurl,:e, anv

LC03.8.1 14.  
COND C JL3.8-11

JA3.8-57 I



R.ErN 147 12/7,/99

4.6 PERIODIC TESTING OF EMERGENCY POWER SYSTEM 

Applic~bility" 

APpplieg %to pr;iodic teRsting and r'ilncreurmtEotheegnc 

powler sy;ctem.  

Objectij@ e

To w@4=it' that the; Rm6;4:Gencv iggwer- GGourcec anQ tamn are ~t~a

Specificati n

'joe ~ :@t: @oicdn r.;;6=Lc Qn ueeiaw n~i£UpLU[I

A. Diesel Generators 

1. At least once each month, for each diesel generator: 

SR3.8.1.4 a. Verify the fuel level in the day tank. JA 825

b. Verify the fuel level in the total available fuel oil quantity 

Qtorage tank greater than or equal to 42,0000 gallons for Unit 

SR3.8.3. ( greater than or equal to 75,000 gallons for Unit 2).  

C. Deleted Verifyv fuel oil pro-perties of new and stored fuel oi~ 

are tested in accordance w,,ith and maintained within the limits 

ISR.8..f the Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program.  

FISR3l8.1. d. Verify the fuel oil transfer pu.mp can be tar"-ted a n;;d system-0 
operates to transfers fuel oil from the storage tank(s) 

syst to the day tank.  

SR3.8.1.3Nl e. Verify the diesel generator Gan start and gradually acceleratI7._8] 
Verify the generator starts from standby conditions and achieve 

steady state voltage and frequency can be adjuc.t.d to 4160 + 420 R-3 ISR3.8.1.2 • y •• • •4 • -, 

volts and 60 + 1.2 Hz. Sub ue......, .. synchronize the 

ISR.3.8.1.3 generator, gradually load to at least 1650 kW (Unit 2: 5100 kW to 

i 5300 kW), and operate for at least 60 minutes. This test should 

N2 be conducted in consideration of the manufacturer's 
recommendations regarding engine prelube, warm-up, gradual loading 

and _hutdown procedurec where pocsible. A338-

Markup for PI ITS Part CPI Current TS 7 of 12



IA3.8-01 I REX 113 1/5/95

e-L tas .. on4.ce Ca4-1U LL.L .± -~.) -- 4-.± .J C1. -. L--J I A3.8-607 

a. Verify the diesel generator starts from standby conditions and 
achieves generator steady state voltage and frequency of 4160 + 
420 volts and 60 + 1.2 Hz and within 10 seconds minimum voltage 
> 3,741 V and frequency of > 58.8 Hz afterz thea ctart cign.  

b.-Manualy cynchronize the generator, load to at least 1650 
kW (Un.. it • Z .. 5100 kW to 5300 kw) lin less than .or. equ.al t

-A--- .ý -,-.A

R-3'

L3. 8-61 
i.-

LA

SR3.8.1.6N c. This test should be conducted from standby conditions in 
consideration of the manufacturer's recommendations regarding 
engine prelube and • ..hu.t.do...n proed where poc 7ible. I 8 

3. At least once each 4$24 months: L 35

Su.1bject e=ac d4i ..el r t a thorough inupection in 
accordance 'ith proceduroc prepared in consideration of

LR3.8-341

SR3.8.1.10

ISR3.8.1.10N

ctan;dby cer-vice 

b. For each unit, simulate or actual a--loss of offsite power 
in conjunction with a safety injection signal, and:

1. Verify de-energization of the emergency buses 
and load shedding from the emergency buses.  

2. Verify the diesels start on the auto-start 
s4ina! and energize the emergency kw-e-loads in one 
minute. This test should be conducted in consideration 
of the manufacturer's recommendations regarding engine 
prelube and chudn prcdrcwhere po...ible.  

.iring thiy test, operation of thie emergecy 
liohtinpcr cvct~em chill be64 craie

�55 

�38

�-37

Markup for PI ITS Part C
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RES
T

91 0/274289

B. Station Batteries

I--V Verify Each battery nha!! be tested each month.- -Te-t
ISR3"8."6.2 S6hRAl_ include measuring voltage of each cell > 2.07--t 

the nearest hundredth - olt, and measuring the 
ISR3.8.6.4: temperature and density of a pilot cell in each 

battery > minimum established design limits.  

verify battery terminal voltage is greater or equal to 

ISR3.8.47e he minimum established float voltage every 7 days.

ILR3.8-43 ] 

IM3.8-531

2. The fo!!owi n.Q additional mea nuremontn nhall be made ILR3"8-43

Verify every t4•-g-monthp: the density and height of 
electrolyte i: every cell, the amount level of water 

d4ded@ t each cell is greater than or equal to minimum 
established design limits, and the temer. ur of.ac.h 
fift4 ce ll 7

n I 7

�-50

IN- -- -ý * 19* IM IM I " E: "q=14.ý EE lE "%=k 9!k~i~k kvhmiHI1!r."qI

previoun daat etc 
+ rýl-rc c.

4.  

SR3.8.6.6

n. of deeirto or..... n LR3e 8-43] 
cr~mnnr, - 'k tlF7~,,1 .- , o

re commendat ion.  

The batteries shall be subjected to a performance test 
discharge or a modified performance discharge test to 
verify capacity is > 80% of manufacturer's rating dirlin ,"
the firnt refuelin' and once every five years and 12 
months when battery shows degradation, or has reached 85% 
of the expected life with capacity < 100% of 
manufacturer's rating and 24 months when battery has 
reached 85% of the expected life with capacity > 100% of 
manufacturer's rating thr. tr B .tte". .'oltage bhl b 
monitoreda a function of time to etabish that the L 8 
battry p......R. as expected durin hea.y discharge ;Ind

5. ;integr~ity of Rtati1on Battery, fuses shall be checked

A3.8-62 

F3.8-4- 6
once each day. hon tho batterz- charter in runnin.

Add SR 3.8.4.2: 
VJerify, each battery charger supplies > 250 amps at greater than or equal to 
the minimum established float v,,oltage for > 4 hours, or verify each batt:eryv 
charger can recharge the battery to the fully charged state within 24 hours 
w-,hile supplying the demands of the various continuous steady state loads, 
after a battery discharge to the bounding design basis event dischar~ge 
state every 24 months.

I

Markup for PI ITS Part C

JA3.8-01
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NSHD Change 
category number Discussion Of Change 

3.8

L 09 CTS 3.7.B.2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 **, and 8**. CTS 3.7.B.2 
requires that if a path is inoperable, the associated 
DG(s) either are already operating or are 
demonstrated to be OPERABLE by sequentially 
performing surveillance requirement 4.6.A.1 .e on each 
DG within 24 hours. CTS SR 4.6.A.1 .e is the 
equivalent to PI ITS SR 3.8.1.2. The ITS requires, for 
the same condition, the performance of SR 3.8.1.1 
which verifies that the correct breaker alignment and 
indicated power is available for the OPERABLE path.  
There is no requirement to start the DGs, thereby 
minimizing starting, operating, stopping, and over 
testing of the DGs. The performance of ITS SR 3.8.1.1 
ensures a highly reliable power source remains with 
one path inoperable. This is considered to be a less 
restrictive change since the ITS does not require the 
DGs to be tested and only requires verification of the 
other path. This change is consistent with NUREG
1431.  

CTS 3.7.B.3 requires that with one path and one DG 
inoperable, that the OPERABILITY of the other DG be 
demonstrated by the performance of CTS SR 4.6.A.1 .e 
within 8 hours. CTS 4.6.A.1 .e is the equivalent to PI 
ITS 3.8.1.2. The ITS only requires, for the same 
Condition, that either the path or DG be restored to 
OPERABLE status within 12 hours. While in this plant 
condition (ITS Condition D) and the inoperable path is 
restored to OPERABLE status, and the DG is still 
inoperable, ITS Condition B remains applicable. ITS 
Condition B provides for the option to either verify the 
paths are OPERABLE and declare the supported 
feature(s) of the inoperable DG inoperable and 
determine that there is not a common failure OR 

Prairie Island 
Units 1 and 2 7 7/02/01
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Part D Package 3.8

NSHD Change categoy numer Discussion Of Change category number 

3.8

L 12 CTS 3.7.A.5. CTS 3.7.A.5 currently contains fuel oil 
quantities for both Unit 1 and Unit 2 DGs. During the 
ITS conversion, new calculations for Unit 1 DG were 
performed based on the DG consumption rate while 
loaded in accordance with the USAR, the CTS TS 
requirement of 51,000 gallons is actually 42,000 
gallons. Initially, the 51,000 gallons was an overly 
conservative requirement based on the D1 and D2 
consumption rate, a 14 day supply requirement and the 
location of the plant in relation to a refueling supply 
point. Based on a close fuel oil supply point and a 
recalculation of fuel oil consumption, which was based 
on actual loads of the D1 and D2, 42,000 gallons of fuel 
oil is sufficient to meet accident requirements for the 14 
days. Therefore, the ITS will reflect the 42,000 gallon 
fuel oil limit for Unit 1 DGs. In addition, in the event the 
fuel oil quantity falls below the values in the CTS, the 
DGs are declared inoperable. The CTS allows two 
DGs to be inoperable for 2 hours. If at the end of the 
two hours, and the DGs are still inoperable due to low 
fuel oil quantity, the unit must shutdown. The ITS 
allows 48 hours to restore the fuel oil to within limits.  
These changes are considered to be a less restrictive 
change since the CTS Unit 1 fuel oil limit has changed 
to 42,000 gallons and the ITS allows 48 hours to 
replenish the fuel oil prior to declaring the DGs 
inoperable and a possible unit shutdown. This change 
is consistent with NUREG-1431.  

Prairie Island 
Units I and 2 12 7/02/01
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NSHD Change caegr Canumer Discussion Of Change category number 

3.8

LR 34 CTS 4.6.A.3.a. CTS 4.6.A.3.a requires that every 18 
months that each diesel generator be thoroughly inspected 
in accordance with procedures prepared in consideration 
of the manufacturer's recommendations for this class of 
standby service. The ITS does not incorporate this 
requirement nor does it meet the NRC Criteria to be 
included in the Technical Specifications. Therefore, this 
requirement is being relocated to the TRM or other 
Licensee Controlled Document. This change is consistent 
with NUREG-1431, Rev. 1.  

Reference DOC 3.8.A-51 for manual loading the generator.  

L 35 CTS 4.6.A.3. The surveillance interval for various testing of 
the diesel generators is being increased from 18 months to 
24 months to accommodate extended refueling cycles. In 
accordance with CTS 3.0.2, the 18 month Frequency is 
fixed at a maximum and not to be extended beyond 24 
months. This change is acceptable since it is within the 
bounds of the CTS, there is to any time dependent 
degradation on equipment, no instrumentation drift, nor 
historical operability issues associated with this increased 
Frequency. This change is consistent with NUREG-1431, 
Rev. 1, and the guidance provided by GL 91-04.  

L 36 CTS 4.6.A.3.b and e. CTS 4.6.A.3.b and e are revised to 
add the word "actual" in reference to the test signals 
used to actuate the DGs. The CTS wording "simulate" 
does not allow for an actual signal to be applied in 
meeting the Specification. The revised wording will allow 
the plant to take credit for an actual signal to initiate the 
protective function being tested, as well as a simulated 
signal. Therefore, this change is less restrictive. This 
clarification is consistent with NUREG-1431.  

Prairie Island 
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NSHD Change category numger Discussion Of Change category number 

3.8

LR 44 CTS 4.6.A.3.c. CTS 4.6.A.3.c contains various 
information about the DG full load carrying capability for 
an interval of not less than 103 to 110 percent of the 
continuous rating of the emergency DG, and information 
about the 90% of its continuous rating. This information 
does not meet the NRC criteria for inclusion into the ITS 
and is therefore being relocated to the ITS Bases, USAR 
or other Licensee Controlled Documents. This change is 
consistent with NUREG-1431.  

LR 45 CTS 4.6.B.4. CTS 4.6.B.4 requires, in part, that during 
the performance of this SR, verify that all electrical 
connections are tight. This part of the SR does meet 
the NRC criteria as described in 10CFR50.36(c)(2)(ii) 
and is being relocated to other Licensee Controlled 
Documents.  

L 46 CTS 4.6.B.5. The CTS requires that the integrity of 
Station Battery fuses be checked once every day when 
the battery charger is running. This SR is being deleted.  
In accordance with PI design, there is a fuse disconnect 
switch which would alarm in the Control Room if the 
subject fuse blows. In addition, ISTS, SR 3.8.4.1 
requires weekly checks on battery voltage. If the subject 
fuse is blown, not only would the alarm be received, but 
the battery would not pass the weekly check as required 
by the NUREG-1431, Rev. 2.  

Prairie Island 
Units 1 and 2 28 7/02/01
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NSHD Change 
category number Discussion Of Change 

3.8

M 50 CTS 4.6.B.2. CTS 4.6.B.2 requires, in part, to measure 
the amount (level) of water in each cell every three 
months. The ITS requires that the water level of each 
battery cell be verified monthly. The requirements in the 
CTS and NUREG are essentially the same and would be 
considered to be an administrative change, however, 
NUREG-1431, Rev. 2 increases the Frequency from 
three months to monthly. This increase in Frequency is 
considered to be a more restrictive change.  

A 51 CTS 4.6.A.1.e. CTS 4.6.A.l.e refers to manually 
synchronizing to the generator. The word "manually" is 
being deleted since this is the only way the DG can be 
synchronized. Therefore, specifically specifying how the 
DG is synchronized does not provide any important 
detail in the ITS. This is considered to be an 
Administrative change consistent with NUREG-1431.  

M 52 CTS 4.6.B.1. CTS 4.6.B.1 requires that the batteries 
be tested each month. ITS 3.8.4.1 changes the 
Frequency from monthly to 7 days. The 7 days has 
been changed to be consistent with IEEE-450 and 
NUREG-1431, Rev. 2. Since the ITS substantially 
shortened the SR Frequency, this is considered to be a 
more restrictive change. In addition, ITS SR 3.8.4.1 
requires verification that the battery terminal voltage is 
greater than the minimum float voltage. This is a new 
requirement to PI and is not in the CTS. Therefore; the 
addition of a new requirement is considered to be a 
more restrictive change. The increase in Frequency is 
not considered to be a safety issue since it complies 
with industry standards. In addition, the increased 
Frequency ensures that the battery is performing as 
designed, there is not degradation, and it will perform 
its intended safety function.  

Prairie Island 
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NSHD Change 
category number 

3.8-

A 53

Discussion Of Change 

CTS 4.6.B.1. CTS 4.6.B.1 states, "Each battery "shall be 
tested" ... " ITS SR 3.8.4.1 revises this to "Verify that each 
battery .... " Replacing the word "tested" with "verify" is an 
administrative change. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1431, Rev. 2.

54 Not used.A 

M

A

55

56

CTS 4.6.A.3.b.2 states in part that, "... the diesels start on 
the auto-start signal and energize the emergency buses ... " 
This has been revised by changing "buses" to "loads". CTS 
only requires energizing the buses which actually verifies that 
the diesel generators start. This CTS requirement does not 
require any verification of any loads. Therefore, requiring 
verification of the loads is a more restrictive change instead of 
just verifying the diesel generators start.  

CTS 3.7.A provides descriptive wording describing MODES 
1, 2, 3, and 4. The ISTS does not use descriptive wording 
for identifying MODES; therefore the PI ITS have been 
revised to be consistent with NUREG-1431, Rev. 2.

Prairie Island 
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NSHD Change 
category number Discussion Of Change 

3.8

A 57 CTS 3.7.B Footnote* states the "other diesel generator 
(DG) need not be tested if the DG inoperability is due to 
preplanned preventative maintenance or testing. This 
Footnote is not included in the ITS. ITS LCO 3.8.1, 
Condition B, is applicable when a DG is inoperable, will 
require determination that the OPERABLE DG is not 
inoperable due to common cause failure. Since the first 
DG is inoperable due to testing or preplanned preventative 
maintenance, it is readily apparent that the "other DG" is 
not in maintenance or testing and therefore, not inoperable 
due to common cause failure. Further testing of the "other 
DG" will not be required. Since further testing of the 
"other DG" will not be required in ITS, this is an 
Administrative change.  

A 58 CTS 4.6.A.1.e has been revised to add specific words 
"standby conditions". This is consistent with the rest of the 
CTS SR which states that the diesel generator should be 
started in consideration of the manufacturer's 
recommendations which is to prelube, warm-up, and 
gradually load the DG. PI defines standby conditions for the 
DG that the DG engine coolant and oil temperatures are 
being maintained consistent with manufacturer's 
recommendations.  

Prairie Island 
Units 1 and 2 32 7/02/01



Part D Package 3.8 

NSHD Change 
category number Discussion Of Change 

3.8

L 59 CTS 3.7.B.1. CTS 3.7.B.1 has been revised to add a 
provision to determine that the OPERABLE DG is not 
inoperable due to common cause failure within 24 hours.  
The 24 hour Completion Time is discussed in DOC M3.8
06. The flexibility provided in the ITS allowing a 
determination be performed on the OPERABLE DG, to 
ensure it is not inoperable due to a common cause failure, 
is a less restrictive change from the CTS. Under the CTS, 
if one DG is inoperable, one of the actions is to 
demonstrate, by performance of an SR, that the other DG 
is OPERABLE. Therefore, the CTS does not allow any 
relief in determining that the other DG is not inoperable 
due to common cause failure. The CTS would require the 
other DG to be started and determined OPERABLE, 
unless the initial DG inoperability was a result of 
preplanned maintenance or testing. Allowing a 
determination to be made for a common cause failure, for 
the OPERABLE DG, is acceptable since the OPERABLE 
DG successfully completed its last SR, the SR Frequency 
has not expired, and there is no common cause failure 
associated with the OPERABLE DG. Therefore it is safe 
to state that the OPERABLE DG will perform its intended 
safety function if called upon. This change is consistent 
with NUREG-1431, Rev. 1.  

Prairie Island 
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NSHD Change categoy numer Discussion Of Change category number 

3.8

A 60 CTS 4.6.A.2.a. CTS 4.6.A.2.a has been revised by 
reformatting CTS voltage and frequency testing 
requirements to be more consistent with NUREG-1431, 
Rev. 1. The CTS SR requires that the DGs start and 
achieve a specific voltage and frequency within 10 
seconds. Per PI operating practices, the DGs are started 
from standby conditions in accordance with manufacturer's 
recommendations. Though not specifically stated in the 
SR, this has been PIs intent and practice. Once the DGs 
have been started and reached their specified voltage and 
frequency ranges, within the 10 seconds, the DGs are also 
verified to maintain their voltage and frequency within a 
specific range to prove steady state operations. The same 
CTS requirements are maintained in the ITS therefore, 
making this an Administrative change.  

L 61 CTS 4.6.A.2.b. CTS 4.6.A.2.b requires that the diesel 
generator (DG) be manually synchronized and loaded to at 
least 1650 kW (Unit 2: 5100 kW to 5300 kW) in less than or 
equal to 60 seconds and operate for at least one hour once 
every 6 months. This requirement is not included in the PI 
ITS. Since this will require less testing of plant equipment, 
this is a less restrictive change. This change is acceptable 
since industry experience has shown that loading diesels 
within the requirements of this specification may eventually 
harm the DG and reliability and capability are established 
through other tests. This change is consistent with NUREG
1431, Rev. 2.  

A 62 CTS 4.6.B.4. CTS 4.6.B.4 requires that a discharge test be 
performed on the batteries during the first refueling and once 
every five years thereafter. This SR includes monitoring the 
voltage as a function of time to establish that the battery 
performs as expected during a heavy discharge. This part of 
the SR is included in ITS SR 3.8.6.6. Therefore, this change 
is consistent with NUREG-1431, Rev. 2.  

Prairie Island 
Units 1 and 2 34 7/02/01



AC Sources -Operating 
3.8.1

IPA3.8-100 I

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. One Er.eq... e4d DG 
inoperable. Perform SR 3.8.1.1 

for the -E.equ.. ed 
olf~sitepaths 
circuilt(s).

Declare required 
feature(s) supported 
by the inoperable DG 
inoperable when its 
required redundant 
feature(s) is 
inoperable.

AND 

B.3.1 Determine OPERABLE 
DG(-s-+ is not 
inoperable due to 
common cause failure.  

OR

B.1

(continued)

Markup for PI ITS Part E

ACTIONS

1 hour 

AND 

Once per 8 hours 
thereafter 

4 hours from 
discovery of 
Condition B 
concurrent with 
inoperability of 
redundant 
required 
feature(s) 

£24-1 hours

AND 

B.2

R-3

WOG STS Rev 1, 04/07/95 3.8.1-4



AC Sources Operating 
3.8.1

ACTIONS (continued) 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

I PA3.8-100 I

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.8.1.1 Verify correct breaker alignment and 7 days 
indicated power availability for each 
Erequir.d. ofsltc pathei.eujt..

SR 3.8.1.2 NOTES----------
1. Performance of SR 3.8.1.+6 satisfies 

this SR.  

2. All DG starts may be preceded by an 
engine prelube period and followed by a 
warmup period prior to loading.  

3. A modified DG start involving idling7 '

t and gradual acceleration to+ 

synchronous speed may be used for 
this SR as recomm,,ended by thin 
consideration of 

+ manufacturer's recommendations. When 
modified start 
procedures are not used, the time, 
voltage, and frequency tolerances 
of SR 3.8.1.+6 must be met.

+

Verify each DG starts from standby 
conditions and achieves steady state voltage 
> 3740i V and < £45801 V, and frequency 
S58.8i Hz and < £61.21 Hz.

JCL3.8-1161

ITA3.8-1371

31 
daysA-s 
specifiade .---L ISR-3,

1-1-

(continued)
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JPA3.8-100 AC Sources - Shutdown 
3.8.2

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Gere fRequired ,afsA, e 
pathereult 
inoperable.

-----------------------NOTE- 
Enter applicable Conditions 
and Required Actions of 
LCO 3.8.10, withif one 
required train de-energized 
as a result of Condition A.

- ýý - 4 --

tA, ucld r't di iUH JU• 

ulred featue(s)

VVILII 1 IU UI I1IL1i I JU I .I 

available inoperable.  

A.ý-.I Suspend CORE 

ALTERATIONS.  

AND

______________________________ .1 __________________________________ n

IPA3.8-111] 

IPA3m8d215y 

Immedi ately

(continued)

Markup for PI ITS Part E
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IR3I 
LR-3 
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IPA3.8-1I AC Sources Shutdown 
3.8.2

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.2.--2 Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies.  

AND 

A.2-.3 Tni4tate action to 
5-Suspend operations 
involving positive 
reactivity additions 
that could result in 
loss of required SDM 
or boron 
concentration.  

AND 

A.2-.4 Initiate action to 
restore required 
effsite pathpewe-e 
eireuit to OPERABLE 
status.

Immediately 

Immediately 

TA3.8-I 

Immediately

Markup for PI ITS Part E

ACTIONS

IIR-3 

L - - - - - - -. I
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Diesel Fuel 

iPA3.8-100 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.8.3.6 For each fuel ell storage tank: 

a. Drain the fuel o,, 

b. Remove the sediflnt: and

c. Clean the tank.

Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Alr 
3.8.3 

JCL3.8-145

I

FREQUENCY
I~

10 years 

ICL3.8 156-I 
II 

L R-3 
L

Markup for PI ITS Part E3.8.3-5WOG STS Rev 1. 04/07/95



Inverters -Operating 
3.8.7 

JPA3 8-1001 

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3.8.7 Inverters -Operating 

LCO 3.8.7 The required Trpain A and Train Four Reactor Protection 
Instrument AC inverters shall be OPERABLE. - R 3 S.. . R -3 1 

NG:FFT ' PA3.8-102 L---

'II .. .. ..I 

LOne/two] ýinvertcrEs] mfay be d seonniected Ffrom [its/their] 

associated DG bus for t 24 hours to pe•rf•or an 
equlizng harge on [itstheir] associatcd [common]e~ 

battery, provided: 

a. The associatcd AC vital bus(es) [is/are] energizcd 

fromf [its/their] [Class !E eenstant vol tagc source 

transepforers] [invcrtcr using internal AC source]; andu 

b. All other AC vital buses are cnergizd fromIl the-i 

associated OPERABLE inverters.  

OR 
ICL3. 8-183 

Three Reactor Protection Instrument AC inverters shall be 
OPERABLE with: 

a. The fourth Reactor Protection Instrument AC Panel 
powered from Panel 117 (Unit 2 - Panel 217); 

OR 

b. The fourth Reactor Protection Instrument AC Panel 
powered from its inverter bypass.  

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.  
A OR-3 
L-

ACTIONS

Markup for PI ITS Part EWOG STS Rev 1, 04/07/95 3.8.7-1



Inverters - Operating 
3.8.7 

IPA3.8-100

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One frequired]- Reactor 
Protectiion Instrument 
AC inverter 
inoperable.

A-i 

A, I

---------NOTE------
Enter applicable 
Conditions and 
Required Actions of 
LCO 3.8.9, 
"Di stri buti on 
Systems Operating" 
with any vi-ta-Reactor 
Protection Instrument 
AC Panelbtt de
energized.  

Verify only one 
Reactor Protection 
Instrument AC 
Panel is powered 
from Panel 117 (Unit 
2 - Panel 217).

OR

A. 2

AND 

A, 3

Verify only one 
Reactor Protection 
Instrument AC Panel 
is powered from its 
inverter bypass.

Restore inverter to 
OPERABLE status.

R-3 

I I 

R-3 

2 hours 

ICL3.8-183 

2 hours 

ICL3.8-1831

8£24 heut-s
I I 

:R-3 
L

Markup for PI ITS Part EWOG STS Rev 1, 04/07/95 3.8.7-2



Inverters -Shutdown 
3.8.8 

IPA3.8-1001

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or Fflore Erequiredi 
invertersý inoperable.

A. (continued)

A.1 Declare afýfeted 
required feature(s) 
Inoperable.  

GR 

A.2-.1 Suspend CORE 
ALTERATIONS.  

AND 

A.+-22 Suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel 
assemblies.  

AND 

A.-2- ,,3 initiate action to 
sSuspend operations 
involving positive 
reactivity additions 
that could result in 
loss of required SDM 
or boron 
concentration.  

AND

_ fmle TA3.8-175 

1 ate ý" 

JPA3.8 215 

Immediately r 

Immediately 

Immediately

- - I 

R-3 
R--I 

-------------------I 

R3....  
------------------------------I

SI

r . . . . . . .i I I 

R-3 
I 

ITA3.8 117

(continued)

4- t

A.2-.4 Initiate action to 
restore required 
inverter7 to OPERABLE 
status.

Immediately I 
R3 I 
R-3 

L - - - -
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AC Sources - Operating 
B 3.8.1 

JPA3. 8-100 

BASES 

Certain required unit loads are returned to service in a 
predetermined sequence in order to prevent overloading the PA3'8-1351 
transformer supplying offsite power to the onsite 
SafeguardsGlass !+ AC Distribution System under postulated 
worst case loading conditions. Within £1Ei minute after the 
jnitiatingload restore signal is received, all autoffac and 
permanently connecte loads needed to recover the unit or 
maintain it in a safe condition are returned to service via 
the load sequencer. The transformers are capable of block 
loading (operation without load sequencing), when loading 
and motor starting is selectively restricted. Refer to 
Specification 3.3.4, "4 kV Safeguards Bus Voltage 
Instrumentation" for additional actions perscribed for an 
inoperable load sequencer. r . ,-------

DACKIROUI1D 

(Continued)

The onsite standby power source for each 4-46-kV L 
safeguardsS[-F bus is a dedicated DG. For Unit 1, 
DGs f-i and f421 are dedicated to ES-F-buses £151-] 
and £162-], respectively. For Unit 2, DGs 5 and 6 are 
dedicated to buses 25 and 26, respectively. A DG starts 
automatically on a safety injection (SI) signal (e-ee.g.  
low 
pressurizer pressure or high containment pressure signals) 
or on an ES-FS4 kV safeguards bus degraded voltage or 
undervoltage signal- (refer to LCO 3.3.45, "4 kV Safeguards 
Bus Voltage InstrumentationLoss of Power (LOP) Diesel 
Cenerator (9G) Start instrumentation). After the DG has 
started, it will automatically tie to its respective bus 
after offsite power is tripped as a consequence of 
safeguardsE-SF bus undervoltage or degraded voltage, 
independent of or coincident with an SI signal. The DGs 
will also start and operate in the standby mode without 
tying to the safeguardsE-Fc bus on an SI signal alone.  
Following the trip of offsite power, La sequencer4aR 
undervoltage ign] strips nonpermanent loads from the--ESý 
bus. When the DG is tied to the ES-F-bus, loads are then 
sequentially connected to its respective--EF bus by the

(conti nued)
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AC Sources -Operating 
B 3.8.1 

IPA3 8-100

BASES

automatic load sequencer. The sequencing logic controls the 
start permissive forand starting signals to motor breakers 
to prevent overloading the DG by automatic load application.  

In the event of a loss of offsitepp-e•eped power, the 
B&Fsafeguards electrical loads are automatically connected 
to the DGs in sufficient time to provide for safe reactor 
shutdown and to mitigate the consequences of a Design Basis 
Accident (DBA) such as a loss of coolant accident (LOCA).  

Certain required unit loads are returned to service in a 
predetermined sequence in order to prevent overloading the 
DG in the process. Within Lii minute after the 
+nitiatingload restore signal is received, all loads needed 
to recover the unit or maintain it in a safe condition are 
returned to service.

Ratings for the Unit 1 DGs meet the intent of Safety ICL3.8-201 
Guide 9 and Unit 2 Train A and Train B DGs satisfy the 
intentpeqiu-I-teffle-'ts of Regulatory Guide 1.9, as discussed in 
the USAR (Ref. 23). The continuous service rating of each 
Unit 1 DG is 2750 kW with a 30 minute rating of 3250 kW.  
The continuous service rating of each Unit 2 DG is 
{-7-G5400i kW with F10j% overload permissible for up to 
2 hours in any 24 hour period. The B-Fsafeguards loads that 
are powered from the 4--+6 kV safeguardsES-F buses are listed 
in Reference 2.

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of DBA and transient analyses in the 
UFSAR, E61(Rf4)an(Ref.te ( 35)
assume ESF systems are OPERABLE. The AC electrical power 
sources are designed to provide sufficient capacity, 
capability, redundancy, and reliability to ensure the 
availability of necessary power to ESF systems so that the

(continued)
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AC Sources - Operating 
B 3.8.1 

JPA3.8-100 I 

BASES

APPLconiue 
SAFET\/ ^ANALYSES 

Econti .... A

fuel, Reactor Coolant System (RCS), and containment design 
limits are not 
exceeded. These limits are discussed in more detail in the 
Bases for Section 3.2, Power Distribution Limits; 
Section 3.4, Reactor Coolant System (RCS); and Section 3.6, 
Containment Systems.  

The OPERABILITY of the AC electrical power sources is 
consistent with the initial assumptions of the Accident 
analyses and is based upon meeting the design basis of the 
unit. This results in maintaining at least one train of the 
onsite or offsite AC sources OPERABLE during Accident 
conditions in the event of: 

a. An assumed loss of all offsite power or all ,nsite AC 
pewep: and ICL3.8-163 

b. A worst case single failure.  

The AC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 
50.36(c)(2) (I.).R. Pley S-tca+teef..

Two qualifi4ed pathseieui÷•s between the offsite transmission 
gridnetwork and the onsite 4 kV Safeguards+lass 1E 
Electrical PowerDistribution System and separate and 
independent DGs for each train ensure availability of the 
required power to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a 
safe shutdown condition after an anticipated operational 
occurrence (AOO) or a postulated DBA.

TheQualifd ,ffsite pathsciruts are those th•t PA3.8-103 
are described in the UP:SAR and are part of the 
licensing basis for the unit. There are four separate 
external power sources which provide multiple offsite I 
network connections: r ........  

I R-3 
(conti nuech-------
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AC Sources -Operating 
B 3.8.1 

IPA3.8-100 

BASES 

a. A reserve transformer (IR) from the 161 kV portion of 
the plant substation; 

b. A second reserve transformer (2RS/2RY) from the 345 kV 
portion of the plant substation; 

c. A cooling tower transformer (CT1/CT11) supplied from 
the 345 kV portion of the plant substation: and 

d. A cooling tower transformer (CT12) supplied from a 
tertiary winding on the substation auto transformer.  

K ,addition, one required autom,"atic load sequocne, p•r trai 
Ilust be 9PE RlLEV.L

Each effslte patheireult must be capable of maintaining 
rated frequency and voltage, and accepting required loads CL 

during an accident, while connected to the safeguardsEýS
buses. Plant procedures provide an assessment for the 
various configurations and requirements (e.g., loading, grid 
conditions, generator MVAR load, and etc.) for a path to be 
declared OPERABLE.

III
H+ I U''I - 4 I- Wl P-4I PF4 ' -4.4 4-4 P.414 -1 Q4.4 Q1414 A4 IIV.4 ,A~l AP Q -_ PQýP m-

u I I .J I ý.'.. ý. I I ý.-M I b 11 ± •..- ý I - .. I ý. b- %. j L .I . I I-j.. U tI I M . I 1i 1 I- • - ' L ll .I U 

which is supplied from Switchyard Bus B, and i5 c ,,.~----------r.r.... • 0- -- ,,÷ ... .n r,, '"fe

trvuugrt~f urtdl~tr' ýt ZJ PdWtr' I fl fttltrig r I rut 1 duur' tAlbudi, 
'I PI A .4 1,- II I .141r ,hJY-. . 4 ,. I II AlW . 4-- 1II 4 1.. .9 1 -,I - --U. II I I I 41 / I ,4 1 -

3.8-110 

R-3

-- fc.r breac. fItI cIr cubit #2 consUist s I I of the It artu

(continued)
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AC Sources -Operating 
B 3.8.1 

IPA3.8-100 

BASES 

in starting the Completion Time for the Required Action.  
Four hours from the discovery of these events existing 
concurrently is Aacceptable because it minimizes risk while 
allowing time for restoration before subjecting the unit to 
transients associated with shutdown.  

In this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE DG and affsite 
eireultspaths are adequate to supply electrical power to the 
onsite GCl-assESafeguaards Distribution System. Thus, on a 
component basis, single failure protection for the required 
feature's function may have been lost; however, function has 
not been lost. The 4 hour Completion Time takes into 
account the OPERABILITY of the redundant counterpart to the 
inoperable required feature. Additionally, the 4 hour 
Completion Time takes into account the capacity and 
capability of the remaining AC sources, a reasonable time 
for repairs, and the low probability of a DBA occurring 
during this period.  

B.3.1 and B.3.2 I 
Required Action B.3.1 provides an allowance to avoid-- -------.  
unnecessary testing of the OPERABLE DGks-. If it can be I R-3 
determined that the cause of the inoperable DG does not 
exist on the OPERABLE DG, SR 3.8.1.2 does not have to be 
performed. If the cause of inoperability exists on the 
other DGi-s-i, the other DG-s-s would be declared inoperable 
upon discovery and Condition E of LCO 3.8.1 would be 
entered. Once the failure is repaired, the common cause 
failure no longer exists, and Required Action B.3.1 is 
satisfied. If the cause of the initial inoperable DG cannot 

(continued)
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AC Sources -Operating 
B 3.8.1 

IPA3.8-100 

BASES

(conti nLtO) ,,specied as 90% or 3600 V. It also allows for voltage 
drops to moltors and other equipmfent down through the 120 V 
level whre minimum o..perating voage is also usually 
specified as 90% of namfe plate rating. The spee~ifd 
mflaxifluml steady state output voltage of [4756] V is equal to 

the mfaximfumf operating voltage specified for 4000 V moltors.  
It ensures that for a lightly loaded distribution system, 

the veltage at the termfinals of 4000 V moltors is noe mfore 
than the mfaximfumf rated operating voltages. The specified 
mfinimfumf and mfaximfumf frequeneies of the DG are 58.8 Hiz and 
61.2 HIz, respeetivly. These values are equal to ± 2% of 
the 60 Hiz nom••nal frequeny.and are derived froam t 
rlecoflfmmedations gi .ven in Regulatory Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3).

SR 3.8.1.1

This SR ensures proper circuit continuity for the offsite AC 
electrical power supply to the onsite distribution network 
and availability of offsite AC electrical power. The 
breaker alignment verifies that each breaker is in its 
correct position to ensure that distribution buses and PA38-204 
loads are connected to their offsiteppeeemed power source, 
and that appropriate independence of offsite circuits is 
maintained. The 7 day Frequency is adequate since 
breaker position is not likely to change without the r R-3 1 
operator being aware of it and because its status is L-----

displayed in the control room.

SR 3.8.1.2 and SR 3.8.1.+6

These SRs help to ensure the availability of the standby 
electrical power supply to mitigate DBAs and transients and 
to maintain the unit in a safe shutdown condition.

(continued)
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AC Sources - Operating 
B 3.8.1 

JPA3.8-100 

BASES

described above is used. If a modified start is not used, 
the 10 second start requirement of SR 3.8.1.+6 applies.  

Since SR 3.8.1.76 requires a 10 second start, it is more 
restrictive than SR 3.8.1.2, and it may be performed in lieu 
of SR 3.8.1.2. This is the intent of Note 1 of SR 3.8.1.2.

The noem-a 31 day Frequency for SR 3.8.1.2 +-ee
T•able 3.8.1 1, D-sl Generator Test S.h.dule', i.n, the 
a..co.pai n- g r'UG is Consistent with Regulatory Guidc .9 

(Ref,. 3).and Tthe 184 day Frequency for SR 3.8.1.+6 +s7-
r-eduction in cold testing consistent with Generic 
Lcttcr 84 15 (Ref. 7). These Frequcncic provide adequate 
assurance of DG OPERABILITY, while minimizing degradation 
resulting from testing.

ITA3.8-137 

IL3.8 172

SR 3.8.1.3

This Surveillance verifies that the DGs are capable of 
synchronizing with the offsite electrical system and 
accepting loads greater than or equal to the equivaGent fcL3.8_116] 
the ,maxifmu,,m expected accident loadsmanufacturer's 
recommended loads (Ref. 2). The Unit 1 and Unit 2 diesel 
generators have different loading requirements since their 
individual loads are different. As an example, the Unit 2 
diesel generators supply emergency power to the cooling 
water pump whereas the Unit 1 diesel generators do not.  
A minimum run time of, ------ , 

SR-3 i 

SR 3.8.1.3 (continuded)L---

60 minutes is required to stabilize engine temperatures, 
while minimizing the time that the DG is connected to the 
offsite source.  

Although no power factor rcquiremnts arc cstablished by ICL3.8 1251 

(continued)
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AC Sources -Operating 
B 3.8.1 

JPA3 8-100 

BASES 

this SR,. the DG s neorally perat, d at a power facter be:tw ,n [0.8 laggfng 
and [1.0]. The [0.8] value is the design rating of the m.achie, whiý. the 
[1.0] is an prational lliiiitation Lto ensure circulating currents arc 
mfinimizd]. The Ilad band is provided to avoid routine overleading of the DG.  

Routine ovcrloading mlay result in mrle frequcint tca n• i1 Inspections i In 
accordance with vendor ree~mmfendati ons in order to mfajinta~in HG OPERABILITY.  

The 31 day Frequency for this Surveillance ETA38-137 

(Table 3.8.1 1) is consistent with SR 3.8.1.2 Regulatory CL3.8-172 
Guide 1.9 (Ref. 3).  

This SR is modified by four Notes. Note 1 indicates that 
diesel engine runs for this Surveillance may include gradual 
loading, as recommended by the manufacturer, so that 
mechanical stress and wear on the diesel engine are 
minimized. Note 2 states that momentary transients, because 
of changing bbms-loads or system characteristics, do not 
invalidate this test. Simi.larly, mmentary power factr ICL38 I 
transients above the limit do not lnlalidatl the test C.L3I8-125 

Note 3 indicates that this Surveillance should be conducted 
on only one DG at a time in order to avoid common cause 
failures that might result from offsite circuitpath or grid 
perturbations. Note 4 stipulates a prerequisite requirement 
for performance of this SR. A successful DG start must 
precede this test to credit satisfactory performance.  

SR 3.8.1.4 

This SR provides verification that the level of fuel oil in 
the day tank [and engine lmounted tank] is at or above the 
level at which fuel oil is automatically added. The level 
is expressed as an equivalent volumle in galloIns, and is .CL38-118 
selected to ensure adequate fuel oil for a minimum of 
+2 hours for Unit 1 (1 hour of DG operation at full load 
plus 10% for Unit 2).  

(continued)
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The 31 day Frequency is adequate to assure that a sufficient 

supply of fuel oil is available, since low level alarms are 

SU•,+E-T,,^AF SR 3.8.1.4 .continuc 

provided and facility operators would be aware of any large 
uses of fuel oil during this period.  

SR &8...5 ICL3.8-197 

Microbielogical fouling is a major cause of fuel oil 
degradation. There are numerous bacteria that can
grow in fuel oil and cause fouling, but all must 

water environment in order to survive. Removal ofwae 
from the fuel oil day [and cngine mounted] tanks onceevery 
E31] days eliminates the neeessary environment for bacterial 
survival. This is the most effective means of controllig+ 
microbiological fouling. in addition, it ellminates the 
potential for water entrainment in the fuel oil during BC 
operation. Water may-come from any of several souruuo 
including condensation, ground water, rain water, 

contaminated fuel oil, and breakdown of the fuel 
oil by bacteria. Frequent checking for and removal of 
accumulated water minimizes fouling and provides dt 
regarding the watertight integrity of the fuel oil system.  
The Suvellane Frequencies established by ty 
Guide 1.13-± 1 (Ref/n~ , I .L) . Thi SR isllO oc , for p, ... ve,,ntai,''C'+ 

maintenanee. The presence of water does not nee 03 aril 
represent failure of this AR provided the accumulated water
is removed during the performance of this Surveillance.  

SR 3.8.1.+5 

This Surveillance demonstrates that each required fuel oil 
transfer pump operates and transfers fuel oil from its 

(continued) 
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associated storage tank to its associated day tank. This is 
required to support continuous operation of standby power 
sources. This Surveillance provides assurance that the fuel 
oil transfer pump is OPERABLE, the fuel oil piping system is 
intact, the fuel delivery piping is not obstructed, and the 
controls and control systems for automatic fuel transfer 
systems are OPERABLE.KThe Frequency for this SR is ,,ariable, depend~ingo ýindividual systemf designg, with up to a [L92] day interval.  
The [92] day Frequency corresponds to the testing 
requiremclnts for pumfps as containcd in the ASME Coe 
(fl n ) In i - - 4 1
-II ''.U . I . '0 \ '.'I I I U )10 .. ,

Section X! (Ref. 11); however, tThe design of fuel transfer 
systems is such that pumps operate automatically er .,,to- be 
started m .anualy in order to maintain an adequate volume of 
fuel oil in the day [and engine mounted] tanks during or 
following DG testing. In such a caseTherefore, a 31 day 
Frequency is appropriate. Sýine proper operatio•n o fuel
bL UlOI 0 l .I,] llO I0 l I l lI I Ii . l l UII 01 ýL LI\U IJ-LLL I I, _ IL.  

Frequency of this SR should be moldificd to r4efet
indi'v'dual designs.  

SR 3.8.1.+6 

See SR 3.8.1.2.

SR 3.8.1.8 

Transfer of ca-h [4.16 kV [SF bus] pwcr supply fro..,, the 

normfal offsite circuit to the altcrnate offsite circuit 

(conti nued)
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dem,,olstrates the OPERABILITY of the alternate circu 
distributlio network to power the shutdown loads. Th e 

[10 molJnth] Frequency of tHc Survejllance is based no 

enginecring judgmcnet, taking into considcration the unit 
con4dtions required to perform the Surve llance, and is 
intended to be consistent with expected fuel cycle lengths.  

operating experience has shown that these componeents usually 
pass the SR when per.fored at the [18 month] F .equency.  

Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be acceptable fromf 
a reliability standpoint.

This SR ýs fmodfýed by a Note. The reason for the Note is 
that, during operation with the reaeto• critical 

performance of this SR could cause perturbations to the 
electrcal d IstributIIo systemls that could chalenIge 
continued steady state operation and, as a result, unit 
safety syste.s. Credi lmay be taken for unplanned events 
that satýýfy this SR.  

SR 3.8.1.9 

Each DC is provided with an engine overspeed trip to 
p.... II. A + 4- k -UI•IrZLA-l.,.,I,,.., F,.m I\jl .. a W

ICL3.811211

caused by the loss of a large load could cause diesel engýme

SR 3..8. 1. 9 (continued)

overspeed, wh•r Ic, if e.Aue Oive, mi ght result in a trip ofl 
the e•gine. This Surveillance demfolnstrates the Bl load 
response characteristics and capability to reject the 
largest single load without exceeding predetermined voltage 
and frequency and while mlaintaiing a specified marlgin to 

the overspeed trpP. [For this unit, the single load for 
each DG and its horsepower rating is as follows:] This 
Surveillaýnce . may be accom•lplished by.

(continued)
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a. Tripping the PG output breaker wI it the PG carrying 
greater than or equal to its assoiat.ed single largest 

post accident load while paralleled to offsite power, 
or while solely supplying the bus; or

"Tripping is asso.iatcd single largest post accident 
load with the PG solely supplyingj the bus.  

As required by TIEE-308 (Rcf. 12), the load rejection test 
is aeceptable i the ,increase in diesel speed does not 

..- 7f-OP' Af 1.h- d iffQrrPnsP Ht'uPPsn ';-nrhrPrP'Hq speed and

the overspeed trip setpoint, sr 15% above synclhronous speed,

The timell, voltage, and frequency tolerances specified in 
this SR are derived from Regulatory Guide .. (Ref. 3) 
Precomen u dations for response during load sequence intervals.  
The 3 seconds specified is equal to 60% of a typi 
S second load sequence interval associated withsqecn 
of the largest load. The voltage and frequency specifed 
are consi .stent with the design range of the equipment 
powered by the PG. SR 3.8.1.9.a corresponds to thle maximum 
frequency eAuren, wh~i"le SR 3.8.1.9.b and SR 3.8.19.c are 
steady state vo4late and frequency values to which the 

systeL lust recover foll• inlg load reje In. IThe 
[18 flmoth] Frequency i's c-onsistent with the recommffendatlion 
of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9).  

This SR is mo4edified by two Notes. The reason for Note 1 is 
that during operation with the reactor critical, perforiimanc 
of this SR could cause perturbatlons to the electrical 

distibuionsystemfs that could challenge continued steady 
state operation and, as a result, unit safety systems.  
Credit may be taken for unplanned events that sati.sf.y this 
SR-. in order to ensure that the DC is tested under load4 

SUR41LVLANSE SR 3.8.1.Q (contn•u e)• 

(continued) 
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JP t2... -U.4- AP I4" ';I f.$ I Hl1o VP [H
-V--i 4--

Lu 51big UdI5 U u 0uUiU iio d

pusg bl)U I , i'NuUb 7- ['LuHiii U0 LiiUL, i I Ot.J11 1 ULI ILUU LU u 15 TUt: 

4- 4-. - F t iN1F

jUVVZ uv 73 IITMUOL UIO : [Jýl IA' uiJ IIU . I LU [UVU U

SL .JJ . 11 . I UULUI I.) i iiOUii U UUr I Ube l U 0UIntILuLv 

of the actual design basis inductive loading that the DG 
wotuld expcrqic-_nceý.

"iý,, "' ' _ N' I_+''-'. - I--1 -4 - '-''.' 1'I4WIII n"UrT.'f"7 ]t ,1r4 ri, , P, , m , IXUL I ULVU~~~~~~~~I . AL IUI'JJA I I' IJIII A~ A *L.'

if it can be demo.nstratcd to thc sta enff a plant spccific 
basis, that pcrformfling thc SR wth the ir-cacto in any of thc 
restrictcd MODES can satisfy the following critcria, asU

n.�-r,�-,�.-----C -I-b-.-. C'fl -ill inn-I- nnr.AnA-

d. I'Ui lr i'imii iUU ui LIIU t ih S IIi iiuu n cUII Uan ou:5 U7 

systeml or com•ponent inoperable; 

b. Pcrformlancc of thc,, will not causc pcrturbations to 
any of the electrical distribution systems that could 
rcsult in a challenge to stcady statc opcration or to 
plant safety systemfs; anld 

U. Performancc of the SR, or failure of the SR, will not 
I ... . ...... ......... 7-.- 4A.n. . ..4-I 4-U-- 4-

"UQUO•Cu , Ui I .-u IL III, Ulf nuu V I LII LLUI II L UIIIY I IUI'•j'.

LA*A 2,•' J I -4 I I . -D LA I ',.- I,.] e • • 370 u*I,-iI i-.p

SR 3.8.1.407 

This Surveillance demonstrates the DG capability to reject a 
ful-l-load equivalent to the largest single load without iCL3.81251 
verpspeed -tripping or xceedýing the prcdete•rmned v'oltag 

1-+tfh-tfs. The DG +u1- load rejection may occur because of an 
systcm fault or inadvertent breaker tripping. This 
Surveillance ensures proper engine generateo lead response 
under the simulated test conditions. This test simulates 
the , oo l f ,thc tetal conneeed load that the DG experiences 

(continued)
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fTollaowing -afu+I load rejection and verifies that the DG ICL3.8-125 
does not trip upon loss of the largest single load. T-hesee
auueptiiCe li rLiLUd UVrUkvide -UI L U dafiie pULorL ilUll. 111 i itl 

the DG is not expected to experience this transient during 
an , event and eontiues to be available, this response 

4- k +4 4- k. nfl 4, + .- A- .- A 'd -F,-.. 4
-

n- nn Jniirnti P
bI77zI L.3 LCIIU Li1CUU 13 IIUL, UCUI Uuuu lul IuLALLI PH U8 IUll,

iihie iUiI'J I't.UiiiIU biUii Lu ilk uLa I ib. U' Ii II LUuI UUIL 
be earrectedLL or iso lated,

('I IFnI -TI I A1,I'F'

DUl\V L1 LLMHUL 

REQUIREHETS

4

on n) C) 1 inr / - 4.- 4---..A\
-Ul\ ,.U. J-. LU \G.U L, I IIl ,U /

in order to ensuree u. is teSted unior' it-O 
onditios that are as close to design basis cond!-t4 is asCL3.8-125 

possible, testing must be performed using a power fac•to 
[0E.9]. This power factor is chosen to be representative 

of the actual design basis inductive loading that the DC 
would experience.  

I 126 
The f-1-824 monthi Frequency is consistent with the CL3.8-12 
Pecoen,,,,•,dation of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9) and is 
intended to be consistent with expected fuel cycle lengths.  

This SR has been mo.difed by a Note. The reason for the CL3.8-1221 

Note is that during operation with the reactor- critical 
performfance of this SR could cause perturbation to the 
ele••tral distribution systemfs that could challenge

IL ... It

,ontinueo steaoy state operation l non, as a frSUIu, OiWL 

safety system.s. Credit m.ay be taken for unplanned events TA3.8-123i 
4-.-, 1 4- 4- 4 - -P,, 4- -, 4 Ce n

- LILU L..J i,.I O I Ul l.• .2II .

Reviewer's Note! The above MODE r-estrictions mfay be deleted 
if it can be demolnstrated to the staff, on a plant specific
l005 :13 , LClUL lU IIII~ U ll ORI: VVi LII bllk I coILlUI IIlI UIJ UiI LiL 

restricted MODES can satisfy the IalfoIowiing criteria, us

(continued)
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a. Per..frmae. of the SR will omt render any safety 
systemf or componaent inoperable; 

b. Perrformane• of the SR will not cause perturbations to 
any of the eleetrale, distribution system,,s that could 
result in a ehallenge to steady state operation or to 
plant safety systems; and 

e. Performfanee of the OR, or failure of the SR, will not 
cause, or result in, an AGO with attendant challenge 
to plant safety systems.  

As required by Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), 
paragraph 2.a.(!), this Surveillancee demolnstrates the as 
designed operation of the standby power sources during loss 
of the offsite source. This test verif~ies all actions 

SR 3.8.1.11 (continued) 

encountered fromf the loss of offsite power, including 
shedding of the nonessential loads and energization of the 
emergency buses and respective loads from the PG. Itl 
further demoinstrates the capablility of the 00 to 
automfatically achieve the required voltage and frequeeny 
within the speciied tim le.

L3.8-128

The 00 autostart timfe of [10] seconds is derived from~ll 
requirements of the accident analysis to respond to a design 
basis large break LOGA. The Surveillance should 

continued for a minimfumf of 5 min~utes in order to demfonstrate 
that all starting transiemts have decayed and stability is 
aehie'vled.  

(continued)
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The requirem,,ent to verif the connection and power supply of 
permanaent anld autoconnected loads is intcnded to 
satisfactorily show tHe relationship of these loads to the 
BC loading logic. In certain circumfstancees, manay of thcse 
loads cannot actually be connected or- loaded without undue 
hardship or potential for undesired operation. F 
instance, Emcrgcncmy Core Cooling Systemfs (LCCS) injccetion 
valves are not dcsired to be stroked open. or high pressure 
injection systems are not capable of being operated at full 
flow, or residual Heat remolval (RHR) systemfs peferforming a 
decay Heat removal function are not desired to be realigned 
to the ECCS mode of operation. IHn leu of actual 
dem,,onstration of connectio and loading of loads, test••g 
that adequately shows the capability of the DG systems to 
performf these functions Is acceptable. Týhis test~ing mfay 
include any riq e of sequential , overlappin. g, or- total 
steps so that the entire connection and loading sequence is 

The Frequency of [13 molnths] is consistent with th 
reenfff,,eudations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), 
paragraph 2.a..l), takes into •oHnsderation unit eojnditons 
required to perform the Surveillance, and is intended to be 
cosistent with expected fuel cycle ength-s.  

This SR is mo,,difed by tvo Notes. The reason for Note 1 is 
to flminimize wear and tear ong the D~s durinqg testing. For 
the purpose of this testing, the DOs must be started from 
standby conditoqs, that is, wih the engine coolant and oIl 
conttinuously circulated and temfperature mfaintained 

consistent with manufacturer recommffen~dations. The reason 

for Note 2 is that performfing the Surveillancee would remfove 

eeletrical distribution systemf, and challenge safety 

(conti nued) 
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satils h,,is S,.  

0n 0 Cl 1 10

.JI\ ti• U. ±L.4L-

A-r.L� LLL tW flO ... 4-2.-..11
1r1ll ,UlVS l Iidiil• UiiUiIIuIIOL aUtO UiiUL UIIU Lu ULIULIUlLIuUI i]

starts anria aeri vt trt rvequb we 1u "VU I UidU Ujiu I LI b Cq t.-C 

within the specified tile (10 seconds)-..fram thc design 

basis actuation signal (LOGA signal) and operates 
C:~~ ... .... .. P•,,, L , ,rAýtP Pýl P Wl~ qi4P Pq #ýfle

L_-..41-4-., on n n 1 10 A -- A 00 o 0 1 101
UTlr LlClI~r lh~lr iU•iLG O L... ....... . .JI 3, ,L-. A.. L...Iti LAII;; ,IX '.'.. -L .4-L
Lou UCIIIUI i Ii U Ll-- 3 L'Ur n I n Lj" .

umib iu ' I d U c U y II Ull ClUL I] Ul II7Ibb -U I UUUO Uli% ChLI fb LJuli],Y I UUUD 

are emergzed ýfro the I ffsite eleetrlial power system o,- n an 
ESF signal without lass of efýfste power.  

The Pequýiement to verify the onnectio •n f permff.anent an. d 
autoconnected loads is intended to satisfactorily show the 
relationship of these loads to the DG loading logic. in 
certain eireumstances, many of these loads cannot actually 
be connected or loaded without undue hardship or potential 
for undesired operation. For instance, EGGS injection 
valves are not desired to be stroked open, or high pressupe 
injection systems are not capable of being operated at full 
flow, or RIR systemfIs performlIng a dea•., heat remval 
fun•etln are not desired to be realigned to the EGGS mode of 
operation. in lieu of actual demfonstration of eannection 
and loading of loads, testing that adequately shows the 
capabýlity of the BD system1 to perform,. these fumetlions is 
acceptable. This testing mfay include anyseiso 
squential, overlapping, or total steps so that the entire 

connection and loading sequence is verified.  

TV,- 0rýlOfý 1 W-4-- HP nrnh'z MPPVclq rtnkQ 4Rrý qirA unit 

II L I ~jAUIl~ ~J L--'3 114' L- 1- J.3.IX .'

cond4itos required to perf•m the Surve.llance an.d is 
' k, _w11t•. i, t Qr• h "ll i t v rI firs] r,,v1

! e nytfr- . uper... .. I... ..xpel' U tr.. . ol.. . . . ....UV ~ll UII- UL I. .

(continued)
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I -

IOUIIIHUI LA I UZ3 LoUU I ky I.UO 
Fl 1 0 4- 1, r-1 ,, ,

L-Lu kil LI I I I
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• L, II T \ VVIILA I fJk l IUI III')U U.L Lbii
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.UI I IL.IUI1 LU 
('n 0 0 1 10

Ub. UULA
4
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'EQUIRtfTIJEJMENlTS. F 
TI c Q~ Q mpoýý Fý -ý h,.., tF., ý .N1P4 ,: Th•z ,'QTq~qp ;Epp N,! p 1 4q

toefl mnim.ffize wear and tear en the B~s during testing. For 
the Purpose of this testing, the DGs mulst be started fromf

V.5I I Iu I I lR.V LA.) I 'Y I I L, II I U. 5.. /51 l S

U II , L IIL V I L II •IIIIII .LAI

z 1.•a I Il•uk y ,-.U I I•11 IL,. I U I I0 , bl l b I U 1 , VV I I-,I I 'I, 1zI IS V . . I I H11U III 5. I U I V 1 1

LA I .UUIIII~bI IUU L, I UI IC) I I 1I- I .U-.JUL L

I- I'UL. U. L ,U.I II I_ U__C .I C'L IUII VVI_ LII -4IIb I b.U LUI

LA] IL, IL.UI , IJb.I IUI III- II,) . U1UI I LI II l) . VUI I IUIIL. b.UJ IU UUU -)b, 

perturbations to the electrical distribution systemfs that 
could challenge continued steady state operation and, as a 
result, unit safety systems. Credit may be taken for
ul[ IIH IU •I IIIu L VUV 11C LI IUL, .IULI I)DIJ LiII ID15,.

SR 3.8.1.8±-3

This Surveillance demonstrates that DG noncritical 
protective functions (e.g., high jacket water temperature) 
are bypassed on an loss of voltage signal concurrent with an 
[SF actuation testactual or simulated safety injection (SI) 
signal, and critical protective functions (e.g., engine 
overspeed, generator differential current, and ground IPA3.8-1031 
fault (Unit 1)alow lube oil pressure, high crankcase 
pressure, and start failure relay]) trip the DG to avert 
substantial damage to the DG unit. The noncritical trips 
are bypassed during DBAs and provide an alarm on an abnormal 
engine condition. This alarm provides the operator with 
sufficient time to react appropriately. The DG availability 
to mitigate the DBA is more critical than protecting the 
engine against minor problems that are not immediately 
detrimental to emergency operation of the DG.  

(continued)
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The 0--824 month] Frequency is based on engineering judgment, 
taking into consideration unit conditions required to 
perform the Surveillance, and is intended to be consistent 
with expected fuel cycle lengths. Operating experience has 
shown that these components usually pass the SR when 
performed at the 5-824 month] Frequency. Therefore, the 
Frequency was concluded to be acceptable from a reliability 
standpoint.

J L.. -

The mi I 15 IGitie• by a V'uUZ•,. ilL. I'LdnuI I OF I i noUtL I.  

that performing the Surveillan'e would remove a requre 
DG from scrvicc. Credit may be taken for unplanne

ICL3.8-122 

ITA3.8123
UVll . U OU .IUL IJIJ II .Jl\,

,,1\ 0. U. -. -L \L ,ITI IL II ILALLA)

_________________________________________I

Reviewer's Note. The above MODE restrictions may be deleted 
if it can be demonstrated to the staff, on a plant specific 
basis, that performing the SR with the reactor in any of the 
restricted MDES -an satisfy the following criteria a 
applicable:

C II... C'r1 . .- 1I1 .... 4-

-4

VVFI I IILIL I LIIIULII Oily .DUIL.LJ

systemIII U L.UIIIcJUIIm.oIIn IIIUWJ.I Uk I

b. Performance of the SR will not cause perturb 
any of the electrical distibution systems that could 
result in a challenge to steady state operation or to 
plant safety sytes - nd 

c. , ,Performane of the SR, or failure of the SR, will met 
Pr Q al , r r e s l t A n n a n,,Ah AfA A n n A r h n l l e mn n

LU PIUIIL ,)UI.U L, 0.U L, IlIIO•
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AC Sources - Operating 
B 3.8.1 

JPA3.8-100 

BASES

SR 3.8.1.d49 ICL3.8-172]

Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), paragraph 2.a.(3), requires 
dDemonstrate4-of once per ±-824 months that the DGs can Ix3.8-126 
start and run continuously at full load capability for an 
interval of 
not less than 24 hours, > f2] hours of which is at a load 
equivalent to 103 - 110% of the continuous duty rating and
the 
remainder of the time at a load equivalent to the 
continuous duty rating of the DG. The DG starts for this 
Surveillance can be performed either from standby or hot 
conditions. The provisions for prelubricating and 
warmup, discussed in SR 3.8.1.2, and for gradual loading, 
discussed in SR 3.8.1.3, are applicable to this SR.

R-3 I 
L----I 

ICL3.8-1251

in order to ensure that the PG is tested under loadI 
conditlons that are as elose to design conditions as 
possible, testing must be perpformed using a power faeteo of 
S[0.9]. This power faecet is chosen to be representative 

of the actual design basis inductive loading that the DG 
would experience. The load band is provided to avoid 
routine overloading of the DG. Routine overloading may 
result in more frequent teardown inspections in accordance 
with vendor recommendations in order to maintain DG 
OPERABILITY.  

SR 3.8.1.14 (continued) 

The f41924 monthi Frequency is consistent with the,1 

recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9 CL3.8-172 
paragraph 2.a.(3), takes into consideration unit 
conditions required to perform the Surveillance, and is 
intended to be consistent with expected fuel cycle lengths.

(conti nued)
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AC Sources - Operating 
B 3.8.1 

JPA3 8-100 

BASES 

This Surveillance is modified by atwo Note>. The Note- ICL3.8-1221 
states that momentary transients due to changing-bus7 
loads do not invalidate this test. Similarly, m"lom .Centary"• - _ 15 
power factor transients above thc pewer faecet li wll C•L3.8 1251 
not invalidate the test. T-he reason for Note 2 is tlhat dupi~ 

.. z4 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ _ ti 4ký4-..~1~Pnj TA2ý P-192
opUCUtion with the P euCtUi si iuiui , PuiJuluiiuidiuu ul U1 S 

Surve.. iance could cause perturbaons i to the electrical 
ldIstributIon systemsll that could challenge continued steady 

state operation and, as a result, unit safety system ls.  
Credit mfay be taken for unplanned events that satisfy this 

SR 38 

This3. S . d ti-e 
T-HL Suv.4ae ,...-~tpte tha !~ Ijse ennn

CL3.8-130]

restart from a hot cond4itn, such as subsequent to shutdown 
fromfl normflal Surveillances, and achieve required Voltage 
and frequency within E[91 seconds. The [10] second time is

QCrWveU Tiua. tihe PI i• quiIuieniiup u Uih uduiuutii UIIUiJQI3 LU 

respond to a dcsign basis large break LCA. The E [18 moFnlth] 

Frequene'y is consistent wih the recen.... datins of 
Regulat•ry Guide 1.108 (Ref. 9), paragraph 2.a.(5).  

This SR is modified by two Notes. Note 1 ensures that the 
test is performIled with the diesel sufficiently Hot. The 
load band is provided to avoid routine overloading of the 
DG. Routine overloads may result in more frequent teardown 

inspections in accordance with vendor recommffendations I .n 
order to maintain DG OPERABILITY. The require-ent that the 
diesel has operated for at least E[2 hours at full load 

conditlins prior to perform .. ance of this Survei.lance is
"based on m..anufacturer recmendations for achieving ho 
conditions. Mom. lentary transients due to changing bus loads 
do not inval4date this test. Note 2 allows all PG starts to 
be prleeded by an engine prelube period to iminiize wear and 
tear on the diesel during testingt.

SR 3.8.1 .46 CL3.8-1311

(continued)
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AC Sources - Shutdown 
B 3.8.2 

JPA3.8-100 

BASES

In the event of an accident during shutdown, this LCO 
ensures the capability to support systems necessary to avoid 
immediate difficulty, assuming either a loss of all offsite 
power or a loss of all onsite diesel generator (DG) power.  

The AC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of 
10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii)the NRC Policy Statent.

LCO

LCO 
(conti nued)

One offsite circuit path capable of supplying the onsite 
Glass 1E pwer4 UkV Safeguards 4Distribution subsystem(s) of 
LCO 3.8.10, "Distribution Systems- Shutdown," ensures that 
all required loads are powered from offsite power. An 
OPERABLE DG, associated with the distribution system train 
required to be OPERABLE by 
LCO 3.8.10, ensures a diverse power source is available to 

provide electrical power support, assuming a loss of the 
offsite circuitpath. Together, OPERABILITY of the required 
offsite circuitpath and DG ensures the availability of 
sufficient AC sources to operate the unit in a safe manner 
and to mitigate the consequences of postulated events during 
shutdown (e.g., fuel handling accidents).

The qualified offsite circuitpath must be capable of 
maintaining rated frequency and voltage, and accepting 
required loads during an accident, while connected to the 
Engineered Safety Feature (ESF)Safeguards bus(es).  
Qualified ,ffsitc e,ý,uisPaths are those that are PA3 
described in the FUSAR and are part of the licensing I 
basis for the unit.

ut+s+ te c u .. ns.sts of S.afguards 'ransTorme r U, 
- tt 4 - k 4-P C .-..•4-A k A Q D A -. A I --g.  

UVYLZ1l iU ULc U, UI' .j IU il JUI

VVL , l.,(.ev , Vl l I Ut..U ,4' Z)
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AC Sources - Shutdown 
B 3.8.2 

IPA3.8-1001 

BASES

turn, powers the #1 [SF bus through its normal foed7 r 
breaker. The second offsitc circuit consists of the Startup 
Transformer, which is normally fed from the Switchy~ard 
Bus A, and is fed through breaker PA 0201 p... ring the [S, 

transformer, which, in turn, powers the #2 1SF bus. thrugh 

its normal feeder breakee.There are four separate external 
power sources which provide multiple offsite network 
connections: 

a. A reserve transformer (IR) from the 161 kV portion of 
the plant substation: 

b. A second reserve transformer (2RS/2RY) from the 345 kV 
portion of the plant substation; 

c. A cooling tower transformer (CT1/CT11) supplied from the 
345 kV portion of the plant substation; and 

d. A cooling tower transformer (CT12) supplied from a 
tertiary winding on the substation auto transformer.  

The DG must be capable of starting, accelerating to CL 

requiredfated; speed and voltage, and connecting to its 
respective BS-FSafeguards bus on detection of bus 
undervoltage. This sequence must be accomplished within 

[E1] .s.eee.. The DG will be ready to load within 10 
seconds of receiving a start signal. The DG must be 
capable of accepting required loads within the assumed 
loading sequence intervals, and continue to operate 
until offsite power can be restored to the 
I&FSafeguards buses. These capabilities are required to 
be met from a variety of initial conditions such as DG 
in standby with the engine hot oraQ DG in standby at 
ambient conditions.

I I 

:R-3 
L ------- I 

3.8-202 

r --- -I R-3 ,1 
I -- - - -i

(conti nued)
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AC Sources -Shutdown 
B 3.8.2 

JPA3 .8-100 

BASES

Proper sequencing of loads, including tripping of 
nonessential •• ads, is a required function for OG 
OPERABILITY.

ICL3.8-110

in addilton, proper sequencer operatio• is an integral part 
of offsite circuit OPERABILITY since 4ts inoperabilit 
imfpacts on the ablility to start and mfaintain cnergizcd loadsý 
required OPERABLE by LC 3G .0

LCO 

(continued)

It is acceptable for trains to be cross tied during 
shutdew~n 
conditions, all•o.ing a single effsite power circuit 4t 
supply all required trains.

A Note has been added allowing the LCO not being applicable 
for a period of 8 hours during the performance of SR 
3.8.1.10. This is acceptable since the DG(s) will be 
procedurally controlled and considering the small likelihood 
of a severe transient or event in this time period.

APPLICABILITY The AC sources required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 and 
during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies provide 
assurance that: 

a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup 
are available for the irradiated fuel assemblies in 
the core; 

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident 
are available; 

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events 
that can lead to core damage during shutdown are 
available; and 

(continued)
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AC Sources -Shutdown 
B 3.8.2 

IPA3 8-100 

BASES 

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for 
monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown 
condition or refueling condition.  

The AC power requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are covered 
in LCO 3.8.1.  

The Load Sequencer requirements are covered in LCO 3.3.4, "4 kV 
Safeguards Bus Voltage Instrumentation".  

LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable while in MODE 5 or 6. However, ITA3.8-1401 
since irradiated fuel assembly movement can occur in MODE 1, 
2, 3, or 4, the ACTIONS have been modified by a Note stating 
that LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable. If moving irradiated fuel 
assemblies while in MODE 5 or 6, LCO 3,0.3 would not specify any 
action. If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 
2, 3, or 4, the fuel movement is independent of reactor 
operations, Entering LCO 3.0.3 while in MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4 
would require the unit to be shutdown unnecessarily.

ACTIONS A.1. A.2, A.3, A.4. B.1. B.2. B.3, and B.4

An offsite circuitA required path would be considered 
inoperable if it were not available to at least one required 
E-FSafeguards train. Although two trains &t-emay be required 
by LCO 3.8.10, the one train with offsite power available 
may be capable of supporting sufficient required features to 
allow continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS and fuel movement. B-y 
the allowance of the option to declare required features 
I no perable, vith nol offite power available, approprilate 
restrictions will be implemented in accordancc with tHc PA3 
affected requircd features LCO's ACTIO9NS.

II 

CL3, 8 -157 

.8-215 

R-31 
L ------- I

(continued)
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AC Sources - Shutdown 
B 3.8.2 

JPA3 .8-1001 

BASES

ACTIONS 
(continued)

A.-.-1, A.2-2, A.J2.3, A.2.4, B.1, B.2, B.3, and B.4 

With the offsite circuit not available to all 

rcquired trains, the optin would still exist tg ICL3.8-157 
deare all required features i.noprable. Sice this optien 
may involve undesired admlinistratlive eflorts, the allowance 
-for suffiiently ,onsrvative actions is ,ade. With the 
required DG inoperable, the minimum required diversity of i 

AC power sources is not available. It is, therefore, L 
required to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies, and operations involving 
positive reactivity additions . The Required Action to TA 
suspend positive reactlvity additions does net preclud 

actions to maintain or increase reactor vessel inventory 
provided the required SD, is m,,aintained_.that could result in 
loss of required SDM (MODE 5) or boron concentration (MODE 
6). Suspending positive reactivity additions that could 
result in failure to meet the minimum SDM or boron 
concentration limit is required to assure continued safe 
operation. Introduction of coolant inventory must be from 
sources that have a boron concentration greater than that 
required in the RCS for minimum SDM or refueling boron 
concentration. This may result in an overall reduction in 
RCS boron concentration, but provides acceptable margin to 
maintaining subcritical operation. Introduction of 
temperature changes including temperature increases when 
operating with a positive MTC must also be evaluated to 
ensure they do not result in a loss of required SDM.  

Suspension of these activities does not preclude completion 
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.  
These actions minimize the probability efof the occurrence 
of postulated events. It is further required to immediately 
initiate action to restore the required AC sources and to 
continue this action until restoration is accomplished in 
order to provide the necessary AC power to the unit safety 
systems.

(conti nued)
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AC Sources Shutdown 
B 3.8.2 

JPA3.8-100 

BASES (continued) 

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the 
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The 
restoration of the required AC electrical power sources 
should be completed as quickly as possible in order to 
minimize the time during which the unit safety systems may 
be without sufficient power.  

Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the Distribution System's ACTIONS 
would not be entered even if all AC sources to it are 
inoperable, resulting in de-energization. Therefore, the 
Required Actions of Condition A are modified by a Note to 
indicate that when Condition A is entered with no AC power 
to any required E-SFSafeguards bus, the ACTIONS for 
LCO 3.8.10 must be immediately entered. This Note allows 
Condition A to provide requirements for the loss of the 
offsite circuitpath, whether or not a train is de-energized.  
LCO 3.8.10 would provide the appropriate restrictions for 
the situation involving a de-energized train.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.2.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.8.2.1 requires the SRs from LCO 3.8.1 that are 
necessary for ensuring the OPERABILITY of the AC sources in 
other than MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. SR 3.8.1.0 is not 
required to be met since only one affsit circult "I 
required to be OPERABLE. SR 3..1.17is not rcquir red to 
be met be.ause the required OPERABLE DCGs) is not pe requlredIPA3.8-142 
to undergo periods of being synchronized to the offsit 
circuit. SR 3.8.1.20 is ex"ept. d bc.aus. starting 
independence is not .quired with the DC(s) that is got 
required to be operable.  

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is 
to preclude requiring the OPERABLE DG(s) from being 
paralleled with the offsite power netwerkgrid or otherwise 
rendered inoperable during performance of SRs, and to 

(continued)
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AC Sources- Shutdown 
B 3.8.2 

IPA3.8-1001 

BASES (continued) 

preclude deenergizing a required 4+16-4 kV --FSSafeguards bus 
or disconnecting a required offsite circuitpath during 
performance of SRs. With limited AC sources available, a 
single event could compromise both the required eieuitpath 
and the DG. It is the intent that these SRs must still be 
capable of being met, but actual performance is not required 
during periods when the DG and offsite circuitrequired path 
is required to be OPERABLE. Refer to the corresponding 
Bases for LCO 3.8.1 for a discussion of each SR.  

REFERENCES None.
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Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oi7, and Starting Aip 
B 3.8.3

IPA3.8-100 ICL3.8-145 

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

B 3.8.3 Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air 

BASES

Each diesel generator (DCunit is provided with a storage 
tank ha-vring a fuel oil capacity sufficient to operate
tla-t-the diesel generator (DGs) for 
+ý14 days while the DG is supplying 
of coolant accident load demand as 
FUSAR, Secetýn [.•..4.2](Ref. 1).  
is calculated using the assumffption 
tweoPDs is available-.This onsite
sufficient to 
replenish the

nn- nA r-F
a F.JUI IU UI 

maximum post loss JCL3.8-143 
discussed in the 
The m..axifmfu load deman.d-,, 
that a ,inimum of An, 
fuel oil capacity is

1---3 -3

operate the DGs for longer than the time to 
onsite supply from outside sources.

New DG fuel oil is placed in a receiving tank where it is ICL3.8-1461 
tested in accordance with the P1 Diesel Fuel Oil Testing 
Program. Once the test results have verified that the fuel 
oil is within limits, the fuel oil may be transferred to the 
safeguards fuel oil storage tanks. Fuel oil is then 
transferred from the safeguards fuel oil storage tank to the 
day tank by either of two the fuel oil transfer pumps 
associated with each storage tank. Redundancy of pumps and 
piping precludes the failure of one pump, or the rupture of 
any pipe, valve or tank to result in the loss of more than 
one DG. All outside tanks, pu.ps, and piping arc located PA3 .8150 um e g e md. t ,• uF ,u, ' '• u • l +u u -5

For prper operation of the standby D•s, it is necessary to 
ensure the proper quality of the fuel oil. Regulator [_________ 
Guide 1.137 (Ref. 2) addresses the reo.mm..ended fuel oil e 

praetiees as supplemfented by ANSI H195 (Ref. 3). The futel 
oil propertýes governed by th,,e SRs are the water and 
sedim,,ent eontent, the kinematie,, veisc oty, specific gravity 
(or API gravity), and im..purity level.  

(continued)
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Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air 
B 3.8.3 

JPA3.8-100 ICL3.8-1457 

BASES

The ACTIONS Table is modified by a Note indicatngtjat PiIA3.8 1341 
separatc Condition entry is allowcd for each I. Th 11i sl Is 
acccptablc, sincc thc Rcquircd Actions for each Condition 
providc apprpripate compcnsatory acteions for cach inoepcrable 
DG subsystemf. Comfplying with the Required Actlions for once 
inopcrablc G subsystll mlay allow for cntinucd operation, 
and subscqucnt inoper-ablc DC subsystcmf(s) ore govcrncd by 
scparate Condition cntry and application of associlated 
Rcquired Actions.

A.1

In this Condition, the 714 day fuel oil supply for thea JCL3.8_152 
DG(s) is not available. However, the Condition is 
restricted to fuel oil supplylevet- reductions that maintain 
at least a 612 day supply. These circumstances may be 
caused by events, such as full load operation required after 
an inadvertent start while at minimum required supply•eve-l, 
or feed and bleed operations, which may be necessitated by 
increasing particulate levels or any number of other oil 
quality degradations. This restriction allows sufficient 
time for obtaining the requisite replacement volume and 
performing the analyses required prior to addition of fuel 
oil to the tank(s). A period of 48 hours is considered 
sufficient to complete restoration of the required 
supplyle-el- prior to declaring the DGs inoperable. This 
period is acceptable based on the remaining capacity _.  
(> 612 days), the fact that procedures will be initiated to R-3 
obtain replenishment, and the low probability of an event 
during this brief period.

(conti nued)
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Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air 
B 3.8.3 

PA3.8-100 ICL3.8-145 

BASES

tanks. These tests are to be conducted prior to adding the 
new fuel to the safeguards storage tank(s), but in no case 
is the time between receipt of new fuel and conducting the 
tests to exceed 31 days. The tests_ and limits_ for new 
and stored fuel areand applicable AST, Standards described 
in the Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program of Specification 
5.5.11. are as follows.

a. Samlple the n )ew fuel oil in accordance with AT

iR3

ICL3.8-1551

b.Verify: in accorpdance with the tests specified jin ASTH1 
D975 E77] (Rlef. 6) that the samfple has an absolute 
specific gravity at 60,1690F of > 0.83 and <t 0.89 or an 
API gravity at 69UF of t 270 an- d !t 390, a kinemIIatic 
viscosity at 400G of > 1.9 entistokes and ! 4.  
centistokes, and a flash paint of > 125OF: and 

e. Verify that the new fuel oil has a clear and brigh 
appearance with proaper- color when tested in accrdnc 
wi-•t-h ASTH r41A 6 EL (Ref.• 6).  

SURVEILL4G SR 3. 8. 3.3i (continued) 

Failure to meet any of the abeve-limits specified in the 
Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program is cause for rejecting the 
new fuel oil, but does not represent a failure to meet the 
LCO concern since the fuel oil is not added to the storage 
tanks. Failure to meet any of the limits for stored fuel 
requires entry into Condition B.  

Within 31 days following the initial new fuel oil sample CL3 8-155 
the fuell ol is analyzed to establish that the oUllt l 
properties specified in Table 1 of ASTH B975 [77] (Ref. 7 
are met for new fuel oil when tested in accodance with

(continued)
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Diesel Fuel Gil, Lube Gil, and Starting Air 
B 3.8.3

IPA3.8-100 ICL3.8-145I 

BASES

(eamtmull d PllLDraining of the fuel oil stored in the supply tanksll, CL3.8-156 
remolval of accumfulated sediemet, and tanlk cleaning are --- L 
required at 10 year ýintervals by Regulatory Guide 1.137 R-3 
(Ref. 2), paragraph 2.. This SR also requires the 
perf•or,,,mae of the ASHE Code, Sectlon X! (Ref. 8), 
exam•,,inations of the tanks. To preclutde the int u ct1i,,on of 
surfactants in the fuel oil sy~stemf, the cleaning should be 
accomfplished using sodiuml hypoehlorite solutions, or their 
equivalent, rather ha 
soap or detergents. This SR is for preventive mfaintenance.  
The presence of sedimfent does mot necessarily represent a 
failure of this SR. provided that accumullated sedimfent is 
remolved during pefrforamane of the Surveillance.

REFERENCES 1. EJUSAR, Sections f-9ý--8.4 and 10.3- .

2. Regulatory Guide 1.137.  

3. ANSI Nit 1976, Appendix B.  

24-- FUSAR, Section ±146-1.

5. FSAR, Chapter [15-.  

S. ASTM Standards: D4•5- E ] 0975 L 77 ;, 
D4176 E- j, uI5 EL. -L j 2 2 E•U L 3: D22 , Ie he A.lU%

7. AST l Standards, 0975, Table 1.
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Inverters -Operating 
B 3.8.7 

JPA3.8-100 

BASES (continued)

maintaining required Reactor Protection Instrument AC 
Panelsvital buses- OPERABLE during accident conditions in the 
event of:

a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC electrical power 
or all onsite AG eleetrical power; and

CL3.8-163 ]

b. A worst case single failure.  

Inverters are a part of the dstribution syst.. and a ,PA3.8-217 

sueh- satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii)the NRC 
Pol lcy Statement.

The inverters ensure the availability of AC 
for the systems instrumentation required to 
reactor and maintain it in a safe condition 
anticipated operational occurrence (AO0) or 
DBA.

electrical power 
shut down the 
after an 
a postulated

Maintaining the required inverters OPERABLE ensures that the 
redundancy incorporated into the design of the RPS and ESFAS 
instrumentation and controls is maintained. The fou
inverters [(twe per traimnd ensure an uninterruptible supply 
of AC electrical power to the Reactor Protection Instrument 
AC Panelssvital buses even if the 4-46 kV 5-afe-jySafeguards 
buses are de-energized.

(conti nued)
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Inverters -Operating 
B 3.8.7 

PA3.8-100 

BASES (continued) 

OPERABLEpera-abl-e inverters require the associated ICL3.8-1 
v-ta-Reactor Protection Instrument AC Panel-bus• to be C 
powered by the inverter with output voltage and frequ•cn• 
wlthin tolerances, and power supply~npt to the inverter 
from a f125 VDC& station battery. Altef,,a±-ve+yNormally, 
the power supply may-beis from an internal AC source 
via rectifier as long aswith the station battery-+- ICL3.8-183 
available as the uninterruptible power supply. Four 
Reactor Protection Instrument AC inverters are required to 
be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3. and 4. In accordance with the 
LCO, three inverters can be OPERABLE with the fourth powered 
from Reactor Protections Insturment AC Panel 117 (Unit 2 
217) or from its own bypass switch.

This LCO is m•odi4ied by a Notc that allows [one/two 
inverters to be disconnected IIfrlo a [cLomlmnl battery fo PA 
•ý 24 hours, if the vital bus(es) is powered fromf ar 
[Class 1E constant voltage transformfer or inverter Using 

internal AC souce]l during the perio d and all e ther 
inverters are operable. This allows ant -qualizing charge to 
be placed on one battery. If the inverters were no 
disconnected, the result~ing voltage condition milght damfage 
the inverterEs]. These provisions mfi .nimfize the loss of 
equipment that would occur in the event of a loss of offsite 
power. The 24 hour time perod :for the allowancemi 
the time during which a loss of offsýte pewer could result 
in the loss of equipment energized from the affected AC 

vital bus while taking into consideration the timfe required 
to pepfrform an equalizing charge on the battery bank.  

The intent of this Note i to li mit4 the nufmbe of 
inverters that mIlay be disconnected. Ony those inverters IPA 

associated with the single battery undergo.Ing an 
equalizing charge may be disinnected. All other iinverters 
mfust be aligned to their associated batteries, regardless of 
the nlumfber of inverters or unit design.

R-3 
I I 

3.8-185 

3.8-1851

(conti nued)
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Inverters -Operating 
B 3.8.7 

IPA3.8-100 

BASES (continued) 

APPLICABILITY The inverters are required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, 3, 
and 4 to ensure that: 

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant 
pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result 
of AOOs or abn•,,rmal transi en and CL3.8-205 

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment 
OPERABILITY and other vital functions are maintained 
in the event of a postulated DBA.  

Inverter requirements for MODES 5 and 6 are covered in the 
Bases for LCO 3.8.8, "Inverters-Shutdown." 

ACTIONS A.1, A.2, and A.3 

With a required Reactor Protection Instrument AC inverter R-3 

inoperable, its associated Reactor Protection Instrument L 

AC Panelvita bus becomes inoperable until it is 

E......alyi-+ is considered to be inoperable unless it is 
automatically re-energized +-effby its static transfer 
switch, [Class !E constant voltage source transfor.er or 

invcrter using internal AC sourcc]. 1 

R-3 
For this reason a Note has been included in Condition A 
requiring the entry into the Conditions and Required 
Actions of LCO 3.8.9, "Distribution Systems 
-Operating." This ensures that the i-t-a-}Reactor JCL3.8-183 
Protection Instrument AC Panel bi=s--is re
energized within 2 hours. Plant design provides acceptable 
alternate methods of powering an inoperable Reactor 
Protection Instrument AC panel. Panel 117 (Unit 2 - Panel 
217), by plant design, can provide reliable power to the 
instrument panel associated with an inoperable inverter. In 

addition to using an alternate Panel 117 (Unit 2 - 217) the 
Reactor Protection Instrument r-3,' 

R-3 

(conti nued)
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Inverters - Operating 
B 3.8.7 

IPA3.8 100 

BASES

AC Panels are designed having an internal bypass switch.  
the event the main panel switch fails, which causes the 
inverter to become inoperable, the bypass switch can be 
used, thus providing power to the inverter and maintaining 
OPERABILITY. Therefore, based on plant design, Requried 
Actions A.1 and A,2 require verification that only one 
reactor Protection Instrument AC inverter will be powered 
from Panel 117 (Unit 2 - Panel 217) or its bypas switch.  
This verification must be completed within 2 hours.

In 

R3 ....... 1 

I I

ACTIONS 
(continued)

Required Action A.+3 allows -248 hours to fix the ICL 
inoperable inverter and return it to service. The 
2-48 hour limit is based upon engineering judgment, taking 
into consideration the time required to repair an inverter 
and the additional risk to which the unit is exposed because 
of the inverter inoperability. This has to be balanced 
against the risk of an immediate shutdown, along with the 
potential challenges to safety systems such a shutdown might 
entail. When the Reactor Protection Instrument AC 
Panelvital bus is powered from its alternate eonstant 
voltage source, it is relying upon interruptible AC 
electrical power sources (offsite and onsite). The 
uninterruptible inverter source to the Reactor Protection 
Instrument AC Panel- vital buses is the preferred source for 
powering instrumentation trip setpoint devices.  

B.1 and B.2 

If the inoperable devices or components cannot be restored 
to OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the 
unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not 
apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be brought to 
at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and to MODE 5 within 
36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, 
based on operating experience, to reach the required unit 
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner 
and without challenging plant systems.

Markup for PI ITS Part E
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Inverters -Operating 
B 3.8.7 

[PA3.8-100I

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.7.1 

This Surveillance verifies that the inverters are 
functioning properly with all required circuit breakers 
closed and Reactor Protection Instrument AC Panelsvi-t-a-} 
buses energized from the inverter. The verification of IPA3.8-102 
proper voltage and fr-equeney output ensures that the 
required power is readily available for the instrumentation 
of the RPS and ESFAS connected to the Reactor Protection 
Instrument AC Panelsvital buses. The 7 day Frequency takes 
into account the redundant capability of the inverters and 
other indications available in the control room that alert 
the operator to inverter malfunctions.

REFERENCES 1. PUSAR, GhaptepSection f8..  

2. PFUSAR, ,hapteSection E-6-14.  

3. FSAR, Chapt.. E[5].
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Inverters - Shutdown 
B 3.8.8 

IPA3.8-100 I 
BASES (continued)

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events 
that can lead to core damage during shutdown are 
available; and 

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available 
for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold 
shutdown condition or refueling condition.  

Inverter requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are covered 
in LCO 3.8.7.

ACTIONS A±-A.! .I, A.2--2, A.2--3, and A.<-.4

If the required inverter Ji s inoperable, the remaining 
OPERABLE Reactor Protection Instrument AC Panel power 
suppliestwo trains are as required by LCO 3.8.10, 
"Distribution Systems -Shutdown," t ' " 
-nverteps may be capable of supporting sufficient required 
features to allow continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS, fuel 
movement, afi~or operations with a potential for positive 
reactivity additions. By the allowance of the option to 

A.! A.2.1, A.2.2. A.2.3. and .2.4 (continued)

I I.. . . . .  

R-3 

I CL3.8... 17 

-------------------------------------I 
iR-3

required features inoperable with the associated 4inverter(s) 
inoperable, appropriate restrictions will be impl,,,emted in 
accordance with the affected required features 
LC~s' Required Actions. in mfany instances -,4 t is PA3.8 2175 
option may involve undesired administrative 
efforts. -Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently 
conservative actions is made (i.e., to suspend CORE I R-3 
ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, and I I 

operations involving positive reactivity additions+. - Th-e 
Requied Aetion to suspend pesitive rea"tivity additions ITA3.8 -117

(continued)
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Inverters -Shutdown 
B 3.8.8 

IPA3.8-100 

BASES 

does not prmalude actions to maintain or gincease reactor 
vessel inventory, provided the required SDM is 
fla-ntae .that could result in loss of required SDM (MODE 
5) or boron concentration (MODE 6)). Suspending positive 
reactivity additions that could result in failure to meet 
the minimum SDM or boron concentration limit is required to 
assure continued safe operation. Introduction of coolant 
inventory must be from sources that have a boron 
concentration greater than that required in the RCS for 
minimum SDM or refueling boron concentration. This may 
result in an overall reduction in RCS boron concentration, 
but provides acceptable margin to maintaining subcritical 
operation. Introduction of temperature changes including 
temperature increases when operating with a positive MTC 
must also be evaluated to ensure they do not result in a 
loss of required SDM.  

Suspension of these activities shall not preclude completion 
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.  
These actions minimize the probability of the occurrence of 
postulated events. It is further required to immediately 
initiate action to restore the required inverterF and to 
continue this action until restoration is accomplished in 
order to provide the necessary inverter power to the unit 
safety systems.  

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the 
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The 
restoration of the required inverters should be completed as 
quickly as possible in order to minimize the time the 
unit safety systems may be without power or povweed fro ICL3.8-177 
a constant voltagc source tPansfoerm.er.  

(continued)
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Distribution Systems -Shutdown 

B 3.8.10

IPA3.8-100I
B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.10 Distribution Systems -Shutdown 

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the safeguards AC, DC, and Reactor 
Protection Instrument AC v4ta bus electrical power 
distribution systems is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.9, 
"Distribution Systems -Operating." _____8_1__ 

IPA2 R-qi I
In addition to the safeguards AC, DC, and Reactor 
Protection Instrument AC electrical power distribution 
systems listed in Table B 3.8.9-1, the following are 
examples of alternate power distribution equipment that may 
also be used during plant shutdown: 

a. 4kV bus ties; 

b, 480V alternate feeds; 

c. Uninterruptable Panel 117 (217 for Unit 2); 

d, Uninterruptable Panel 117 to 217 cross tie; and 

e Service Building DC to Safeguards DC cross tie.  

This alternate equipment may be used to maintain reliable 
power to various plant systems and equipment that are 
required to be OPERABLE to support shutdown conditions.  
This equipment, when used as an alternate source, comes from 
the safeguards systems or sources from the other unit 
(except for Service Building DC to Safeguards DC cross tie 
which is neither from safeguards systems nor the other 
unit). Use of these systems or sources has been evaluated 
and does not have a detrimental impact on the other 
operating unit. R-3

(conti nued)
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Distribution Systems - Shutdown 
B 3.8.10 

JPA3.8-100

BASES

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident and 
transient analyses in the ESAR, Chapter [6] (Ref. 1) and 
Chapter [1] (Ref. 2), assumLe Engineeed Safety Featu•re 

bus eleetrical power distribution systems are designed to 
provide suffieient eapaelty, capability, redundan, y, and 
rellabýIlIt to ensure the availablilty of neeessary power to 
[SF systemfls so that the fuell, Rcaeter Coolant Systeml, and 
ontai•nelnt design ýimits are not exceeded.

The OPERABILITY of the AC, DG, and AC vital bus electrical 
power dosystef i•s consstent with the iýn, • at 
assumfptions of the accident analyses and the requiremfents 

The OPERABILITY of the minimum safeguards AC, DC, and 
Reactor Protection Instrument AC vital bus electrical power 
distribution subsystems during MODES 5 and 6, and during 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies ensures that: 

a. The unit can be maintained in the shutdown or 
refueling condition for extended periods; 

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is 
available for monitoring and maintaining the unit 
status; and 

c. Adequate power is provided to mitigate events 
postulated during shutdown, such as a fuel handling 
accident.  

In general , when the unit is shut down, the Technical IPA3.8-192 
Specifications requirements ensure that the unit has the 
capability to mitigate the consequences of postulated 
accidents. However, assuming a single failure and

(continued)
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Distribution Systems -Shutdown 
B 3.8.10 

[PA3.8-100 

BASES 

concurrent loss of all offsite or all onsite power is not 
required. The rationale for this is based on the fact that 
many Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) that are analyzed in 
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 have no specific analyses in MODES 5 
and 6. Worst case bounding events are deemed not credible 
in MODES 5 and 6 because the energy contained within the 
reactor pressure boundary, reactor coolant temperature and 
pressure, and the corresponding stresses result in the 
probabilities of occurrence being significantly reduced or 
eliminated, and in minimal consequences. These deviations 
from DBA analysis assumptions and design requirements during 
shutdown conditions are allowed by the LCO for required 
systems.  

During MODES 1, 2, 3. and 4, various deviations from the IPA3.8-1921 
analysis assumptions and design requirements are allowed 
within the Required Actions. This allowance is in 
recognition that certain testing and maintenance activities 
must be conducted provided an acceptable level of risk is 
not exceeded. During MODES 5 and 6, performance of a 
significant number of required testing and maintenance 
activities is also required. In MODES 5 and 6, the 
activities are generally planned and administratively 
controlled. Relaxations from MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 LCO 
requirements are acceptable during shutdown modes based on: 

a. The fact that time in an outage is limited. This is a 
risk prudent goal as well as a utility economic 
consideration.  

b. Requiring appropriate compensatory measures for 
certain conditions. These may include administrative 
controls, reliance on systems that do not necessarily 
meet typical design requirements applied to systems 
credited in operating MODE analyses, or both.

(conti nued)
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Distribution Systems -Shutdown 
B 3.8.10 

IPA3 .8-1001 

BASES (continued)

C. Prudent utility consideration of the risk associated 
with multiple activities that could affect multiple 
systems.  

d. Maintaining, to the extent practical, the ability to 
perform required functions (even if not meeting 
MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 OPERABILITY requirements) with 
systems assumed to function during an event.  

The safeguards AC and DC electrical power distribution 
systems satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii)the NRG 
Policy Statemcnt.

Various combinations of subsystems, equipment, and 
components are required OPERABLE by other LCOs, depending on 
the specific plant condition. Implicit in those 
requirements is the required OPERABILITY of necessary 
support required features. This LCO explicitly requires 
energization of the portions of the electrical distribution 
system, as presented in Table B 3.8.9-1, necessary to 
support OPERABILITY of required systems, equipment, and 
components-all specifically addressed in each LCO and 
implicitly required via the definition of OPERABILITY.  
In addition, the alternate equipment described in the IPA3.8-191 
Background Section may be used to maintain OPERABILITY Of 
the Electrical Distribution subsystems.  

Maintaining these portions of the distribution system 
energized ensures the availability of sufficient power to 
operate the unit in a safe manner to mitigate the 
consequences of postulated events during shutdown (e.g., 
fuel handling accidents).

(continued)
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Distribution Systems -Shutdown 
B 3.8.10 

IPA3.8-100 

BASES (continued)

APPLICABILITY

ACTIONS

The AC and DC electrical power distribution subsystems 
required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6, and during 
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, provide assurance 
that: 

a. Systems to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup 
are available for the irradiated fuel in the core; 

b. Systems needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident 
are available; 

c. Systems necessary to mitigate the effects of events 
that can lead to core damage during shutdown are 
available; and 

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available 
for monitoring and maintaining the unit in a cold 
shutdown condition and refueling condition.  

The safeguards AC, DC, and Reactor Protection Instrument AC 
,-avta -- bus-electrical power distribution subsystems 
requirements for MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 are covered in 
LCO 3.8.9.

LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable while in MODES 5 and 6. TA3.8-140 
However, since irradiated fuel assembly movement canl 
occur in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the ACTIONS have been modified 
by a Note stating that LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable. If 
moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 5 or 6, LCO 
3.0.3 would not specify any action. If moving irradiated 
fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the fuel 
movement is independent of reactor operations. Entering LCO 
3.0.3 while in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4 would require the unit to 
be shutdown unnecessarily.

(conti nued)
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Distribution Systems - Shutdown 
B 3.8.10 

JPA3.8-100 

BASES (continued) 

A.1, A.2.1, A.2.2, A.2.3, A.2.4, and A.2.5 

Although redundant required features may require redundant 
trains of electrical power distribution subsystems to be 
OPERABLE, one OPERABLE distribution subsystem train may be 
capable of supporting sufficient required features to allow 
continuation of CORE ALTERATIONS and fuel movement. By TA3.8-1171 
allowing the option to declare required features 
associated with an inoperable distribution subsystem 
inoperable, appropriate restrictions are implemented in 
accordance with the affected distribution subsystem LCO's 
Required Actions. In many instances, this option may 
involve undesired administrative efforts. Therefore, the 
allowance for sufficiently conservative actions is made 
(i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies, and operations involving positive 
reactivity additions that could result in loss of required 
SDM (MODE 5) or boron concentration (MODE 6)). Suspending 
positive reactivity additions that could result in failure 
to meet the minimum boron concentration limit is required to 
assure continued safe operation. Introduction of coolant 
inventory must be from sources that have a boron 
concentration greater than that required in the RCS for 
minimum SDM or refueling boron concentration. This may 
result in an overall reduction in RCS boron concentration, 
but provides acceptable margin to maintaining subcritical 
operation. Introduction of temperature changes including 
temperature increases when operating with a positive MTC 
must also be evaluated to not result in reducing core 
reactivity below the required SDM or refueling boron 
concentration limit.  

Suspension of these activities does not preclude completion 
of actions to establish a safe conservative condition.  
These actions minimize the probability of the occurrence of 
postulated events. It is further required to immediately 
initiate action to restore the required safeguards AC and DC 

(continued)
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Distribution Systems - Shutdown 
B 3.8.10 

JPA3.8-100 

BASES (continued) 

electrical power distribution subsystems and to continue 
this action until restoration is accomplished in order to 
provide the necessary power to the unit safety systems.  

Notwithstanding performance of the above conservative 
Required Actions, a required residual heat removal (RHR) 
subsystem may be inoperable. In this case, Required Actions 
A.2.1 through A.2.4 do not adequately address the concerns 
relating to coolant circulation and heat removal. Pursuant 
to LCO 3.0.6, the RHR ACTIONS would not be entered.  
Therefore, Required Action A.2.5 is provided to direct 
declaring the associated RHR inoperable, which results in 
taking the appropriate RHR actions.  

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the 
required times for actions requiring prompt attention. The 
restoration of the required distribution subsystems should 
be completed as quickly as possible in order to minimize the 
time the unit safety systems may be without power.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.10.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

This Surveillance verifies that the safeguards AC, DC, and 
Reactor Protection Instrument AC vital bus electrical power 
distribution subsystems are functioning properly, with &
the required buses and panels energized. The verification 
of proper voltage availability on the buses ensures that the 
required power is readily available for motive as well as 
control functions for critical system loads connected to 
these buses. The 7 day Frequency takes into account the 
capability of the electrical power distribution subsystems, 
and other indications available in the control room that 
alert the operator to subsystem malfunctions.
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B 3.8.10 

PA3.8-100 

BASES (continued) 

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, haptr [ 

2. FSAR, Chapter [151.
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Part F Package 3.8 

Difference Difference 
Category Number Justification for Differences 

3.8

PA 102 NUREG-1431 contained optional wording, values, or 
requirements in brackets. This bracketed 
information has not been included in the PI ITS since 
it is neither consistent with PI design, CLB, PI 
operating practices, or is not contained in the CTS.  
As a result, the optional information was not 
applicable to PI and therefore not retained in the ITS.  

PA 103 NUREG-1431 contained optional wording or values in 
brackets. The correct information, based on PIs 
Current Licensing Bases (CLB), was incorporated and 
brackets removed.  

CL 104 NUREG-1431 LCO 3.8.1, Required Actions A.2 and 
associated Bases have been deleted. Required Action 
A.2 involved restrictions on loss of offsite power to one 
division and loss of features on the other division. PI 
design has two paths feeding each bus; if one path is 
inoperable, there is still a second independent path 
feeding the same bus. Therefore, the loss of one path 
does not render the train or bus inoperable. Two paths 
on the same train or bus would have to be inoperable to 
make the train or bus inoperable. These limitations are 
not imposed in the CTS, and are therefore not included 
in the conversion to the ITS.  

Prairie Island 
Units 1 and 2 2 7/02/01



Package 3.8

Difference Difference 
Category Number Justification for Differences

3.8-

CL 106 The Completion Time limit of "6 days from the 
discovery of failure to meet the LCO" was not included 
in the ITS since PI does not have this requirement in 
the CTS. The intent of adding this limit to the 
Completion Time is to prevent a plant from continuously 
being in the LCO without ever meeting the full LCO 
requirements. This abuse of the LCO can be 
adequately addressed in plant procedures. For the 
past three years, the Offsite qualified paths have been 
considered out of service in accordance with the ITS 
less than 1% of the time. Since the ITS only requires 
two qualified paths to be OPERABLE at any one time, 
plant design would ensure that this LCO would be 
maintained. From this data, it is evident that PI has not 
abused the use of Allowed Outage Times for the Offsite 
qualified paths. Including this statement in the ITS 
would only add confusion for the operators. In addition, 
the associated Bases have been deleted.

107 Not used.

Prairie Island 
Units 1 and 2 7/02/01
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Difference Difference 

Category Number Justification for Differences 

3.8

CL 108 NUREG-1431 LCO 3.8.1, Required Action B.4 and 
associated Completion Time, states, "Restore ... 72 
hours AND 6 days from discovery of failure to meet 
LCO." CTS 3.7.B.1 states, "One diesel generator may 
be inoperable for 7 days .... " Therefore, based on PI 
CLB, the ISTS Completion Time has been revised to 
state, "Restore ... 7 days." The 7 days takes into 
account the capacity and capability of the remaining 
diesel generator and AC sources, a reasonable time for 
repairs, and the low probability of a DBA occurring 
during this period. The second Completion Time 
states, "6 days from discovery of failure to meet LCO", 
has been deleted. The deletion of this Completion 
Time is discussed in JFD CL3.8-109. Maintaining CLB 
was agreed to be acceptable between the industry and 
NRC during the onset of the ITS conversion project.  
This change is consistent with that agreement. In 
addition, the associated Bases have been revised to be 
consistent with the above changes.  

109 Not used.  

Prairie Island 
Units 1 and 2 5 12/11/00
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Part F Package 3.8

Difference Difference 
Category Number Justification for Differences 

3.8

CL 110 NUREG-1431 LCO 3.8.1.c states, "[Automatic load 
sequencer for Train A and Train B]". This statement 
was deleted since the load sequencer has been 
relocated to ITS LCO 3.3.4, and therefore not 
retained in this Specification. In addition, Bases 
3.8.1 and 3.8.2, LCO statement has been changed 
by deleting bracketed information related to the load 
sequencers.  

Bases 3.8.2, LCO has also been revised by deleting 
the phrase, " ... including tripping of nonessential 
loads, .... " P1 does not have any nonessential 
loads that are tripped and not restored by 
sequencer action. Therefore; this phrase is being 
deleted and not applicable to PI.  

In addition, a sentence has been added stating that 
plant procedures are used to assess specific 
configurations and requirements based on varying 
conditions (e.g., loading, grid conditions, generator 
MVAR load, and etc.) before declaring a path 
OPERABLE. Once this evaluation has been 
completed and the path considered OPERABLE, 
the applicable Conditions and Required Actions of 
Specification 3.8.1 are applicable. This evaluation 
and associated Specification ensure that PI has an 
OPERABLE path which is consistent with the P1 
ITS.  

Prairie Island 
Units 1 and 2 6 7/02/01
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Part F Package 3.8

Difference Difference 
Category Number Justification for Differences

3.8-

PA 111 NUREG-1431 LCO 3.8.1, Required Action D, Note 
states, " ... when Condition D is ... ." This Note was 
changed by replacing the word "when" with the word 
"if'. Since the paths go to both trains, loss of a path will 
not de-energize either train, therefore not necessarily 
requiring entry into Condition D. This change was 
made for consistency with changes made in other 
Sections of the ITS (e.g., Section 3.7) and is based on 
plant design. In addition, the word "any" is being 
replaced with the word "either." PI only has two trains; 
therefore, "either" is more representative of the plant 
design. Similar word changes are made in LCO 3.8.2, 
Required Action A, Note. In addition, the Bases have 
been revised to be consistent with the above changes.

112 NUREG-1431 LCO 3.8.1, Condition F and associated 
Bases have been deleted. This Condition is for when a 
load sequencer is inoperable. The load sequencer 
Actions and Surveillance have been relocated to ITS 
Section 3.3.4.

Prairie Island 
Units 1 and 2 12/11/00
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Part F Package 3.8

Difference Difference 

Category Number Justification for Differences 

3.8

PA 113 NUREG-1431 LCO 3.8.1, Condition H (PI Condition G) 
states, "Three or more ... inoperable." has been revised 
to state, "Two DGs inoperable and one or more paths 
inoperable" OR "One DG inoperable and two paths 
inoperable." This change was made to more accurately 
reflect the PI design and be more specific as to the 
combination of inoperabilities between the DG and 
required offsite circuits. These scenarios reflect where 
entering LCO 3.0.3 would be appropriate.  

CL 114 NUREG-1431, Rev. 2, Bases 3.8.4, Background 
Section has been revised by deleting the statement, 
"from the design minimum charge ... ", and Bases SR 
3.8.4.6 (PI SR 3.8.4.2) has also been revised by 
deleting the statement, "from the design minimum 
charge state ... ." The design minimum charge is in 
reference to the charging capacity of the battery 
charger. The deletion of this statement is consistent 
with PI design bases. PI has purchased batteries with 
a design and capacity in support of the PI accident 
analysis.  

Prairie Island 
Units 1 and 2 8 5/01/01



Part F Package 3.8

Difference Difference 
Category Number Justification for Differences

3.8-

PA 115 NUREG-1431, Bases SR 3.8.1.2 has been revised 
by replacing the wording which defines, "from 
standby conditions" and replacing them with a PI 
specific definition. At PI the DGs are started from 
standby conditions in accordance with 
manufacturer's recommendations requiring prelube, 
warm-up, loading, and shutdown. Therefore, this SR 
is revised to align with the current way PI starts the 
DGs. This is consistent with PI CLB, CTS 4.6.A.1 .e, 
and 4.6.A.2.c.

Prairie Island 
Units 1 and 2 7/02/01
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3.8

CL 116 NUREG-1431 SR 3.8.1.2, Note 3 and 3.8.1.3, Note 1 
have been revised by replacing the statement, "as 
recommended by the manufacturer" with "in 
consideration of the manufacturer's 
recommendations." This change is consistent with 
the PI CTS (4.6.A.1.e). In addition, SR 3.8.1.3 
Bases has been revised replacing the phrase, 
equivalent of the maximum expected accident loads" 
with "manufacturer's recommended loads." The 
loads stated in the ITS are consistent with CTS 
requirements which were derived from the 
manufacturer's recommendations. The maximum 
accident loading may exceed these values during 
the earlier time periods, however, it remains within 
the manufacturer's load capability. Refer to USAR 
Table 8.4-1 and Table 8.4-2. The Unit 2 loads are 
higher than the Unit 1 DGs since the Unit 2 DGs 
provide emergency power to the cooling water pump 
whereas, the Unit 1 DGs do not. This change is 
consistent with PI CLB and testing practices, which 
are based on test limitations provided by one of the 
manufacturers.  

TA 117 Incorporated TSTF-286, Rev. 2.  

Prairie Island 
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3.8

CL 118 NUREG-1431 SR 3.8.1.4 requires that each day 
tank contains a specific amount of fuel oil. PI CTS 
4.6.A.1 .a only requires the fuel oil level to be verified 
and does not specify any specific amount or quantity 
for the day tanks. The CTS does not have any 
requirements verifying that the day tank contains a 
specific volume of fuel oil. This would be an 
additional part of the SR not required by either PI 
CLB or CTS. Therefore; PI is not adopting this part 
of SR 3.8.1.4 that identifies a specific day tank 
volume (in gallons) of fuel oil. This is also 
acceptable since the PI design uses level switches 
which sense low and high levels of fuel oil in the day 
tanks. The level switches are permanently set in 
order to supply enough fuel oil to the DGs in support 
of the USAR analysis. In addition, the associated 
Bases have been revised to be consistent with the 
above changes.  

119 Not used.  

TA 120 Incorporated TSTF-1 63, Rev. 2.  

Prairie Island 
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3.8

CL 121 NUREG-1431 SR 3.8.1.9 and associated Bases are 
being deleted since the load reject test requirements, 
per the CTS, are included in ISTS SR 3.8.1.10 (PI SR 
3.8.1.7). Therefore, requiring them to be performed 
again is not necessary nor does it serve any advantage 
in evaluating system OPERABILITY.  

CL 122 NUREG-1431 SRs 3.8.1.10 (PI 3.8.1.7), 3.8.1.13 (PI 
3.8.1.8), 3.8.1.14 (PI 3.8.1.9), 3.8.4.6 (PI 3.8.4.2) Notes 
and associated Bases, have been revised by deleting 
the statement, "This Surveillance shall not be 
performed in MODE 1 or 2." PI CTS does not provide a 
restriction or MODE of Applicability for this SR. PI 
presently performs some of these SRs during the 
specified MODES and maintains to keep this flexibility 
in accordance with CLB.  

TA 123 NUREG-1431 SRs 3.8.1.10 (PI 3.8.1.7), 3.8.1.13 (PI 
3.8.1.8), 3.8.1.14 (PI 3.8.1.9), 3.8.1.19 (PI 3.8.1.10), SR 
3.8.4.6 (PI 3.8.4.2) and SR 3.8.4.7(PI 3.8.4.3). Notes 
and associated Bases, have been revised by deleting 
the statement, "However, credit may be taken for 
unplanned events that satisfy this SR." Deleting this 
sentence is consistent with approved TSTF-8, Rev. 1.  

Prairie Island 
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124 Not used.  

CL 125 NUREG-1431 SRs 3.8.1.10 (PI 3.8.1.7), 3.8.1.14 (PI 
3.8.1.9) and associated Bases require that the DG be 
operating at its rated power factor when the total load 
rejection test is performed, and for 2 hours of the 24 
hour full load test, respectively. The practice of 
performing these tests at the rated power factor has 
been determined to be unjustified, potentially 
destructive testing due to exceeding the vendors' 
recommendation for maximum voltage of the generator.  
The NRC has concurred with discontinuing the DG load 
rejection testing at rated power factor. Therefore, this 
requirement has been deleted. Also the Bases have 
been revised deleting the requirement of the "full load 
test" to be the "largest load test." PI does not perform a 
full load test as required by the ISTS. Instead, PI 
performs a test to ensure it can handle the largest load 
that will be required. These changes are consistent 
with PI USAR and CLB.  

X 126 NUREG-1431 SRs and associated Bases contain 
Frequencies of 18 months. The SR Frequencies have 
been increased to 24 months to be consistent with PI 
refueling intervals.  

Prairie Island 
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3.8

127 Not used.  

CL 128 NUREG-1431 SR 3.8.1.11 and associated Bases 
have been deleted. CTS requires a simulated loss 
of power in conjunction with a safety injection (SI) 
signal while verifying de-energization of the 
emergency buses, load shedding from the 
emergency buses, diesel (EDG) auto-start and re
energization of the emergency buses. In the PI 
design, both the LOOP and a LOOP/LOCA test will 
verify de-energization of the safeguards buses, auto
start of the EDG (from either the Sl signal or the 
undervoltage signal), re-energization of the 
safeguards buses from the EDG, load shedding and 
load restoration of the safeguards buses. There is 
no difference in the load shedding portion of the 
sequencer between the Sl initiation and the 
undervoltage initiation. EDG loading on a 
LOOP/LOCA test is greater than the loading would 
be on a LOOP test. The LOOP/LOCA SR performed 
by PI (ITS 3.8.1.10), encompasses the requirements 
of the LOOP SR (STS 3.8.1.11). In other words, all 
loads required by STS 3.8.1.11 that start as a result 
of a LOOP SR will start on a LOOP/LOCA as 
required by ITS SR 3.8.1.10 In addition, STS 
SR3.8.1.11 .c.2, c.3, c.4, and c.5 have also been 
deleted in ITS SR 3.8.10.c.2, c.3, c.4, and c.5.  
These tests are not required by PI CTS or CLB and 
are not incorporated into the PI ITS (Ref. CL3.8
139). The SR PI performs encompasses the testing 
being deleted under SR 3.8.1.11.  

Prairie Island 
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3.8

CL 129 NUREG-1431 SR 3.8.1.14, (PI SR 3.8.1.9.c) has been 
revised by adding specific CTS requirements (CTS SR 
4.6.A.3.c), ensuring the DG achieves a specific steady 
state voltage and frequency. In addition, the 
associated Bases have been revised to be consistent 
with the above change.  

CL 130 NUREG-1431 SR 3.8.1.15 and associated Bases are 
being deleted. Note 1 requires that the SR shall be 
performed within 5 minutes of shutting down the DG 
after the DG has operated under specific conditions.  
The PI CTS does not contain this requirement to restart 
the DG. The remainder of this SR (start time, voltage, 
and frequency) testing the DG, is performed under 
ISTS SR 3.8.1.7 (PI SR 3.8.1.6) at a Frequency of 184 
days. Since ISTS SR 3.8.1.7 verifies the same 
parameters for DG OPERABILITY as does ISTS SR 
3.8.1.15, PI does not see the need to perform a restart 
of the DG to again verify the same parameters. This 
would be excessive testing on the DG without providing 
any additional benefits. P1 is deleting this SR based on 
CLB. Maintaining CLB requirements was agreed to be 
acceptable between the industry and NRC during the 
onset of the ITS conversion project. This change is 
consistent with that agreement.  

Prairie Island 
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PA 131 NUREG-1431 SR 3.8.1.16 and associated Bases have 
been deleted. PI CLB does not require synchronizing 
the DG with offsite power sources while loaded with 
emergency loads, nor transferring loads to offsite power 
sources. Deleting this SR is consistent with P1 current 
operating and testing practices.  

132 Not used.  

CL 133 NUREG-1431 SR 3.8.1.20 and associated Bases 
have been deleted. This SR was to be performed on 
a 10 year interval. This SR is the same as ISTS SR 
3.8.1.7 (PI SR 3.8.1.6), which is performed on a 184 
day Frequency. SR 3.8.1.20 requires that both DGs 
be verified to simultaneously start upon receipt of an 
SI signal, achieves a specific voltage and frequency 
range within 10 seconds every 10 years. PI does 
not have any CTS or CLB requirements for any 
simultaneous DG start. PI does have a requirement 
(PI ITS 3.8.1.6) requiring the same testing 
parameters every 184 days, however, this SR is 
performed on one DG at a time. As stated above, 
SR 3.8.1.20 is deleted and not required by PI CTS.  

Prairie Island 
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3.8

PA 134 NUREG-1431 LCO 3.8.3, Actions Note and associated 
Bases have been revised by deleting "Separate 
Condition entry is allowed for each DG" statement.  
This is not needed since the ITS Condition provides 
adequate guidance and Required Actions when one or 
both DGs are inoperable.  

PA 135 NUREG-1431 Bases 3.8.1, Background Section, has 
been revised by providing additional detail describing 
that the transformers are capable of block loading 
without load sequencing or load rejected. This 
additional detail more specifically describes the PI plant 
design and operation. Additional information was 
provided to more accurately describe the PI design for 
the DG, which buses they are dedicated to, and each 
unit's continuous service rating values. The Bases 
have also been revised to reference ITS Bases 3.3.4 
for an inoperable load sequencer.  

CL 136 NUREG-1431 Bases 3.8.1, LCO Section has been 
revised by deleting the following, "Additional DG 
capabilities must be demonstrated to meet required 
Surveillance, e.g., capability of the DG to revert to 
standby status on an ECCS signal while operating in 
parallel test mode." PI does not have any CLB 
requirement to ensure that the DGs have or maintain 
this capability. Therefore this statement can be 
deleted.  

Prairie Island 
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TA 137 TSTF 37, Rev. 2 was incorporated.

138 NUREG-1431 SR 3.8.1.18 and associated Bases have 
been deleted. PI CLB does not require this surveillance 
testing and it is therefore being deleted.  

139 NUREG-1431 SR 3.8.1.19 has been revised by 
deleting ISTS SR requirements c.2, c.3, c.4, and c.5.  
Requirement c.1 was edited to represent the PI CTS 
requirement. These additional requirements are not in 
the PI CTS and therefore not incorporated into the PI 
ITS.  

140 Incorporated TSTF-36, Rev. 4.  

141 Not used.
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PA 142 NUREG-1431 SR 3.8.2.1 and associated Bases have 
been revised by making the SR numbers in the Notes 
and the SR to be consistent with the SRs in ITS 3.8.1.  
Some of the SRs identified in SR 3.8.2.1 have been 
deleted or renumbered in LCO 3.8.1. Reference 
specific justifications for LCO 3.8.1.

143 NUREG-1431 Bases 3.8.3, Background Section is 
being revised by deleting the following, "...for a period 
of 7 days while the DG is supplying maximum post loss 
of coolant accident load demands....", and "The 
maximum load demand is calculated using the 
assumption that a minimum of any two DGs is 
available." These statements are not accurate relative 
to the PI CLB. The maximum load demand, associated 
calculations, and assumptions are discussed in detail in 
the PI USAR. This change is considered to be 
administrative in nature providing consistency with the 
PI USAR.

144 Not used.
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3.8

CL 146 (continued) 

entered. During isolation of the tank, the fuel oil in the 
tank may be replaced or brought back within limits.  
Once the stored fuel oil is restored to within limits, the 
tank can be unisolated and returned to service.  

ISTS Condition F has been revised by adding the 
minimum stored DG fuel oil quantity limits that can 
support the PI safety analysis. If the stored DG fuel oil 
falls below the specified quantity, the DG(s) is to be 
declared inoperable immediately. The addition of this 
new requirement ensures that P1 will have adequate 
supply of stored DG fuel oil for it to perform its intended 
safety function for the analyzed amount of time.  

CL 147 NUREG-1431 SR 3.8.3.5 and associated Bases 
Section have been deleted. Water in the fuel oil 
storage tanks is tested in SR 3.8.3.2. P1 has not had 
a history of water accumulation in the fuel oil tanks 
and therefore, water does not have to be routinely 
removed. In addition, neither P1 CLB or CTS have 
any requirements for water testing from the fuel oil 
tanks. Any testing requirements for fuel oil are 
contained in the PI Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program.  

Prairie Island 
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3.8

153 Not used.  

CL 154 NUREG-1431 Bases 3.8.3, Background Section has 
been revised providing additional information and 
clarification about the design and operations of the DG 
fuel oil receiving tank, the safeguards fuel oil storage 
tanks, and the PI Diesel Fuel Oil Testing Program.  
New fuel oil is placed in the DG fuel oil receiving tank 
where it is tested in accordance with the PI DG Fuel Oil 
Testing Program. Once the test results have been 
certified that the fuel oil is within limits, the fuel oil is 
transferred, using the DG tank pump, to one of the fuel 
oil storage tanks (4 for each unit). This is additional 
information and does not change or alter any technical 
requirements or the way any equipment is operated.  

CL 155 NUREG-1431, Rev. 1, Bases 3.8.3 has been revised 
throughout deleting all diesel fuel oil testing 
requirements and statements not specifically applying 
to Pl. To make the Bases read correctly, it has been 
updated throughout reflecting P1 CLB and CTS 
requirements for testing DG fuel oil.  

CL 156 TSTF-2, Rev. 1 was not incorporated. STS SR 
3.8.3.6 was deleted since it is not in the P1 CTS or 
required by any CLB.  

Prairie Island 
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CL

CL

181 NUREG-1431, Rev. 2, LCO 3.8.4, Condition C and 
associated Bases, have been deleted. This 
Condition is either specifically incorporated or 
included by the definition of OPERABILITY as related 
to Conditions A and B. PI does not know of any other 
reasons for the DC power subsystems to be 
inoperable other than Conditions A or B.  

182 NUREG-1431, Rev. 2, SR 3.8.4.2 and associated 
Bases, have been revised replacing the statement, 
"largest combined demands of the various continuous 
steady state loads .... " with the statement, " ...  
demands of the various continuous steady state 
loads, .... " PI battery charger design requirements 
were based on the demands of the various 
continuous steady state loads not the largest 
combined demands of the of the various continuous 
steady state loads. Revising this statement as 
proposed, brings the SR into agreement with the P1 
design and consistent with the PI USAR.

Prairie Island 
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3.8

CL 183 NUREG-1431 LCO 3.8.7 requires four inverters to 
be OPERABLE when in MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4. The 
LOC has been revised based on plant design to 
allow three inverters to be OPERABLE with the 
fourth powered from either the Reactor Protection 
Instrument AC Panel 117 (Unit 2 - 217) or from the 
Reactor Protection Instrument AC Panel bypass 
switch. This is acceptable since the LCO will still be 
met using the alternate means of supplying reliable 
power to the inverter, thus providing power the 
applicable equipment powered from the Panel and 
ensuring the equipment will still perform its intended 
function when called upon.  

LCO 3.8.7, Required Action A.1 (ITS Required 
Action A.3) Completion Time and associated Bases 
have been decreased from 24 hours to 8 hours. The 
decrease in Completion Time to 8 hours is 
consistent with the CTS.  

In addition, new Required Actions A.1 and A.2 have 
been added. Required Action A.1 requires verifying 
only one Reactor Protection Instrument AC inverter 
is powered from Panel 117. Required Action A.2 
requires verification that only one Reactor Protection 
Instrument AC Panel is powered from its inverter 
bypass. Both the new Required Actions A.1 and A.2 
are CLB and have been incorporated based on PI 
design. Maintaining CLB was agreed to be 
acceptable between the industry and NRC during the 
onset of the ITS conversion project. This change is 
consistent with that agreement.  
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3.8

CL 184 NUREG-1431, Rev. 2, SR 3.8.4.3 and associated 
Bases have not been included in the PI ITS. This 
SR is not required by the CTS. The purpose of this 
SR is to ensure that the battery has sufficient 
capacity to support the required emergency loads 
based on a battery service test. The Note for this 
SR also allows a modified performance discharge 
test (SR 3.8.6.6) to be performed in lieu of this SR.  
PI always performs the modified performance 
discharge test, therefore, the additional SR 3.8.3.4 is 
not required for PI.  

PA 185 NUREG-1431 Bases 3.8.7 LCO Section contains an 
explanation of the Note which allows an instrument bus 
inverter to be disconnected from its associated DC bus 
for up to 24 hours while performing an equalizing 
charge on the battery. The inverters used at PI are not 
required to be disconnected during equalizing charges.  
Therefore, this Note has been deleted consistent with 
ITS.  

186 Not used.  
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PA 187 NUREG-1431, Rev. 2, LCO 3.8.6 and associated 
Bases, Completion Time for Required Action B.2 has 
been revised to 24 hours. PI does not have either 
this Required Action or Completion Time in the CTS.  
Therefore, PI has evaluated the time required to 
restore the battery float current and perform a test to 
ensure OPERABILITY and during off normal working 
hours PI has estimated this Required Action could 
safely be completed in 24 hours which is also 
consistent with USAR Section 8.5.2.

188 Not used.  

189 Not used.
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3.8

PA 190 NUREG-1431 LCO 3.8.10, Required Action A.2.5 
states, " Declare associated required residual heat 
removal subsystem(s) inoperable and not in 
operation. " This statement has been revised by 
deleting, "and not in operation". Plant procedures 
and practices are established to declare TS 
equipment OPERABLE or not OPERABLE 
(inoperable). Prairie Island (PI) does not have 
procedures or practices for declaring equipment "not 
in operation" and retaining this clause would require 
new procedures and practices. The intent of 
Specification 3.8.10 is not to assure there is no flow.  
The Bases state, "Pursuant to LCO 3.0.6, the RHR 
ACTIONS would not be entered. Therefore, 
Required Action A.2.5 is provided to direct declaring 
the associated RHR inoperable, which results in 
taking the appropriate RHR actions." The clause 
"and not in operation" is redundant based on current 
PI operating practices. Once the RHR subsystem is 
declared inoperable in accordance with 3.8.10 R.A.  
A.2.5, the operators will take action to establish an 
acceptable source of core cooling. If for some 
reason the RHR subsystem continued to provide 
core cooling after the subsystem were declared 
inoperable, continued core cooling would be a 
harmless, but beneficial, consequence while 
operators establish an acceptable source of core 
cooling. For these reasons, NMC proposes not to 
include the clause "and not in operation" in the ITS.  
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3.8

PA 191 NUREG-1431 Bases 3.8.10, Background Section has 
been revised by adding a discussion about the use of 
"alternate" power distribution equipment during MODES 
5 and 6. During the unit shutdown, PI has available the 
safeguards AC, DC, and reactor protection instrument 
AC electrical power distribution systems. These power 
distribution systems feed various plant equipment 
required to be OPERABLE during plant shutdown 
conditions. However, during an outage, maintenance 
and testing is required to be done on parts of the above 
distribution systems, therefore making them inoperable.  
In order to maintain electrical power to required 
systems, PI also uses the following alternate power 
distribution equipment; 4kV bus tie, 480kV alternate 
feeds, Panel 117 (217 for unit 2), 117 to 217 cross tie, 
and the Service Building DC Safeguards DC cross tie.  
The alternate power distribution equipment provides a 
reliable power supply to the various plant systems or 
equipment required to be OPERABLE during MODES 5 
and 6. This change is consistent with CLB and current 
plant practices.  

PA 192 NUREG-1431 Bases 3.8.5, 3.8.8, and 3.8.10, 
Applicable Safety Analyses have been revised where 
applicable with the Applicable Safety Analyses 
discussion from Bases 3.8.2. Bases 3.8.2 provides 
additional information which is applicable and better 
explained than in the other Sections.  
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3.8

193-196 Not used.  

CL 197 NUREG-1431 LCO SR 3.8.1.5 and associated Bases 
have been deleted. PI day tanks are not designed with 
any type of drain in the tank that would allow draining 
any water. PI operating history has shown that the day 
tanks have not had any water accumulation problems.  
In addition, neither PI CTS or CLB require checking the 
day tanks for water; therefore, this SR is being deleted.  

PA 198 NUREG-1431, Rev. 2, LCO 3.8.5, Condition A, and 
associated Bases, have been revised to delete the 
Condition phrase, "The redundant train battery and 
charger[s] OPERABLE." Per P1 design, two trains of 
DC power are not required to be OPERABLE to 
support plant DC shutdown requirements as 
identified by LCO 3.8.10. Therefore, this part of 
Condition A does not apply to PI and is being 
deleted. In addition, the word "required" has been 
added as appropriate. Since PI has two trains, with 
each train consisting of a battery, battery charger, 
and interconnecting cable, it is necessary for 
clarification to state the "required" battery therefore, 
no mistake can be made on which battery charger is 
being credited when the plant is in the shutdown 
condition.  
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PA 199 NUREG-1431,Rev. 2, LCO 3.8.5, Required Action 
B.1, and associated Bases, have been deleted. This 
Required Action requires declaring the affected 
required features(s) inoperable. This action is only 
applicable if there were more than one DC electrical 
power subsystems required to be OPERABLE. Since 
PI design and shutdown operations do not require 
more than one DC electrical power subsystem to be 
OPERABLE, this Required Action does not apply.

200 NUREG-1431 Bases 3.8 has been revised to reflect 
current PI design and operating practices. As an 
example, Bases 3.8.1, Required Action B.2 states, 
"This includes motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps.  
Single train systems, such as turbine driven auxiliary 
feedwater pumps, are not included." PI has two 100% 
capacity auxiliary feedwater pumps, a motor and a 
turbine driven. The turbine driven auxiliary feedwater 
pump is not supported by the DG. Therefore, this 
statement is not applicable to PI design and is deleted.
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CL 201 NUREG-1431 Bases 3.8.1, Background Section has 
been revised by adding the statement, "... the Unit 1 
DGs meet the intent of Safety Guide 9 and Unit 2 DGs 
satisfy the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.9, .... " This 
statement was added to reflect the differences between 
the two unit DGs. Unit 1 DGs were installed prior to the 
issuance of Regulatory Guide 1.9. Therefore, Unit 1 
DGs rating were consistent with Safety Guide 9. When 
Unit 2 DGs were installed, Regulatory Guide 1.9 has 
been issued; however, PI did not adopt this Regulatory 
Guide in its entirety as discussed in the PI USAR. This 
change is consistent with the PI CLB.  

CL 202 NUREG-1431 Bases 3.8.1 and 3.8.2, LCO Section 
have been revised by replacing the statement, "This will 
be accomplished ... ." with "The DG will be ready to 
load ... following receipt of a start signal." PI design is 
that each DG is capable of starting, accelerating to the 
required speed and voltage, and ready to be loaded 
within 10 seconds. PI DGs are not required to be 
loaded within 10 seconds. In addition, Bases 3.8.2, 
LCO statement has been revised by deleting the 
statement, "This sequence must be accomplished 
within [10] seconds." As stated above, the PI DGs are 
required to be ready to load within 10 seconds upon 
receipt of a start signal. Therefore, the Bases is 
revised to reflect the PI design and CLB.  
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PA 203 NUREG-1431, Rev. 2, Bases 3.8.4 Actions B Section 
has been revised deleting the following sentence, "In 
addition the energization transients of any DC loads 
that are beyond the capability of the battery 
charger[s] and normally require the assistance of the 
batter[y][ies] will not be able to be brought online." PI 
design does not have any energization transients that 
exceed the battery charger capacity. The PI battery 
chargers were designed and installed to handle any 
of the anticipated transients that they would 
experience. Therefore, this statement is not 
applicable to Pl.  

PA 204 NUREG-1431 Bases 3.8.1, LCO Section has been 
revised by deleting the subject paragraphs. The 
subject paragraphs discuss various information about 
the AC sources in a train and the AC offsite sources 
being independent and separated to the extent 
practical. PI USAR provides a detailed discussion 
about the design of the AC trains and offsite sources; 
therefore, this redundant information is not needed in 
the TS and is being deleted.  

Also, Bases SR 3.8.1.1 has been revised by editing the 
sentence discussing preferred power source. PI design 
does not identify a preferred power source. The correct 
plant terminology is offsite power source.  
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3.8

PA 205 NUREG-1431 Bases 3.8.1, 3.8.4, 3.8.7, and 3.8.9 
Applicability Sections have been revised by deleting the 
following, " ... or abnormal transients;" PI considers 
an abnormal transient as an AOO. Therefore, the 
specific reference to an abnormal transient is being 
deleted.  

CL 206 NUREG-1431 Bases 3.8.1, Condition C is for two paths 
inoperable. Required Action C.1 states to declare 
required feature(s) inoperable when its redundant 
required feature(s) is inoperable with a Completion 
Time of 12 hours. The ISTS states that the justification 
for the 12 hours is Regulatory Guide 1.93. PI CTS 
already has a Completion Time of 12 hours. Therefore, 
any references in the ISTS to the Completion Time 
being shorter or reduced is deleted.  

CL 207 NUREG-1431 Bases 3.8.1, Required Action C.1 and 
C.2 have been revised by deleting the subject 
discussions since they are referring to Regulatory 
Guide 1.93. Since PI is not committed to Regulatory 
Guide 1.93, the subject discussions are not applicable 
to PI.  

PA 208 NUREG-1431 Bases 3.8 has been revised deleting 
redundant information that also appears in the USAR.  

209 Not used.  
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3.8

CL 210 NUREG-1431 Bases 3.8.2, LCO statement has been 
revised deleting the following, "It is acceptable for trains 
to be cross tied during shutdown conditions, allowing a 
single offsite power circuit to supply all required trains." 
PI design does not provide a cross tie between the 
trains. The design, as described in the USAR, provides 
for each offsite source being capable of supplying both 
trains, but this not termed a cross tie.  

PA 211 NUREG-1431 LCO 3.8.2 and associated Bases has 
been revised by adding a Note allowing the LCO not 
being applicable for a period of 8 hours during the 
performance of SR 3.8.1.10. Without the Note, the 
LCO requires that one DG capable of supplying one 
train of the onsite 4 kV safeguards distribution system 
required by LCO 3.8.10 be OPERABLE. SR 3.8.2.1 
requires the SRs of Specification 3.8.1 be performed at 
their specified Frequencies for those AC sources that 
are required to be OPERABLE to support those 
systems operating during plant shutdown. One of 
these SRs requires DG testing. At PI, when a DG is 
being tested, and thus operating, it is considered to be 
inoperable since during this testing some controls must 
be placed in manual. SR 3.8.1.10 in particular results 
in considering both DGs inoperable during test 
performance. The 8 hour period is reasonable to allow 
performance of the required SR.  
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3.8

PA 212 NUREG-1431, Rev. 2, LCO 3.8.5 and associated 
Bases Background Section has been revised by 
adding a NOTE stating, " Service building DC 
electrical power subsystem components may be used 
in lieu of a safeguards DC electrical power subsystem 
component when the required safeguards DC 
electrical power subsystem is inoperable due to 
testing, maintenance, or replacement." PI design 
comprises of one battery, battery charger, and 
interconnecting cabling for each train.  

Since PI only has two trains of safeguards DC 
electrical power, during an outage only one train is 
required to be OPERABLE to support plant 
operations. The other train may be inoperable. At 
times during the outage, one train will be inoperable 
with the other needing testing, or even replacement.  
Based on new shutdown requirements, one train 
must remain OPERABLE, therefore requiring an 
extension in the outage schedule in order to 
accomplish needed maintenance, testing or 
replacement.  

PI design has two service building DC electrical 
power subsystems from which components may be 
used in lieu of either safeguards DC electrical power 
subsystem components. This is acceptable since the 
service building batteries are maintained in 
accordance with TS 5.5.15, Battery Testing Program, 
and the service building DC electrical power 
components will be maintained the same as the 
safeguards DC electrical power subsystem 
components.  
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3.8-

PA 

PA

CL

212 (continued) 

Plant procedures will ensure that the DC electrical 
power subsystem components will perform their 
intended safety function. The time in which the 
service building DC electrical subsystem 
components can be used in lieu of the safeguards 
DC electrical power will be limited to the time the 
safeguards DC electrical power subsystem 
components are inoperable due to maintenance, 
testing, or replacement.  

213 NUREG-1431 LCO 3.8.9, Required Actions A, B, and C 
have been revised by adding the following, "Declare 
associated required supported feature(s) inoperable, 
Immediately." This Action needed to be added to 
provide guidance for when a portion of safeguards AC, 
DC, and Reactor Protection Instrument AC electrical 
power distribution subsystems is inoperable. This 
condition is not covered in the ISTS. This change is 
consistent with the practices at Pl.  

214 NUREG-1431 LCO 3.8.9 Required Action E has been 
revised by adding the following, "Two or more Reactor 
Protection Instrument AC Panels inoperable, Enter 
LCO 3.0.3, Immediately." This Required Action has 
been added to provide specific Actions when two or 
more Reactor Instrument AC panels are inoperable, 
since the instrument AC panels are distinct from "Two 
trains...". The ISTS does not currently specify this 
condition.
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3.8

PA 215 NUREG-1431, Rev. 1 LCO 3.8.2, Required Action 
A.1, LCO 3.8.8, Required Action A.1 and associated 
Bases have been deleted. The rational for the 
subject Required Actions A.1 was based on 
NUREG-1431, Rev.1 which would, in certain 
conditions, require more than one safeguards bus or 
inverter required to be OPERABLE. With one of two 
or more required safeguards bus or inverter 
inoperable, the remaining safeguards bus(s) or 
inverter(s) might be able to power all necessary 
loads. In such a case, it is acceptable to declare 
inoperable required features associated with the 
inoperability. However, with only one safeguards 
bus or inverter required, the above conditions do not 
exist, and the option to declare required features 
inoperable is not appropriate. Therefore, Required 
Action A.1 is being deleted.  

CL 216 NUREG-1431 Bases 3.8.7, Background Section has 
been revised by deleting the following sentence, 
"Specific details on inverters and their operating 
characteristics are found in the USAR." This statement 
is being deleted because the PI USAR does not contain 
this detailed information.  
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3.8-

PA 217 NUREG-1431 Bases 3.8.7 and 3.8.8, Applicable Safety 
Analyses Section has been revised by changing the 
last sentence to be consistent with the rest of the ISTS.
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PACKAGE 3.8 

ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS DETERMINATION 
AND ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 

NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS DETERMINATION 

The proposed changes to the Operating License have been evaluated to determine 
whether they constitute a significant hazards consideration as required by 1 OCFR Part 
50, Section 50.91 using the standards provided in Section 50.92.  

For ease of review, the changes are evaluated in groupings according to the type of 
change involved. A single generic evaluation may suffice for some of the changes 
while others may require specific evaluation in which case the appropriate reference 
change numbers are provided.  

A - Administrative (GENERIC NSHD) 
(A3.8-01, A3.8-10, A3.8-13, A3.8-15, A3.8-17, A3.8-20, A3.8-22, A3.8-23, A3.8-25, 
A3.8-30, A3.8-38, A3.8-39, A3.8-40, A3.8-51, A3.8-53, A3.8-56, A3.8-57, A3.8-58, 
A3.8-60, and A3.8-62) 

Most administrative changes have not been marked-up in the CTS, and may not be 
specifically referenced to a discussion of change (DOC). This NSHD may be 
referenced in a discussion of change by the suffix "A" if the change is not obviously an 
administrative change and requires an explanation.  

These proposed changes are editorial in nature. They involve reformatting, renaming, 
renumbering, or rewording of existing TS to provide consistency with NUREG-1431 or 
conformance with the Writer's Guide, change of current plant terminology to conform to 
NUREG-1431 or change of NUREG-1431 terminology to conform to CTS. Some 
administrative changes involve relocation of requirements within the TS without 
affecting their technical content. Clarifications within the NEW PI ITS which do not 
impose new requirements on plant operation are also considered administrative.  
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Specific NSHD for Change L3.8-59 

CTS 3.7.B.1 allows one diesel generator (DG) to be inoperable for 7 days, provided the 

other DG is demonstrated OPERABLE by performing an SR, which starts the 

OPERABLE DG, within 24 hours. This change allows that a determination can be 

performed, within 24 hours, to ensure that the inoperability of the initial DG is not a 

common cause failure issue for the OPERABLE DG.  

1. The proposed amendment will not involve a significant increase in the probability or 

consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

The consequences or probability of a previously analyzed event are dependent on 

the initial conditions assumed for the analysis, the availability and successful 

functioning of the equipment assumed to operate in response to the analyzed 

event, and the setpoints at which these actions are initiated. The proposed change 

allows an evaluation to be made as to the cause of the inoperability of the first DG 

to determine if it is a common cause failure that would make the OPERABLE DG 

inoperable. The CTS does not allow this determination. Instead, the CTS would 

require the OPERABLE DG to be demonstrated OPERABLE by performing an SR 

which requires an unnecessary DG start and loading. If the OPERABLE DG 

successfully passed its last SR, if the SRs are current, no maintenance has been 

performed that would render it inoperable, or if there is no reason why it should be 

considered inoperable, then requiring the OPERABLE DG to be demonstrated 

OPERABLE by performing the SR would be unnecessary starting of the DG. In 

addition, while performing the SR, the DG being tested would be considered 

inoperable. This would place the plant in a condition of two DGs inoperable and be 

in a 2 hour condition and possible plant shutdown. Therefore, this change does not 

involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of a previously 
analyzed event.  
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Specific NSHD for Change L3.8-59 (continued) 

2. The proposed amendment will not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 

accident from any accident previously analyzed.  

The proposed change does not involve any physical alteration of the plant (no new 

or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing 

normal plant operation. There are no setpoints, at which protective or mitigative 
actions are initiated, that are affected by this change. This change will not alter the 

manner in which equipment operation is initiated, nor will the function demands on 

credited equipment be changed. No alterations in the procedures which ensure the 

plant remains within analyzed limits are being proposed, and no change is being 

made to the procedures relied upon to respond to an off normal event. As such, no 

new failure modes are being introduced. The change does not alter assumptions 

made in the safety analysis nor licensing basis. Therefore, the change does not 

create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident previously evaluated.  
Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident.  

3. The proposed amendment will not involve a significant reduction in the margin of 
safety.  

The margin of safety is established through equipment design, operating 
parameters, and the setpoints at which automatic actions are initiated. Sufficient 

equipment remains available to actuate upon demand for the purpose of mitigating 

an analyzed event. The proposed change allows for a determination to be 

performed for DG inoperability ensuring that the cause of inoperability is not 

common cause, thus affecting the OPERABLE DG. The ITS allows this 
determination which eliminates additional DG starting and loading to demonstrate 

OPERABILITY as required by the CTS. If the OPERABLE DG successfully passed 

its last SR, if the SRs are current, no maintenance has been performed that would 

render it inoperable, or if there is no reason why it should be considered inoperable, 
than the OPERABLE DG will remain considered to be OPERABLE with no other 

testing required. The CTS requires additional testing by starting the OPERABLE 

DG which increases the amount of wear and potential maintenance. Requiring the 
already declared OPERABLE DG to be unnecessarily started to prove it is still 

OPERABLE does not provide any additional margin of safety. This change will not 

result in any detrimental impact or any changes in equipment design parameters, 
and the plant will still be required to operate within prescribed limits. Therefore, the 

change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.  

Therefore it is concluded this proposed change does not involve a significant hazards 
consideration.  
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Specific NSHD for Change L3.8-61 

CTS 4.6.A.2.b requires each diesel generator (DG) to be loaded to rated capacity within 
60 seconds every six months. This test is not included in the ITS since industry 
experience indicates that this test may eventually harm the DGs. This change provides 
some relaxation and therefore is considered to be a Less Restrictive change.  

1. The proposed amendment will not involve a significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

The consequences of a previously analyzed event are dependent on the initial 
conditions assumed for the analysis, the availability and successful functioning of 
the equipment assumed to operate in response to the analyzed event, and the 
setpoints at which these actions are initiated. This change will remove the 
requirement to periodically load the DGs to their rated load within 60 seconds.  
Since the DGs are not assumed accident initiators, this change does not involve a 
significant increase in the probability of an accident previously evaluated. There 
are two DGs per unit and these DGs are subjected to other performance tests 
which demonstrate that the DGs start and assume the required post-accident loads 
within the required time frame. Since other DG tests demonstrate DG 
OPERABILITY, at least one DG will operate as required and the accident 
consequences will not be increased. Based on this evaluation, there is no 
significant increase in the consequences of a previously analyzed event.  

2. The proposed amendment will not create the possibility of a new or different kind of 
accident from any accident previously analyzed.  

The proposed change does not involve any physical alteration of the plant (no new 
or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing 
normal plant operation. There are no setpoints, at which protective or mitigative 
actions are initiated, that are affected by this change. This change will not alter the 
manner in which equipment is operation is initiated, nor will the function demands 
on credited equipment be changed. No alterations in the procedures which ensure 
the plant remains within analyzed limits are being proposed, and no change is 
being made to the procedures relied upon to respond to an off normal event. As 
such, no new failure modes are being introduced. The change does not alter 
assumptions made in the safety analysis nor licensing basis. Therefore, the 
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Specific NSHD for Change L3.8-61 (continued) 

change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident 
previously evaluated. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident.  

3. The proposed amendment will not involve a significant reduction in the margin of 
safety.  

The margin of safety is established through equipment design, operating 
parameters, and the setpoints at which automatic actions are initiated. Sufficient 
equipment remains available to actuate upon demand for the purpose of mitigating 
an analyzed event. The proposed change deletes the periodic loading of the DGs 
to their rated loads within 60 seconds. Equipment testing is performed to improve 
plant safety by demonstrating that the equipment performs designed. This test 
requires testing equipment beyond the plant expectations. Furthermore, industry 
experience indicates that this test may eventually harm the performance of the 
DGs. Other DG tests verify that the DGs will perform their intended function.  
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of 
safety.  

Therefore it is concluded this proposed change does not involve a significant hazards 
consideration.
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 

The Nuclear Management Company has evaluated the proposed changes and 
determined that: 

1. The changes do not involve a significant hazards consideration, or 

2. The changes do not involve a significant change in the types or significant increase 
in the amounts of any effluents that may be released offsite, or 

3. The changes do not involve a significant increase in individual or cumulative 
occupational radiation exposure.  

Accordingly, the proposed changes meet the eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion 

set forth in 10 CFR Part 51 Section 51.22(c)(9). Therefore, pursuant to 10 CFR Part 51 
Section 51.22(b), an environmental assessment of the proposed changes is not 
required.
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